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PERFOR.'M.ANCE EVALUATION OF ADMINISTRATORS
BY FACULTY IN SELECTED BACCALAUREATE
PROGRAMS IN NURSING
Abstract of Dissertation
Purpose of the study was-to evaluate performance
effectiveness of administrators by faculty in selected
National League for Nursing accredited programs.

The

research questions focused on congruity in perceptions of
Performance Effectiveness in relation to Performance of
selected administrative activities, Importance of the
activities, Administrative Styles used by the administrator
to achieve departmental goals, and maintaining Institutional
Milieu.
The modified DECA (Departmental Evaluation of Chairperson Activities) was used for data collection.

Data

analyses were based on 478 DECA-Faculty Reactions to Chairperson Activities and 60 DECA-Chairperson Information Forms.
ANOVA results indicated three of the seven faculty
variables and two of the nine administrator variables had
significant effect on selected faculty ratings of the
administrator Performance Effectiveness.
differences

bet~veen

Significant mean

faculty and administrator self-ratings

were found in four out of the twelve subscales.

Pearson

correlation showed significant coefficient in one of the
subs.cales and four out of the twelve subscale ratings were
negatively correlated.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Increased public demand for productivity and accountability makes evaluation an inevitable component of
administration in higher education. 1 Although informal
evaluation of academic leadership has always existed "in the
private thoughts of senior administrators about the
capacities of their assistants, in faculty lunchroom quips
and mutterings," formal evaluation of administrators is a
relatively new movement. 2
Few administrators would disagree with the concept of
evaluation as a necessary undertaking to ·assess their
professional competency.
itself.

Their dubiety is in the process

The controversy centers on what performances should

be evaluated, how the evaluation should be conducted,

1 Charles H. Heimler, "The College Departmental
Chairman," in The Academic Department or Division Chairmen:
A Complex Role, eds. James Brann and Thomas A. Emmet
.
(Detroit: Balamp Publishing, 1972), p. 206; Clyde J.
Wingfield, "Campus Conflict and Institutional Maintenance,"
in The American University: A Public Administration
Perspective, ed. Clyde J. Wingfield (Dallas: Southern
Methodist University Press, 1970), p. 12.
2 Paul Strohm, "Toward an AAUP Policy on Evaluation of
Administrators," Academe, 66 (1980), 406.
1

I

-
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2

and by whom. 3

In addition, many administrators contend that

since their work is complex and involves considerable
interrole conflict, it is impossible to gain evaluation data
which are "valid, reliable, timely, and relevant to the
issues." 4

relationship between administrator competency and effectiveness of institutions to achieve mission statements. 5 This
demand for accountability is attributed to two factors:

the

first is the economic stringency that has affected all levels
of education, and second, the on-going indictment that
educational institutions have been derelict in fulfilling
their mission statements.

3 Robert E. Lahti, "Managerial Performance and
Appraisal," in New Directions for Higher Education:
Develo in and Evaluatih Administrative Leadershi , ed.
Charles F. Fisher San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978), p. 1.
4 H. Bradley Sagen, "Evaluation of Performance Within
Institutions," in New Directions for Institutional Research:
Evaluatin Institutions for AccoU:ritabilit , ed. Howard R.
Bowen (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1974 , pp. 69-70.
5 Howard R. Bowen, "The Products of Higher Education,"
in New Directions for Institutional Research: Evaluating
Institutions for Accountability, ed. Howard R. Bowen (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1974), p. 20; Nathaniel H. Karol
and Sigmund G. Ginsburg, Managing 'the Higher Education
Enterprise (New York: Ronald Press, 1980), p. 25.
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While the goal of any administrative evaluation is to
improve performance of the administrator, there is an array
of subtle factors which affect perceptions of effective
administrative performance. 6 Perceptions of cause and
effect tend to be functionally selective and may be
-1!---~~~~~"'-.J-~~,_,_..._.enc_e_d_by___fa_c_tm:s_s_uch_as_v-alue___jJ..1dgmen_ts_,_n_ee_ds.-=-.__~~~~~~-

disposition, and mental sets held by individuals and groups
. h"~n an

w~t

.

.

organ~zat~ona

1

.

un~t.

7

Therefore, performance

effectiveness of the administrator is related to role
expectations held by various incumbents within an
organization.
Statement of the Problem
The problem addressed in this study "vas faculty
evaluation of the administrator's performance effectiveness.

6 Barry Munitz, "Strengthening Institutional Leadership,'' in New Directions for Higher Education: Developing
and Evaluatin Administrative Leadershi , ed. Charles F.
F~sher
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978), pp. 11-4;
Madeleine R. Finneran, "Trends in the Evaluation of Nursing
Deans," Nursing Outlook, 31 (1983), 172; Harold L.
Hodgkinson, "The Next Decade of Higher E4ucation," Journal
of Higher Education, 41 (1970), 18.
7 Gertrude Torres, "The Nursing Education Administrator: Accountable, Vulnerable, and Oppressed," in Advances
in Nursing Science, 3 (1981), 6-14; J. Victor Baldridge
and others, "Alternative Models of Governance in Higher
Education," in Governing Academic Organizations: · New
Problems, New Pers ecttves, eds. Gary L. Riley and
J. Victor Ba dridge Ber eley: McCutchan, 1977), pp. 2-8.

I
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4
The study focused on two major concerns in administrator
evaluation:

areas of performance to be evaluated and the

norms for judging performance effectiveness.

However,

i
i

functionary evaluation has always been treated as "official
8 vfuile student evaluation of
.
.
secre t " o f th e organ~zat~on.
faculty is frequently used as an analogy, in reality,
administrator evaluation by faculty appears to be more
complex, as well as sensitive. 9
Just as faculty have charged students are not in the
position to judge fairly their teaching competency, there
is evidence in the literature that administrators also
question the faculty's qualifications to evaluate administrative competency. 10 The philosophical and procedural
problems associated with administrator evaluation by
faculty are centered on three issues.

First, there is a

lack of validated methods to judge administrative
performance. 11 Second, administrators, as well as faculty,

8 Hans H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (trans. and ed.),
From Max Weber: Essa s in Sociolo
(New York: Oxford
University Press, 1 5 , pp. 2 -33.
9 Charles H. Farmer, "The Faculty Role in Administrator
Evaluation," in New Directions for Higher Education: Developin and Evaluatin Administrative Leadershi , ed. Charles F.
Fisher San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 197 , p. 44.
10 Ibid. , p. 45.
11 Richard M. Fenker, "!he Evaluation of University
Faculty and Administrators: A Case Study," Journal of

II
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in higher education have been generally reluctant to
. . t e ~n
. s t u d'~es wh'~ch
par t ~c~pa

.

exam~ne

12
. b e h av~or.
.
t h e~r

Third) most institutions of higher education lack the
structure and process to evaluate administrators)
. 11 y by subor d'~nates. 13
espec~a
~urpose of~ne-s-cudy

The purpose of the study was to evaluate performance
effectiveness of administrators by faculty in selected
National League for Nursing (NLN) accredited baccalaureate
programs in nursing.

The study was designed to compare

congruity in perceptions of Performance Effectiveness held

Higher Education, 46 (1975), 666; Lahti, op. cit., p. 1;
Glen R. Rasmussen) "Evaluating the Academic Dean," in New
Directions for Hi her Education: Develo in and Evaluatln
Administrative Leadership, ed. Charles F. Fisher San
Francisco: Jessey-Bass, 1978), p. 24.

12 Richard G. Siever, Ross L. Loomis, and Charles 0.
Neidt, "Role Perceptions of Department Chairmen in Two
Land Grant Universities,". Journal of Educational Research,
65 (1972), 406; Donald P. Hoyt and Ronald K. Spangler,
"The Heasurement of Administrative Effectiveness of the
Academic Department Head," Research in Higher Education,
10 (1979), 293.
13 Farmer, "New Directions," p. 49; J. Victor
Baldridge and others, op. cit., pp. 2-8; Mary G. Berry,
"Faculty Governance," in Leadership for Higher Education:
The Campus View, ed. Roger W. Heyn (Washington, D.C.:
American·Council of Education, 1977), pp. 28-30; Peter M.
Blau, The Organization of Academic Wo'rk (New York: John
Wiley, 1974), p. 60; Michael D. Cohen and James G. March,
Leadership and Ambiguity: · The American College President
(St. Louis: McGraw-Hill, 1974), pp. 3-5.
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by faculty and administrators in relation to (1) the
administrator' s· Performanc·e· of selected administrative
activities during the last twelve months, (2). Importance
of the activities, (3)" Admi·n:is:trative· s·tyles of the
administrator, and (4)" Tn:stitu.t·i·on:al Milieu.
-ll------------.The-~e-f-G~e

,

t-lle-f-G-1-leJ;·;r-i-ng-h-y-~ e~t-R-e-s-e-s-'t·le-~e~p-:t;G-p-G-s-ed-fGrr.:-------

the study:
Hypothesis 1.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty perceptions and administrator's selfperception of Performance Effectiveness of selected
administrative activities.
Hypothesis 2.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty and administrator perceptions of
Performance Effectiveness and Importance of the administrative activity.
Hypothesis 3.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty and administrator perceptions of
Performance Effectiveness and Administrative Styles.
Hypothesis 4.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty and administrator perceptions of
Performance Effectiveness and Institutional Milieu.
The independent variables were the demographic data
from the respondent groups.

The dependent variable was

performance effectiveness of the administrator.

One-way

analysis of variance was used to compare means within

I

I"'

~~~~~~-·-----------
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faculty and administrator groups and between faculty and
administrator groups.

Bivariate correlation analysis

(Pearson product-momerit correlations) was used to measure
the relationship between sets of ratings by faculty and
administrators.

The .05 alpha level was selected to analyze

;--~~~~~the-sign i ficance__oLthe__r_e_g_ul_t_s_.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~____:

Liini'tations of the Study
This study had the following limitations:
1.

The population was limited to programs which were

listed in the Baccalaureate Education in Nursing:
Professional Career in Nursing, 1983'-84. 14
2.

Key to a

The aspect of performance effectiveness which was

investigated in this study was the perceptions held by
faculty and administrator within an academic unit regarding
the administrator's performance.
3.

No attempt was made to determine the motivation of

the administrator and faculty for participation or
nonparticipation in this study.
4.

The sample was limited to programs in which the

administrator was designated as chairperson or chairperson/
director . in tb.g Baccalaureate Edticati'on in Nur·sing:

Key to

of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs,

II

_____

_,

________

-------------------------

8

A Professional Gareer· ·in Ntir:s·tn:g,· 1983-84. 15

The sample

included only those programs in which both the administrator
and faculty participated in the study.
5.

The sample selection did not distinguish programs

which have the baccalaureate ·program only from those which
also offer the master's degree program in nursing.

offered by academic units designated as department, school,
division, program, or college.
7.

No attempt was made to determine the reason or

reasons for the perceptions held by faculty and administrators who were surveyed.
8.

The instrumentation selected for the data collection

was accepted as reliable and valid for the purpose of this
study.

The Departmental Evaluation of Chairperson Activities

(DECA) has the following characteristics which are consistent
with the nature of the study:

(1) the rating scales are

designed to evaluate department chairpersons by faculty,
(2) the items have been tested and validated, and (3) the
dimensions of perceived Importance and Performance of

"'

administrative activities, Administrative Methods, and
Institutional Milieu are incorporated in the instrument.

II

16

15 Ibid.

16 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., pp. 294-301; Donald P.
Hoyt,· DECA: Int·er}n'etive Guide (Manhattan, Kansas: Center
for Faculty Evaluation and Development, Kansas State
University, 1977), p. 2.

9

=

Definition:s: 'of: Te:rms· ··arid Abbr·eviations
· us·ed ·in the: Study
Adniinistrat:or refers to the chief administrative officer
of an academic unit within a college or university.

For the

purpose of this study, the term was limited to administrators of National League for Nursing (NLN)-accredited
baccalaureate programs who hold the position title of
chairperson or chairperson/director. 17
Administrative styles

refer~

to methods used by the

administrator in managing the academic unit.

The adminis-

trative method may show proclivity to democratic practice,
.
.
1 sens1t1v1ty
. . .
.
18
s t ructur1ng,
1nterpersona
or v1gor.
DECA refers to Departmental Evaluation of Chairperson
Activities and consists of two survey forms:

(1) Faculty

Reactions to Chairperson Activities and (2) Chairperson
Information Form.

These instruments were developed by Hoyt

to determine the congruity in perceptions held by the
faculty and chairperson regarding how well the chairperson
19
. meet1ng
.
.
1s
t h e per f ormance o b'Ject1ves.

17 Council of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs,
op. cit., pp. 5-43.
18 Hoyt, DECA, op. cit., p. 4.

19 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., pp. 292-302; Hoyt,
DECA, op. cit., p. 2.

II
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Department refers to the basic academic unit in the
institution.

Depending on the institutional structure, this
unit may also be a program, school, college, or division. 20
Faculty refers to full-time, tenured or nontenured,
teaching personnel within an academic unit.

This term

Institutional milieu refers to the environment in
which the work of the faculty and administrator takes place.
This environment is influenced by individual needsdisposition and circumstances within the situation which
may affect the administrator's performance effectiveness.

21

NLN refers to the National League for Nursing, an
accrediting agency for practical nursing and associate,
baccalaureate, and master's degrees programs in nursing.
The agency is recognized by the Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation (COPA) and the United States Office of
Education as the official accrediting agency for nursing
22
.
e ducat~on.
Perception refers to performance expectation of the
administrator, and includes factors such as priority,

°

2 Council of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs,
op. cit., pp. 5-43.
21 Hoyt, DECA, op. cit., p. 2.
22 Council of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs,
op. cit. , p. 2.

II
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value, and affectivity of the evaluator.
Performance effec:tive·n:e·ss refers to congruity in

~~-

perceptions held by faculty and administrator, as measured
by the DECA.
Assumptions
This study was based on the following assumptions:
1.

Perceptions are considered highly complex and

. d'LVL. dua 1'LZe d LnterpretatLons
.
.
Ln
o f t h e rea 1'Lty. 23

However, a

composite of perceptions held by a number of faculty can
give a reliable index of performance effectiveness of the
. •
24
a dm LnLstrator.
2.

Perceptions can vary depending on the faculty's
25
prior experience and feelings at a given moment.
Therefore, what is perceived at a given moment in time may not

24 Jerald G. Bachman, "Faculty Satisfaction and the
Dean's Influence," Journal of Applied Psychology, 52 (1968),
57.
25 Norman E. Groner, "Leadership Situations in Academic
Departments: Relations Among Measures of Situational
Favorableness and Control," Res·ear·ch fn: Higher Education, 8
(1978), 141; Charles W. Hendel, "An Exploration of the Nature
of Authority," in: AU:thori'ty, ed. Carl J. Friedrich
(Cambridge, Massacfiusetts: Harvard University Press, 1958),
p. 5.

I

-

I!
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necessarily be consistent with the usual perceptions held by
the faculty regarding the performance of the administrator.
3.

Performance effectiveness of the administrator can

be measured by congruency in role expectations held by the
faculty and administrator.

Therefore, knowledge of these

-B--------"p-e-J.!-ee-p-t-i-s-n-s-e-a-n-een-t-r-i-6-a-~e-~ew-a-r-cl.-cl.-e-e-i-s-i-e-n-s-I;-e-g-a-~d-i-ng'----------

selection and retention of the administrator and identify
areas of need for personal growth and professional
development.

4.

Since participation in this study was voluntary,

it can be assumed that there may be some inherent bias in
the sample. 26 Previous studies suggested faculty and
administrators in higher education are reluctant to

27
. .
. stud'J.es wh'J.c h examJ.ne
.
. b e h avJ.or.
.
partJ.Cl.pate
J.n
t h eJ.r
Therefore, participants in the study may have different
motivation than those who declined to participate.

There is

some evidence that administrators who perceive themselves as

26 Walter R. Borg and Meredith D. Gall, Educational
Research: An Introduction (New York: Longman, 1983),
pp. 824-25.
27 Hoyt and .Spangler, op. cit., p. 293; PaulL. Dressel
and Donald J. Reichard, "The University Department: Retrospect and Prospect,". Journal of Higher Education, 41 (1970),
272-3; Siever, Loomis, and Neidt, op. cit., p. 406; Nancy
A. Saunders, "The Role of the Sociology Department Chairperson in Three Selected Texas Universities," Diss.,
University of Texa& at Austin, 1977, p. 10.

I

----·--·~-~-------
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charismatic and effective are more inclined to participate
.;n
such stud.;es. 28 However,· f acu1 ty wh o part~c~pate
· ·
· sueh
~
~n
k

studies are sometimes viewed as demonstrating a show of
"power grab." 29
5.

The exclusion of deans, directors, heads, and

differences in administrative functions and responsibilities
from administrators who are chairpersons or chairperson/
directors.

However, the selection of chairperson and

chairperson/director for this study assumed homogeneity in
position title as listed in the Baccalaureate Education in
Nursing: Key to a Professional Career in Nursing. 30
6.

Faculty evaluation of the administrator's

performance effectiveness is but one aspect of a larger
performance evaluation.

Any performance appraisal is a
"sensitive process involving people and data." 31 Therefore,

while the faculty may be potentially the most significant
source of information, evaluative data should be sought from

28 Dennis Hengstler and others, "Faculty Ratings as a
Measure of Departmental and Administrative Quality,"
Research in Higher Education, 41 (1981), 272-3.
29 Strohm, op. cit., p. 407.

°

3 Council of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs,
op. cit., pp. 5-43.

31 La h t ~. , op . c ~. t . , p . 3 .

II
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additional sources, such as administrator's colleagues,
supervising administrator, the administrator under review,
and other relevant constituencies.
RationaTe for the Study
The need for this study was based on the following
propositions:
1.

Results from this study may contribute toward

improved performance effectiveness of administrators at the
departmental level.

It is estimated that approximately

80 percent of institutional decisions

~re

made at this level

and these decisions are generally more difficult to undo
than decisions which are made at a higher administrative
level. 32 Therefore, the most reliable method for improving
the quality of a college or university would be through the
improvement of its department heads. 33
2.

Results from this study may provide a systematic

way to improve administrator performance by using a
validated instrument to diagnose and evaluate dissonance

32 Heimler, op. cit., p. 199.
33 James Brann, "The Chairman: An Impossible Job About
to Become Tougher," iti The Aca·deniic· Dep:a:rtment or· Division
Chairman: A Complex Role, eds. James Brann and Thomas A.
Enunet (Detroit: Balamp, 1972), p. 5; Hoyt and Spangler,
op. cit., p. 291; Elwood B. Ehrle, "Selection and Evaluation
of Department Chairmen," Educatiotial Record, 56 (1975), 29.
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in perceptions of the administrator's role.

The growing

interest in evaluation of administrators is the result·of
increased demand for greater accountability in institutional rnanagement. 34 A review of the literature by Lahti
indicated most existing systems of administrator evaluation
35 C'!_.l..~_ar_.~..y_,_t_
1
' ff
.
,,
h-~-r_e_1_g_no
.
4---------a""'r._e~e_____e_c_t_~ye
one way'_____\t~o-L_________~
evaluate the administrator's performance, but rating
scales continue to be the most common method for evaluating
performance effectiveness.

Therefore, there is a need to

verify existing appraisal techniques to determine
generalizability beyond specific institutional settings.

36

The DECA, Departmental Evaluation of Chairperson Activities,
provides a system by which congruity between chairperson
and faculty, and among faculty, can be used to determine the
37
.
. .
per f orrnance e ff ect1veness
o f t h e a drn1n1strator.
3.

Results from the study may be used to strengthen

institutional leadership by matching the perceptions of

34 Sagen, op. cit., pp. 67-8.
35 Lahti, op. cit., pp. 2-3.
36 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., p. 302.
37 Charles H. Farmer, "Rating Scales for Evaluating
Administrators," in Administrato-r EvaTuation:: Goncepts,
Methods, Cases in Hi her: E"ducati'on, eds. John A'. Shotgren
and W. James Potter Richmond, Virginia: Higher Education
Leadership and Management Society, Inc., 1979), p. 35.

I
I
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=

the constituency with those of the administrator to
identify anticipations in role expectancy.

Although the

college or university is tradit·ionally conceived in
monolithic terms, the ·organizational diversity of departments makes distinctive demands on administrators of these

represents the demands and needs of central administration,
and those of the faculty.
Therefore, the same administrative action or leader
behavior may be perceived as effective and ineffective
according to priority placed by the reference groups.
However, by raising the role expectations from the implicit
to the explicit level, the gains in knowledge about such
relationship can provide a basis for improving administra.
.
39
t~ve pract~ce.

38 Dressel and Reichard, op. cit., p. 395; John C.
Smart and Charles F. Elton, "Administrative Roles of
Department Chairmen," in: New Directions for Institutional
Research: Examining Departmental Management, eds .. John C.
Smart and James R. Montgomery (San Francisco: Jessey-Bass,
1976), pp. 56-8.
39 Siever, Loomis, and Neidt, op. cit., pp. 407-9;
Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., pp. 295, 297-99; James H. L.
Roach, "The Academic Department Chairperson: Functions and
Responsibilities,"· Educational Record, 57 (1976), 13-4;
Ronald G. Corwin, "Professional Employee: A Study of
Conflict in Nursing Practice," Arrie'rican: ·Journal of Sociology,
66 (1961), 606-7.
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4.

Results from this study may help to clarify the

philosophical and procedural problems associated with
administrator evaluation in colleges and universities.
Administrators have been generally cautious about any
effort to evaluate their performance.

That the work of the

administrator is complex and characterized by considerable
interrole conflict is supported by plethora of data. 40
On the other hand, the reluctance and resistance of
administrators to formal evaluation is attributed to the
traditions of treating management information as "official
secret." 41
However, there are two critical factors in higher
education administration.

First, there is the matter of

recruiting competent individuals for the position, and
second is the retention of these administrators to maintain
strong administrative leadership.

Therefore, studies are

needed to delineate role expectations and role perceptions

40 Judith E. Beyer, "Interpersonal Connnunication as
Perceived by Nurse Educators in Collegial Interactions,"
Nursing Research, 30 (1981), 117; Torres, op. cit., p. 6;
Frank Allen, "Tough Assignment: Business-School Deans
Juggle a Host of Roles and Feel the Pressure," Wall Street
Journal, 27 Jan. 1983, p. 1; Olga Andruskiw and Nancy J.
Howes, "Dispelling a Myth: That Stereotypic Attitudes
Influence Evaluations of Women as Administrators in Higher
Education," Journal ·of Higher E'duc·a·tion, 51 (1980), 475.
41 Gerth and Mills, op. cit., pp. 232-33.
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as bas·is for determining performance effectiveness of
administrators. 42
· Organ:fz·a:t'i·o·n: :oJ· the Study
The study was organized into five chapters.

Chapter 1,

Introduction, is presented in the preceding pages.

The

remainder of the chapters is as follows:
Chapter 2, Review of the Literature, is related to
administrator evaluation in higher education.
is subdivided into three sections:

The chapter

governance in higher

education, the role of the administrator, and conceptual and
methodologic issues in administrator evaluation.
Chapter 3, Methodology and Procedures, includes a
description of the population, sample selection procedures,
the instruments used, and procedure for data collection.
The statistical procedures for data analyses are also
included.
Chapter 4, Analyses of the Data, includes a description
of the sample and the findings.

The data are assessed

according to theoretical expectations and practical
implications.

42 Bachman, op. cit., p. 57; Berry, op. cit., pp. 28-30;
Siever, Loomis, and Neidt, op. cit., p. 405; Hoyt and
Spangler, op. cit., p. 292.
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Chapter

5~

Summary~

Conclusions; and

Recommendations~

based on the major findings from the study.
includes interpretations of the
limitations~

results~

is

The chapter

methodological

and speculations for future studies.

Faculty evaluation of administrators in higher education
precludes any simple discussion.

While the need for adminis-

trator evaluation is widely discussed and documented in the
literature~

there is a paucity of research data on the topic.

The purpose of this study was to compare perceptions held by
faculty with the self-perceptions of administrators with
regard to the administrator's performance effectiveness.

A

survey was conducted of full-time faculty and administrators
in selected NLN-accredited baccalaureate programs in nursing
to determine expectations and preferences of the referent
groups, and how these factors may influence evaluation of
performance effectiveness of the administrator.

-
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CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature
The purpose of this chapter is to present the theoretical background for the evaluation of academic administrators
in higher education.

The chapter is divided into three

conceptually-related topic areas:

governance in nigher

education, the role of the academic administrator, and the
conceptual and methodologic issues in administrator
evaluation.
Governance in Higher Education
There is a plethora of literature on governance, and
the references contain diverse views on staff and line
organization in higher education administration.

The

boundary transactions between faculty and administrator are
not clearly defined and, when compared to other enterprises,
institutions of higher education appear to be idiosyncratic
in jurisdictional matters.

Therefore, the question of who

governs and who is governed remains illusive.
The existing literature seems to fall into three
categories:

historical perspectives, prevailing thoughts,

and functionalism.

Consequently, this section of the

literature review is organized into three subcategories:
academic traditions and governance decisions, prevailing
thoughts on governance practices, and the department as the
functional unit in institutional governance.
20

I
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Academic Traditions and
Goverhanee Decisi'o'ns ·
The occupational culture of academicians has its origin
in the·organization of the medieval university. 1 The
medieval university was conceived as a collaborative enterprise in which corporate decisions are made by a "body of
equals."

Although the modern university is more

pluraiist~c

than most other social organizations, the prevailing ideology
of governance is that the university is a collegium.
As a community of scholars, faculty are proponents of
the collegium.

However, according to Baldridge, faculty do

not differentiate between "beliefs of what is and what it
ought to be;" consequently, participatory governance is
.
derstoo d , an d not c·1 ear 1y perce~ve
. d.3
unc 1 ear, m~sun
Issues of governance are basically presumptions of who
has the authority and power to make decisions.

Basic to the

problem is the status of faculty in an institution.

While

the institutional framework designates them as employees,
by tradition, faculty expect the university to provide them
with autonomy and freedom in their work, which is more

1 Logan Wilson, The Academic Man: A Stud · in the
Sociology of a Profe·ssion New York: Oxford University
Press, 1972), p. 115.
2

Ibid. , p. 73.

·---~---'i
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consistent with practitioners in private practice. 4
Blau's study of 115·acadeniic institutions showed that
although the. administrative structures are basically
bureaucratic, the majority of faculty do not operate under
these rules of governance in performing their academic

protective of their professional autonomy and actively
resist any administrative infringement on their perceived
. h t. 6
r1g
The basic conflict in governance issues lies in the
difference in the professional orientation held by faculty
and the bureaucratic orientation of administration. 7 The
professional orientatio~ advocates diffusion of authority,
while the bureaucratic orientation supports centralization
of authority.

While it is obvious that any decrease in

polarization would reduce the need for faculty and
administration to assume antagonist roles, it is not clear

4 Wilson, op. cit., p. 72.

5 Peter M. Blau,· The Organizatio·n: of Aca·deniic Work (New
York: John Wiley, 1974), p. 159.
6 Ibid., pp. 65-66.

7 William Spinrad, ''Pathway to Shared Authority:
Collective Bargaining and Academic Governance, 11 Ac~a·deme,
70 (1984), 30-31.

-
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how decision-making input affects responsibility .and
accountability· for decisions that are made.
'Tihe problem is further complicated by social class
distinction among faculty and institutions. Findings from
an earlier study by Wilson 8 and a later study by Blau 9
+--------sau-g-g-e--s-t-e-9.-t.-P.e-~s--i-S-a~u-n-i-q-ue-d-i-f--f-e-~e-n-e-e i-n-S-t-a.-t-U-S-Gt-P..-d.--------~

governance between senior and junior faculty and prestigious
and nonprestigious institutions.

·wilson reported that while

teaching and research expectations may be similar, the
rights and privileges of full professors differ from
those who are instructors. 1
For example, faculty who are

°

in lower academic rank with nontenured status are subject to
competitive pressures to secure appointment, tenure,
promotion, and adequate remuneration, while professors
with status security are able to pursue more self-determined
expectations of achievement.

Blau's findings also indicated

that faculty with professorial rank have more alternatives
and are able to enforce their demands more effectively than
11
faculty with more tenuous status.

8 Wilson, op. cit., p. 72.
9

Blau, op. cit., p. 60.

10 Wilson, op. cit., pp. 61-66.
11 Blau, op. cit., p. 160.

I
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Institutional characteristics also influence the
governance role of faculty. 12 Blau observed that faculty
in large universities exert greater influence in making
education decisions than faculty in small institutions, but
where there is strong research emphasis, the faculty spent

There are two issues which complicate the organizational dynamics in higher education.

First is the value-

judgments held by academicians regarding the role of
. .
.
.
he
a dm~n~strat~on
~n t

.

enterpr~se,

14 an d secon d ~s
. t he

inherent weakness of administrative positions in the
.
.
1 structure. 15
organ~zat~ona
Traditionally, administrative achievement has not
received the same recognition as scholarly or teaching
achievement.

Ratings of excellence of an institution, or

an academic department, rarely consider the management
skills which created the environment that permits high
quality scholarship and effective teaching to take place.

12 Wilson, op. cit.', p. 6; Blau, op. cit., p. 187.
13 Blau, op. cit., p. 162.
14

Wilson, op. cit., p. 71.

15 Thomas D. Clark, 11 The Academic Hierarchy and the
Department Head, 11 in Powe·r· arid Empowermen.·t· 'in Higher
Educati.on, ed. D. B. Robertson (Lexington: The University
Press of Kentucky, 1978), p. 55; Wilson, op. cit., p. 70.
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Instead, such ratings focus only on the quality of research
and teaching activities which exist in the institution or
academic unit.
Consequently, academicians who become administrators
tend to view the administrative assignment as "an obligation

function as scholars and teachers, thus tre~ting administrative work as "extra" assignment. 16 Yet, few administrators
are able to attend to the multifarious administrative details
and still carry on with teaching and scholarly work.
In addition, unlike teaching positions, administrative
positions do not have tenure.

Therefore, the administrator

can be "over-turned with ease" by professors, other
administrators, and students. 17 Administrative positions,
in general, are considered vulnerable and susceptible to
internal as well as external pressures.

Department heads

and deans are generally more prone to these pressures than
those who are closer to central administration.
This subsection presented an overview of academic
traditions which may influence governance decisions.

The

data suggested that the reality is infinitely more complex

16 PaulL. Dressel, F. Craig Johnson, and Philip M.
Marcus, 'The Gonfide'nce Gr'i's'is: An AriaT sis· ·of University
Departments San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1970), p. 82.
17 Clark, op. cit., p. 56.
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than the examination of individual factors may imply, and
departures from the historical variables may serve as
impediments to governance decisions.
Prevailing Thoughts ·on
· Governance Practic·es
r-----------IIs-s-ae-s-e-f~g-eve-~-a-n-e-e-h-a-ve-1-eng-i-n-t-e-~e-s-te-d-s-c-ho-la-rs-i-n.------

higher education but the lack of precise definition has led
to an on-going debate as to what is academic responsibility,

18
.
au th or~ty,
an d accoun t a b'l'
~ ~ty.

The literature suggested

a variety of approaches in examining the problem but the
standards of expectations are unclear or in conflict with
professional and institutional orientations.
The basic problem is related to the organizational
characteristics of universities. 19 The institutional goals
tend to be abstract and ambiguous, yet the function of the
institution is to serve clients with specific needs.

The

faculty as professionals demand autonomy in their work and
these professional values are in conflict with the bureaucratic structure of the institution.

18 Spinrad, op. cit., pp. 29-34.

19 J. Victor Baldridge and others, "Alternative Models
of Governance in Higher Education," in Governing Academic
Organizations: New Problems, New ·Persp·ec.tives, eds. Gary
L. Riley and J. Victor Baldridge (Berkeley: Mc;Cutchan,
1977), pp. 2-8.

-
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According to Baldridge, governance problems in any
university center on issues of who has the authority to make
the decisions, and how decisions are to be made. 20 Hhile
faculty may subscribe to the collegium as the model of
governance, in practice, collegial governance is "more an
~~~~~---.~...i,mage---than~a-re-al-iJ-y_. '' 21 Tile-beliefs-relate_d_tn_t_he~~~~~~~~collegium are actually an "utopian projection about
governance," and academicians tend to perpetuate this
folklore by their need to portray the "image of humane and
life relevant education." 22
vJhile faculty activism is generating new forms of
influence in governance decisions, the prevailing structure
of the university is that of a bureaucracy.

The university

basically functions by an established hierarchical chain of
command with a formal channel of communication.
Corson, who is a proponent of the collegium, believes
that responsibilities and duties in governance can be
delineated by differentiating the nature of authority to be
.

exerc~se

d b y f acu 1 ty an d a dm~n~strat~on.
. .
.
23

20 Baldridge, op. cit., p. 24.
21

Ibid., pp. 1-12.

22 Ibid., p. 14.

Two types of

28

authority are cited:

primal and communal.

Primal authority

is related to control of decisions in a proposal and
communal authority is concerned with decisions for
implementing the proposal.

Corson identified primal

authority of faculty in seven areas of decision-making:
}------------!.a.'N"-a-cl-em-f-e-----p-e-1-i~f~:E-e-r-ma-~i~n-,-e-s-nd-ae-~i-ng-e-f-F-e-s-e-a-~e-h-,-El-e-t-e-r

------

mination of activities that will enhance institutional image,
personnel decisions, determining the composition of
students, selection of administrators, and allocation of
resources. 24
However, there is no agreement in the literature
regarding the primal authority of faculty.

For example,

Corson included allocation of resource as an inherent
authority of the faculty but Blau stated the basic power of
all educational institutions is in the control of allocation
25
of resource.
The literature on communal authority is even more
obscure and confusing.

Brewster observed that participatory

governance in a university is a myth and in spite of faculty
demands for self-determination and "protection from
unresponsive and incompetent administration," in reality,
very few faculty desire active involvement in university

24 Ibid. , p. 242.

25 Blau, op. cit., p. 188.
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governance.

26

On the other hand, faculty repre.sentation in

policy making is not the same as administrator accountability
in university governance.

Brewster recommended three

conditions for administrative accountability:

provide

public access to the decision-making process, provide a
}----------f,;o

imp~1-e-a-nd-1-e-g-i-~i-m-a-t-e-"t·J-a}"-f-e~t-he-s-e-'tv-h0-a-~e-a-f-f-es-t-e-d-b).r[___ _ _ _ __

governance decisions to petition the decision-making, and
provide for a regular appraisal system for administrator
competency to assess the adequacy of the implementation
plan. 27
The problem of responsibility and accountability in
governance decisions is attributed to the lack of a
conceptual model which describes the functioning of a non. h.~ca 1 structure o f d ec~s~on-ma
. .
k.~ng. 28 This dilemma
.
h ~erarc
is reflected in Millet's efforts to define faculty and
administrator roles in governance.

In an earlier publica-

tion, Millet stated faculty assume two roles in an

I
26 Kingman Brewster, Jr., "Politics of Academia," in
Power and Authority: Transformation of Camp·us ·Governance,
eds. Harold L. Hodgkinson and L. Richard Meeth (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1971), p. 58.
27 Ibid., pp. 59-60.
28 Charles B. Neff, "Toward a Definition of Academic
Responsibility,". ·Journal of Higher Education, L~O (1969),
13.

'

----~-----
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university. 29

The first role involves "individual duties"

which relate to the profession of teaching and advancement
of knowledge.

The se·cond role ·consists of

~'collective

duties" which relate to governance and management of the
university.

In a later publication, Millet attempted to
_____

differ_en_tiate__the__r_o_Le_s:_:b_y~_tating_Eac_uLt-y_ar_e__'_'manag_er_s__a_f.

learning" and administrators are "governors of the institution. " 30
Millet attempted to distinguish faculty authority from
those of the administrator by stating that the faculty's
authority was in deci·sion-making that related to "work
planning and work performance," and the administrator's
authority was in decision-making related to the basic
.

.

m~ss~on

of t h e

.

.

un~vers~ty.
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Although Millet claimed that

this differentiation reduces the "endless discussion" on
governing role of the faculty, the dilemma is reflected in
Millet's role definition of the department chair as "chief
manager who represents the department in management and
governance of the university." 32
29 John D. Millett, The· Academic Gotninunity (San
Francisco: McGraw-Hill, 1962), pp. 74-5.
30 John D. Millett, Management·, Gove·rnan·ce, and Leader-

ship: · A Guide for Gollege and Universi-ty Administ·rators
(New York: AMAcOM, 1980), p. 145.
31 Ibid., p. 156.

-

---

32 Ibid., p. 154.
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Corson identified three characteristics of the pro:eessoriate whi.ch support ·the concept of participatory
governance. 33 First, faculty are experts in the subject
matter field, and as sp.ecialists, professorial work requires
individual authority and autonomy.

Second, faculty are

people," faculty require considerable latitude in exercising
judgment and self-determination in their work.

Third, as

professionals, faculty have the right to be self-directive
and participate in policy-making decisions which affect
their intellectual work.
However, Hason stated that the main reason for faculty
participation in academic governance is "faculty carry out
the real work of the university. 1134

At the same time,

Mason suggested faculty involvement in decision-making is
a responsibility delegated.by administration.

This

apparent conflict in definition is characteristic of the
literature on collegialization as a form of governance.
There are varying views on the governing role of
faculty.

Corson stated collegial governance is legitimate

for two reasons:

first, faculty are affected by governing

decisions and they have the right to be heard, and second,

33 Corson, op. cit., p. 237.
34 Mason, op.

··t ., pp. 1 - 2 .

c~
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greater zeal can be mobilized if faculty are permitted to
determine what shall be done. 35 On the other hand, Epstein
questioned the role of faculty in governance.

He described

faculty as working members of the institution; therefore,
faculty should be governed and not govern. 36 Mason takes a
Jl----------1me~e.-me-de-~a~t-e----p-e-s--i-t-i-Gn-a-nG.~e-a-u.-t-i-on-S-admi-n-i-s-t-r-a-t-o-rs-f_r_o_m_ _ _ _ _ __

using management styles that may convey to faculty that
administrators are "officers" or the "a:ristocracy" of the
institution. 37 He stated that the "unique requirements of
freedom of speech and thought of individual faculty" would
not be amenable to the status of being "non-officers." 38
There are two aspects to consider among the issues of
governance in higher education.

First is the prescriptive,

I

which deals with observable aspects of governance, and the
second is the value-judgment of covert aspects of
governance. 39 However, the lack of a conceptual base has
led many authorities to conclude that institutions of higher
-

I
35 Corson, op. cit., p. 237.
36 Leon D. Epstein, Governing the University (San
Francisco: HcGraw-Hill, 1975), p. 237.
37 l1ason, op. cit. , p. 4 7.

38 Ibid.', p. 2.

39 Hichael Lessnoff, The Strucbire of S'o"cial 'Science:
· A Philo-sophical Introduction (Boston: Allen and Unwin,
1974), p. 131.

'
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1 earn~ng
opera t e

.

~n

an

. d.~osyncrat~c
.

~

manner. 40

Although the

volume of studies in university governance has increased,
much of the research is limited by scope and design.
Cohen and March indicated in a report prepared for the
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education that American
.g...-.._~~~~-:ce-1-1-eg-e-s~nEl-un-i-ve-~s-i-~ie-s-a-:t!-e

anarchy." 41

i-n-a-s-t-a-1;-e-Gf_____!_!_G-J;-g-a-n-i--z-e-d.--------~~~~~~-

Characteristically, the institutions have

ambiguous purpose and goals, vague technology, fluid
participation, ambiguity of power, and a chaotic environment.

There is little evidence of any planning and almost

no evidence of criteria for evaluation of success.

The

institutions operate on trial and error procedures and
show inability to learn from experience.
In principle, the faculty can strengthen institutional
excellence by participation in university governance, but in
reality, there is no clear criterion to define what is
· t"~on. 42 An derson no t e d th a t f acu lty
.
e ff ec t ~ve
par t"~c~pa

40 Wilson, op. cit., .pp. 217-19; Michael D. Cohen and
James G. March, Leadership and Ambiguity: The Amer·ican
College President (St. Louis: McGraw-Hill, 1974), pp. 3-5;
Baldridge and others, op. cit., pp. 2-8.
41 Cohen and March, op. cit., pp. 3-5.
42 Mary F. Berry, "Faculty Governance," in Leadership
for Higher Education; · The Gatnpus View, ed. Roger tJ. Heyns
(Wash~ngton, D.C.:
American Council of Education, 1977),
pp. 28:..30 .

.
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attitude toward governance seems paradoxical in that
faculty want more influence, yet at the same time. they do
not wish to participate on "too many committees or in
departmental administrative duties." 43 This ad hoc
participation tends to limit the efficiency and effectiveness in which

fac~l~_y_c~n-~r~~inB_inRut_iQt~_kh£

wQrk

o~f~-----~

administering the department or university.
Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus observed faculty interest
and involvement in governance fluctuate with the economic
times. 44 For example, during periods of budgetary
cutbacks, enrollment curtailment, and hiring freezes,
faculty are less likely to assume adversary roles.

This

containment of power is interpreted as the faculty's fear
for their positions in the institution.

Faculty assume

that by avoiding any overt confrontation with administration,
they would reduce potential retaliation of the administrator.
During periods of uncertainty, there is a tendency to view
administration as having saving power from threats to selfpreservation.

I
~

This subsection presents an overview of prevailing
thoughts. on governance practices.

Conflict in governance

decisions is inherent in higher education in view of the

43 Anderson, op. cit.
44 Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus, op. cit., pp. 80-81.
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vague and ambiguous boundary transactions between faculty
and administration.
The Department as· a
Unit of Governance
The academic department is acknowledged as the key

department to the academicians is summarized by Dressel,
Johnson, and Marcus as "a person without a department is
essentially a person without tenure." 45
Three sources have influenced the proliferation of the
departmental structure:

disciplinary interest, personal
aspiration of faculty, and management concerns. 46
Specialization in knowledge is cited as the primary factor
that has led to the departmental structure.

The department,

therefore, provides the faculty with "working space,
sanctions of his teaching, supports and provides other
resources of the university."

Although the purpose of an

academic structure is to facilitate administration, in
reality, departmentalization has decreased communication,
and, according to Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus, "departments

45 Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus, op. cit., p. 6.
46 Paul L. Dressel and Donald J. Reichard, "The
University Department: Retrospect and Prospect," ·Journal
of Higher Education, 41 (1970), 396.
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are out of control." 47
There are numerous sources of conflict and tension in
governance at the departmental level.

However, the most

significant factors appear to be (1) marked diversity in
structure and operation, (2) the movement toward greater
r------~u~nomy~_1~~)

lack_o~

authority of the administrator, and

(4) the lack of management data.

These factors, conse-

quently, contribute to wide variation in the degree of
faculty involvement in governance.
In the analysis of large departments from fifteen
universities, Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus found that there
is no consistent way in which departments are structured. 48

i

Some departments include a single discipline while others
include several disciplines.

In some cases, the department

is the subunit of a division or school, and in other
instances, the division or school is a subunit of the
department.

Therefore, it is difficult to conceptualize

and generalize about structure and intra-relationships of
departments.

Anderson stated that this diversity in

organization can, in some cases, lead to misuse of the

47 August W. Eberle, "Academic Structure and Instructional Improvement, 11 Journal of Reos·earch and Development
· in Education, 6 (1972), 21; Dr.essel, Johnson, and Marcus,
op. cit., p. 232.
48

Ibid., p. 10.

-
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particular unit in governance decisions. 49
The state of the discipline seems to have considerable
influence on faculty perceptions of governance.

Neumann's

study of pre-paradigm and paradigm disciplines indicated
there are differences in faculty self-perceptions of power
.

~n

.
d epartmenta 1 d ec~s~ons.
. .
so
rnak.~ng major

Pre-paradigm

was defined as a discipline with low-level predictability in
technology and environment, such as the social science
departments, and paradigm was defined as a discipline with
~igh-level

predictability in technology and environment,

such as the physical science departments.

The findings were

that faculty in pre-paradigm state disciplines have more
self-perceived overall power in decision-making than faculty
in the paradigm state disciplines, and paradigm state
discipline departments have a more democratic governance
practice than pre-paradigm state disciplines.

However,

faculty in departments with low Cartter ratings have less
perceived power than those from high rated departments.

The

Cartter ratings are based on scholarly productivity of
faculty.

49 G. Lester Artderson, "Organizational Diversity," in
New Directions for Institutional Research: Examinin
Departmental' Management San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, 1976),
pp. 2-3.
SO Yoram Newmann, "The Perception of Power in University
Departments: A Comparison Between Chairpersons and Faculty
Members,". Research in Higher Education, 11 (1979), 283-93.
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A study by Smart and Elton demonstrated that the
discipline also influenced the administrative role of the
department head. 51 The ·social structure of the department
''provided awareness and knowledge of the role demands, the
necessary competence to. carry out these demands, and the
.
.
mot1vat1on
to per f orm. 11 52
Consequently, the discipline serves as a socialization
factor for both faculty and department heads.

Therefore,

governance patterns of departments within an institution
would vary depending on the distinctive demands of the
particular discipline.
The literature cites four basic types of governance
model:

benevolent anarchy, autocracy, collegial, and
politica1. 53 Benevolent anarchy is represented as the
"epitome of laissez-faire approach," in which individual
faculty function in diverse ways, and the department is

loosely coordinated.

In autocracy, the department is

51 John C. Smart and Charles F. Elton, "Administrative
Roles of Department Chairmen," in New Directions· for
Institutional Research: · Examining Depa.rtmerital Management,
eds. John C. Smart and James R. Montgomery (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1976), pp. 39-59.
52 Ibid., p. 53.
53 Baldridge and others, op. cit., pp. 9-11; Dressel,
Johnson, and Marcus, op. cit., p. 11; Blau, op. cit.,
p. 160; Paul L. Dressel, Administrative Leade·r·ship:
Effe:ctive arid Responsive DecTsi.on Makfng in Higher
Education (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1981), p. 79.
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headed by a persuasive administrator and there is minimal
faculty involvement in decision-making.
Dressel stated that the collegial model is contrary to
.
. un~vers~ty.
.
.
54 Departments that
th e rea 1ity
o f a mo d ern
function under this model tend to spend an inordinate
-jj----------t
....
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and drawn-out process.

In general, departTients with

established reputations of excellence tend to have a more
democratic form of governance than departments which are in
the early stages of development. 55
The political model suggests that the process of
decision-making is a series of negotiated decisions.

The

environmental-structurist model suggested by Baldridge and
others is an outgrowth of the political model in which
.
. .
. emp h as1ze
. d . 56
con fl ~ct-negot~at1on
1s
However, the organizational diversity of departments
and the lack of management data make it difficult to
conceptualize the priorities and use of resources at the
departmental level.

Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus concluded

in their study that there is evidence faculty, as well as the
administrator, tend to interpret departmental goals in terms

54 Dressel, op. cit., p. 82.
55 Neumann, op. cit., pp. 290-91.
56 Baldridge and others, op. cit., pp. 18-19.
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of their own career asp·irations rather than on the basis of
student needs. 57
Although the department is considered a nonreplaceable
administrative unit, the proliferation of departments has
created problems in institutional management.

First,

administrative authority, and this has led to a diffusion
of leadership.
blocs.

Second, departments have become political

Research data support that faculty tend to believe

the departmental organization is sacrosanct, and any
institutional change which may suggest infringement on
their interests and aspirations would be vetoed by faculty.
Dressel noted that discussion of change by faculty does not
mean receptiveness to change, and generally, the goals and
priorities of faculty are not the same as those of
. .
.
58
a dm~n~strat~on.

The literature is diverse on the role of the administrator in governance.

Generally, the department head or

chairperson is considered an anomaly in the administrative
hierarchy.

The literature citations are conflicting in terms

of whether the head is faculty or administrator.

Most of the

department chairpersons in Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus'

57 Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus. op. cit., p. 232.
58 Dressel, op. cit., pp. 198-99.
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study were "foreman" type; that is, they spent their time
''trying to win and maintain the confidence of faculty and
• .
. .
,,59
upper a dm~n~stratxon.
The administrative authority of
department chairs was derived from the faculty and upper
administration, rather than authority which is inherent in
the position.

Ver

few chair ersons were "head" type in

which the chairperson controlled all aspects of governance
or "coordinator" type in which the chairperson obtained
resources from upper administration and carried out the
decisions of the faculty.
Wilson used the term "professor administrant" to

60
. .
. 11 y aca d em~c~ans.
. .
suggest t h at a 11 a dm~n~strators
are b as~ca
Brann noted that in institutions with collective bargaining,
the question of whether chairperson is a faculty or
administrator remains an unresolved issue. 61 The
questionable administrative status of the department
chairperson has several implications in issues of governance.
McLaughlin and Montgomery's survey of department chairpersons indicated that, although chairpersons experience

59 Dressel, Marcus, and Johnson, op. cit., pp. 81-82.

60 Wilson, op. cit., p. 71.
61 James Brann, "The Chairman: An Impossible Job About
to Become Tougher~'·' iri The: Academic Department ·or·· Division
Chairmen: · A Complex Role, eds. James Brann and Thomas A.
Emmet (Detroit: Balamp Publishing, 1972), p. 27.
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positional power, the degree of influence they have on
1 62 Hill and French's
.
d epartmenta 1 governance
var~es great y.
0

.

study of perceived power of department chairpersons by
professors suggests that while professors recognize an
authority system does exist in the department, they do not

is viewed as powerless and passive, and faculty believe they
have more power than the chairperson to influence governance
.
63
d ec~s~ons.
0

Although there is growing research data on departmental
governance, generally faculty and administrators are
reluctant to participate in studies which examine their
behavior.

Most departments regard any study which analyzes

their operation as inconsistent with the professional nature
of their mission and personne1. 64 Therefore, data are
relatively meager, considering the fact that the departmental structure has been in existence since 1825. 65

62 Ge~ald W. McLaughlin and James R. Montgomery,
"Satisfaction and Commitment of Chairmen," in New Directions
for Institutional Research: Examining De.partmental
Management, eds. John C. Smart and James R. Montgomery (San
Francisco: Jessey-Bass, 1976), pp. 79-98.
63 Winston W. Hill and Wendall L. French, "Perceptions
of Power of Department Chairmen by Professors," Administrative Science Quarterly-. 11 (1967), 557-58.
64 Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus, op. cit., p. 11.
65 Ibid., p. 3.
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This subsection has presented a survey of literature on
the department as a functional unit in institutional
governance.

Several sources of conflict exist in depart-

mental governance and data suggest that governance issues
will continue to increase.
11---------~I"""n._..__""s_....unnn~.ar_y_,_the_li_t_e_ratur_e_O_n__gnxe_rnan_c_e_in_high_e._.,r~-----

education supports the

pre~ise

that obligations and

responsibilities are inherent in faculty and administrator
positions.

The absence of a universal model of governance

suggests the managerial component of higher education
administration is complex with undefined areas of transaction
between faculty and administrator.
A power relationship does exist between faculty and
administration, largely due to the traditional beliefs held
in regard to freedom and autonomy of faculty and pluralism
of a university.

Therefore, governance decisions in the

university are complex and abstract.

Indeed, the university

may have surface resemblance to other organizations, but the
structure and process are like no other social organization.
'ihile the sacred model of governance is that of a
collegium, the literature indicates this is an illusion.
Several alternate models are proposed, but no one model
explains the complexity of governance in higher education.
There are several authors who have attempted to differentiate
between management and governance, but the definition and
distinction remain ambiguous and without distinction.
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Governance issues will continue to increase, especially
with the advent of faculty unionization.

In addition, public

demand for greater institutional accountability will
undoubtedly raise new and difficult questions in the area
of who governs and who is governed.
The Role of the Administrator
This section of the literature review is concerned with
role definitions and expectations and situational contingencies which influence leadership behaviors of administrators in higher education.

An eclectic approach to role

theory was used as a conceptual framework for analyzing the
role expectations of administrators.
Role Definitions and
Expectations
The .literature supports four types of interrole conflict
experienced by administrators.

First is the conflicting and

ambiguous demands and expectations between two or more roles
simultaneously fulfilled by the administrator.

Second is

the conflicting demands made by the various reference groups.
Third is the conflicting demands and expectations which occur
within a reference group.

Fourth is the conflicting

expectation between the normathetic and personal dimensions
of the admini.strative position.
There are numerous articles on administrative behaviors
in higher education, but the question of administrative

,....---~····~-------

...
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authority and power remains elusive.

Many of the articles

are anecdotes and exhortations rather than research studies.
The idiosyncratic nature of universities is cited as
the most common reason for the paucity of research data. 66
Although university scholars have studied leadership and

various governmental enterprises, institutions of higher
education have not been amenable to studies which examine
their own operations.

Academicians, in general, regard

studies which analyze their performance as inimical to the
professional nature of their position and integrity.
The basic issue in determining the role expectations
and definitions is the question, "Hhat is, or should be, the
function of the administrator in higher education?"
Historically, academicians have had the tendency to belittle
the work of the administrator. 67
Faculty are generally suspicious of academicians who
enter administrative work.

Chairpersons and faculty who were

interviewed by Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus indicated that

66 John D. Millett, "Professional Development of
Administrators, 11 in New Directions for Hi2:her Education:
Developing and Evaluating Adini.rii.str.ativ·e· Leade·r·ship, ed.
Charles F. Fisher (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978),
pp. 56-7i Elwood B. Ehrle, "Selection and Evaluation of
Department Chairmen,". Educa·tton:al Record, 56 (1975), 29.

67 ~·lilson, op. cit., p. 71.

~----~----~~~---~
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scholars should "not expect to enjoy the position of the
chairman," and questioned the motivation of academicians who
leave scholarly work and teaching for "routine duties." 68
Wilson quoted a university president who stated, "They
[faculty] seem to think that the man, by virtue of his
~-------=-..._.....""-p_t_a.nc_e___o£mini atrat: ilw_:r:_e_s_p_onsibi 1it~-;-haS-au ff e-r-ed-----~

some sinister metamorphosis, has been transmorgrified." 69
Bachman's study of full-time faculty in twelve liberal
arts colleges revealed that faculty rarely viewed the dean
as a superior. 70 This collegial perception by faculty
appears to be a major factor which influences the role of
the administrator in higher education.
While the collegium is no longer an accurate model of
governance for most universities, faculty rarely see
themselves in a subordinate-superior relationship with
administrators.

Descriptions such as "first among equals"

and "leader among peers" reflect the prevailing mythology
that there is no functional hierarchy in institutions of
higher education.

~1ost

academicians insist that creativity,

68 Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus, op. cit., p. 82.
69 Wilson, op. cit., p. 71.
70 Jerald G. Bachman, "Faculty Satisfaction and the
Dean's Influence," Journal of Applied· Psychology, 1 (1968),

61.
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which is the essence of their work, cannot flourish in a
.
. •t•
71
t ech nocra t ~c
organ~za ~on.
In actuality, the importance of administration is
attes.ted by the fact that there is one administrator to
approximately every four instructional personnel. 72 Guskin
bserved that

the_oigani~tLonal

clinak~__of

the institution

or its subunits is profoundly affected by the leadership
style of administrators. 73 By enhancing the institutional
milieu, administrators facilitate the work of faculty.
Department chairpersons, deans, vice presidents of
academic affairs, and the president are designated as
"academic administrators." 74 Green observed that the term
"leader" is normally reserved for administrators with
"significant responsibilities," and "in the higher education

71 Hadeleine F. ·Green, "Developing Leadership: A
Paradox in Academe," in New Dire.ctioris for Higher Education:
Academic Leaders as Managers, eds. Robert H. Atwell and
Madeleine F. Green (San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, 1981), p. 12.
72 Charles H. Farmer, "Why Evaluate Administrators?" in
Administrator Evaluation: Gorice.pts,· Methods, Cases in Higher
Education, eds. John A. Shtogren and W. James Potter
(Richmond, Virginia: Higher Education Leadership and
Management Society, Inc., 1979), p. 6.
73 Alan E. Guskin, ''How Administrators Facilitate Quality
Teaching, 11 in New Directt·orfs· ·for Teaching ·a:n:d Le·arning: The
· Adtnit1is tra.tor 1 s Role ·tn: EffectiVe Teachfng, ed. Alan E.
Guskin (San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, 1981), p. 7.
74 .G reen,
.
.
op. cit.,
p. 12 .

~---
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context, leadership stresses vision, the ability to set
goals and to define mission in accordance with the
follower's sense of their own needs, values, and purposes." 75
According to Guskin, most university administrators,
including senior officers, are not prepared in disciplines

organizations and how people, including themselves, are
affected by governance decisions. 76 Consequently, most
administrators function intuitively in managing the
educational enterprise.
However, McKeachie stated there is similarity between
the work of the administrator and the scholar. 77 The
abilities to analyze problems, collect data, and consider
alternatives are the same for scholar and administrator,
only the conditions for application of the process differ.
Although role theory provides a vocabulary for
discussing behaviors in the management of higher education,
the role ideas are frequently obscured by absence of a
clear way to determine whether or not the assumptions are

75 Ibid., p. 13.
76 Guskin, op. cit., p. 2.
77 Wilbert J. McKeachie, "Memo to New Department
Chairmen," Educational Record, 49 (1968), 221.
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met or not met.

For example, Dressel recommended the

inclusion of quantifiable management knowledge and skills
in role definitions. 78 Although Dressel did not advance a
clear definition, he cited signs of ineffective administration which can be used to develop quantifiable statements.

involvement with supervision of personnel; on-going dissent
in the unit; numerous complaints about resources, administrator, and administrative style; faculty-administrator
confusion on policies and procedures; attempts to cover up
differences; and nonreconcilable conflicts. 79
On the other hand, idealized role definitions tend to
overdefine the concepts and create debates in actual
measurement of administrative behaviors.

This problem is

exemplified in Heimler's profile of an ideal department
.
80
c h a~rperson.

1. Character. The ideal chairmen uses discretion,
makes good judgments, is in control of his emotions,
is committed to human values, has the courage of his

78 Paul L. Dressel, Administrative Leadership:
Effective and Responsive Decision Making in Higher Educat'ion (San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, 1981), p. 182.
79 Ibid. , p . 19 5 .

°

8 Charles H. Heimler, "The College Departmental
Chai nnen , " in The Acadeii1i c Department or Divis ion: A
Gomple·x Role, eds. James Brann and Thomas A. Emmet
(Detroit: Balamp, 1972), p. 199.
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convictions, is capable of independent thought, and
gains satisfaction through the achievements of others.
2. Administrative frame of reference. The ideal
chairman possesses or has a predilection toward the
development of an understanding and appreciation of
the role of administration in promoting the goals of a
college, and is willing to accept administrative
authority and responsibility as legitimate concerns
in his attitude towards college policies and programs.
3. Job Skills. The ideal chairman is able to
-J--------------~-h~ i '!.'---!P.Be-t" i ngS-,-'l:•;rri -te-1-e-tte-r-s-,------er-g_aniz_e_____and___di r~e--..c_...t_ _ _ _ _ __

work for secretaries and student assistants, make the
semester schedule, prepare agenda, review research
proposals, and maintain departmental records.
4. Human relations. The ideal chairman has a
basic understanding of and skills in counseling,
advising, compromise, compassion, and democratic
processes.
5. Professional ability. The ideal chairman is
outstanding in teaching, research, and scholarship,
consulting, college and community service; has an
informed vision of his department's discipline and
of its contribution to a student's education.
Two basic approaches have been used to define the role
expectations of administrators.

The first is the universal

trait approach, and the second is the position-specific
approach.

The assumption underlying the universal trait

approach is that, regardless of the administrative position,
all administrators require certain basic skills.
Katz's "three skills approach" proposes that, regardless of the level of administrative functioning, all
administrators must have three types of skills: technical,
human, and conceptua1. 81 The technical skills refer to the

81 Robert Katz, "Skills of an Effective Administrator,"
Harvard Business Review, 33 (1955), 34-6.
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specialized knowledge required to practice the art of
administration.

Conceptual skills refer to the ability to

see the enterprise as a whole, and human skills refer to the
ability to work with people.

Human skills are considered

the most important of the three, regardless of the leadership
~----~~~~--su--i-t-ua-t-i-en-.~H-e~v-e-ve-~t;-he-t-e-e-h-n-i--e-a-l-a-nd-h-tL-rn-a-n-s-k-i-1-1-s--a-r e-~~~~~~

more important in lower leadership.levels and the conceptual
skills are more important in higher leadership situations.
The position-specific approach is based on the
assumption that leadership skills are contingency-based.
The review of the literature showed major focus on the role
of the department chairperson, although some references
also were made to presidential leadership and deans.

The

heightened interest in the leadership at the departmental
level is related to the inevitability of the departmental
structure in a modern university.

There is ample support

for the belief that the "surest method for improving the
quality of a college, or university, would be to improve
the quality of department heads." 82 In addition, the
majority of the decisions are made at the departmental
level, and it is predicted increased number of decisions

82 Donald P. Hoyt and Ronald K. Spangler, "The Measurement of Administrative Effectiveness of the Academic
Department Head," Research in Higher Education, 4 (1979),
291.

I
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will be made at this level as instituions become more
complex. 83
Tucker conducted a survey of 400 department chairpersons in the State University System of Florida and found
that the chai'rpersons seldom had the necessary authority to
-lf---~~~~-e-a-r-r-y-e-a-1=--E-PJ:e-eemp-±-~-i-~i-e-s-e-:E-ep-era-~i-n-g-a-13-a-s-i-e-e-d-ae-a-t-i-eR-allc-----~

unit.

For example, the chairpersons are expected to be

among equals and yet demonstrate the ability to lead.

Many

of the faculty see themselves as the primary change agents
and restrict the chairperson from exercising leadership to
influence the direction of the department. 84 Consequently,
the ability of the chairperson to carry out the functions
and responsibilities of the role seems related to personal
85 This
power to influence the behavior of the faculty.
power is based on collegial respect for and commitment to
the chairperson by the faculty.
Personal power is described as "earned power" and
related to how faculty perceive the chairperson as an
individual and a professional.

The chairperson is

expected to have an established reputation in the
discipline and respect of the academic community.

In

83 Allen Tucker, Chairirtg the Academic Department:
Leadership Among Peers (t-lashington, D.C.: Airier1.can
Council on Education, 1981), p. 42.
84

Ibid. , p . 3 3 .

85 Ib1.· dp. , pp. 15 - 16 .
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addition, the chairperson is expected to have influence on
higher administration, yet be an "invisible leader." 86
Tucker identified twenty-eight possible roles of the
chairperson, assumed at various times in varying degrees. 87
The roles are teacher, mentor, researcher, leader, repre-

problem-solver, recommender, implementer, planner, manager,
advisor-counselor, mediator-negotiator, delegator, advocator,
supervisor, coordinator, anticipator, innovator, peacemaker,
organizer, facilitator, entrepreneur, recruiter, and
peer-colleague.

The influence of the chairperson is

expected in thirty-one areas, such as assisting faculty to
make academic contacts, control summer teaching assignments,
secure adequate clerical assistance for the faculty, make
contacts for faculty to obtain consulting jobs, counsel
faculty on research and teaching, equate teaching loads and
schedule course offerings, evaluate faculty performance,
recommend faculty for assignments in regional and national
activities, influence decisions on faculty sabbaticals,
provide professional and intellectual stimulation, influence
central administration regarding needs of the department
88
and faculty, and provide funds for trave1.

86 Ibid., p. 8.
88 Ibid., pp. 25-6.

87 Ibid., pp. 23-4.
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Hoyt and Spangler compared faculty ratings and department head ratings of fifteen administrative functions in
terms of importance. 89 The functions which are statistically significant are guides development of sound
organizational plan to accomplish departmental program;
~-----a~~~-n-g-e-s-e-:E'-:E-e-e-t-i-~~v~e~a-l~l-el~e-EI.-u-i-~a-6-1-e-a-l-1-e-e-a-~i-en-e-f-f-ae-u-±-~J'------------

responsibilities; takes lead in recruitment of promising
faculty; fosters good teaching in the department; stimulates
research and scholarly activity; guides curriculum development; maintains faculty morale; fosters development of each
faculty member's special talents or interests; and
facilitates obtaining grants and contracts from extramural
sources.
The functions which were not statistically significant
are guides faculty evaluation; rewards faculty appropriately;
communicates university expectations; communicates department's needs to the dean; improves departmental image and
reputation in the campus community; and encourages appropriate balance among the programs offered by the department.
Erhle devised a list of chairperson's characteristics
which were derived from a workshop for heads and program
90
directors of arts and science departments.
The

89 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., p. 295.
90 Erhle, op. cit., p. 34.
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chairpersons and directors gave high priority to interpersonal skills, communication within the college, skill
in teaching, and program development.

Low priority was

given to administrative office work, program innovation,
communication beyond the college, and management of student
4-----------::~e-e-~ds-.~Me-s-t-e-f-bfl-e--p,-a-t;-~i-e-i-p>-a-n-t-s-f-e-1-t-t-h-a-t-b-h-e¥-P-e-~f-g~me-dL-----

marginally on interpersonal skills, program innovation,
communications beyond the college, and management of
student records.

However, they indicated satisfactory

performance on administrative office work, communications
within the college, skill in teaching, and program
development.
In a survey conducted by McLaughlin and Montgomery,
1,198 chairpersons rated actual and idealized performance
of selected duties in terms of perceived goals of the
.
aca dem~c

' t . 91

un~

The duties related to students, research

efforts and national prominence for students' accomplishment, organization and maintenance of an efficient unit,
improving the quality of the department, and maintaining a
congenial environment for the faculty. 92

91 Gerald W. McLaughlin and James R. Montgomery,
"Satisfaction and Commitment of Chairmen," in New
Directions for Institutional Research: Examining Departmental Man:a~ement, eds. John C. Smart and James R.
MontgomerySan Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1976), pp. 80-82.
9 2 Ibid . , p . 81.
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The findings suggested the role of the chairperson is
determined by environmental characteristics and goal
orientation of the department. 93 For example, chairpersons
of arts and sciences departments are more actively involved
with student-related activities, and chairpersons of small

large departments.

In addition, chairpersons of small

departments, and especially those who are older and holding
lower 'academic ranks, de-emphasized the research role.
Factor analysis of twenty-seven functions of the
chairperson,· by Smart and Elton, indicated there are four
roles assumed by chairpersons:
.
.
1 . 94
researc h , an d LnstructLona

coordinator, faculty,
The findings suggested that

different types of departments made distinctive demands on
the role assumed by the chairpersons. 95 In practiceoriented departments, the major role of the chairperson is
that of the coordinator, while in departments of disciplines
with clearly delineated paradigms, the chairperson spends
significantly more time in research activities.

Smart and

Elton questioned previous research on chairperson role that

93 Ibid.
94 Smart and Elton, op. cit., pp. 44-5.
95 Ibid., pp. 50-56.
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failed to address the potential impact of the discipline on
the role behavior.
Torres stated disciplines, such as nursing, which
traditionally portray an image of economic and political
weakness, are more vulnerable to social pressures, both

Although heads of academic units have the right and
obligation to enforce standards to control the quality of
the educational program, there are contradictory
expectations, which reduce the effectiveness of the
administrator. 96 For example, central administration tends
to extend token gestures to vulnerable disciplines by
lowering standards of academic qualifications of faculty.

97

Torres noted this in nursing faculty who are exempted
from meeting the minimum condition of a doctorate for
appointment.
Delahanty also cited areas of contradiction in the
chairperson's role.

For example, faculty, in general, have

a high regard for academic freedom and autonomy, but at the
same time, expect the chairperson to protect them from any
real or imagined encroachment from other departments,

96 Gertrude Torres, "The Nursing Education Administrator: Accountable, Vulnerable, and Oppressed," Advances in
Nursing Science, 3 (1981), 6.

97 Ibid. , p. 6.
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institutional constraints, or students. 98
A study by Hill and French on the perceived power of
chairpersons indicated professors regard chairpersons as
passive and powerless. 99 The professors felt that higher
administrative officers directed and controlled the
+--~~~~-efl-a~i---rp-e.-r-s-e-n-s----;---~·Jh-e-n----a-eh--a.-i-rp-e-r-s-o-n-demo-n-s-t-r---a-c-e-d-pew-e-r----,-~Pr-e•-~~~~~

professors felt that it was due to the person occupying the
position, rather than the position itself.
Therefore, it is not surprising that Momson found most
10
department heads floundered in their work.
Characteris-

°

tically, department chairpersons feel overwhelmed by their
inadequacy and "placed into a position of either sink or
swim."

Brann's study showed that most institutions do not

have a description of the chairperson's duties and those
that do have what "resembles a laundry list of undone duties

98 James Delahanty, "What Do Faculty Want in a Departmental Chairman?" in The Academic Department or Di'Vi'sion
Chairman:: A Complex Role, eds. James Brann and Thomas A.
Emmet (Detroit: Balamp, 1972), p. 224.
99 H'inston W. Hill and Wendall L. French, "Perceptions
of the Power of Department Chairmen by Professors," Administrative Science Quarterly, 11 (1967), 548-74.

°

10 Charles H. Momson, Jr., "The University of Utah's
Department Chairman Training Program," in: The· Ac·adem:ic
De artment or Division Chairman: ·A Gam 'lex Role, eds. James
Thomas A. Emmet Detroit: Ba amp,
2), pp. 37-
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and responsibilities pulled together from throughout the
institution. 11101
Research data show there is considerable interrole
conflict and incompatible roles fulfilled simultaneously
by administrators.

For example, Siever, Loomis, and Neidt

used the rank order format to identify characteristics of
102 Deans, ch a~rpersons,
·
.
.
an e ff ect~ve
c h a~rperson.
an d
faculty from two universities were asked to rank what they
considered were desirable characteristics.
were used:

Three subscales

professional activities, administrative

"b"l"t"
. .
l03
1 ~ 1es, an d persona 1 c h aracter1st1cs.

respons~

Although there was agreement among the groups on the highest
and lowest characteristics, there was considerable internal
variation within each of the subscales.
Kapel and Dejnoska also observed variations in role
.

percept~ons

among

.

var~ous

.
104
groups.

Th e deans h"1p was

101 James Brann, "The Chairman: An Impossible Job About
to Become Tougher," iti The Academic Department or Division
Chairman: A Complex Role, eds. James Brann and Thomas A.
Emmet (Detroit: ·Balamp, 1972), p. 7.
102 Richard G. Siever, Ross J. Loomis, and Charles 0.
Heidt; "Role Perceptions of Department Chairmen in Two
Land-Grant Universities," Jotirna1 of Educational Research,
65 (1972), 405-10.
103 Ibid., p. 407.
104 David E. Kapel and Edward L. Dejnozka, "The
Education Deanship: A Further Analysis,"· Research in
Higher Education, 10 (1979), 99-112.
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studied in relation to five categories of activity, which
are normatively associated with the position.

Respondents

included a random selection of deans, central administration
officers, chairpersons and faculty.

As a group, deans and

central office administrators held similar role expectations.

However

in the anal sis within group, some chair-

persons responded like deans or central administrators.
The study concluded that the diversity of perceptions is
related to the inherent nature of the deanship.
Dejnozka described the deanship as "non-descript,

Kapel and
politically

tenuous, and temporary calling with which few meaningful
rewards can be associated."lOS
How faculty view university administration is becoming
increasingly complex.

For example, Redfern observed that

beginning teachers prefer administrators who are assertive
and provide supervisory guidance, but more experienced
· 1 re 1·at1ons
·
h"1p. 106 Th ere f ore,
teac h ers pre f er t h e co 11 eg1a
an administrator may be regarded as dynamic and effective
by one person and oppressive and ineffective by another.
Quality of administration is an interactive process of
role and personality in the context of values held by

105 Ibid., p. 109.
106 George
Administrators:
Westview Press,

I

I
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individuals and groups within the setting.

The administra-

tion of the university and its administrative units involves
complex organizational factors, and it is not always
possible to maximize simultaneously the various means and
ends.

Kerr defined administration as "continuing arrange-

-r--~~~~~me-nt---s-re-r-------c-he-ee-nd-ae-'E-e-:E-a-:E-:E-a-i-1;-S-Sy-t-R-e-e-~g-a-n-i---Z-a-t-i-o-n~anrl..,.___ _ _ __

the "tasks are the same but the mood and tempo of effort
rise and fall." 107
Therefore, Murray reconnnended a "time-tagged" taxonomy
for leadership recruitment and development. 108 Based on
data from twenty-two universities, Murray categorized the
development of a department into six stages.

During the

first stage, the head is more like-ly to assume a
proprietary role and the tension between faculty and the
head tends to be covert.

In the next phase, the faculty and

head are more likely to assume adversary roles, and the head
is unable to please the faculty nor central administration.
In the third phase, the department is in a state of anarchy.
According to Murray, most campuses operate at the
fourth stage in which the head's authority is derived from

107 Clark Kerr, "Administration in an Era of Conflict,"
Educational Record, 54 (1973), 38.

108 Robert K. Murray, "On Departmental Development: A
Theory," in The Academic Depart1Ilerit or DiVisl'ori Chairman:
A Complex Role, eds. James Brann and Thomas A. Ennnet
(Detroit: Balamp, 1972), pp. 63-72.
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sanctions of senior faculty.

Therefore, the position of the

head is considered nonprestigious, and the term in office
is viewed as a burden.

In the fifth state, faculty are more

interested in becoming distinguished scholars, and the
headship is relegated to a junior faculty.

toward the sixth stage in which the

operatio~al

functions

would be conducted by bureaucrats.

He described the cycle
as the "ironical picture of the academic man." 109 The role
expectation of the administrator would, therefore, be
determined by the developmental phase of the department.
Although research in higher education administration is

growing, as yet

there is no conceptual model that defines

the role of the administrators.

I

Therefore, it is difficult

to summarize the role of the administrator.

However, the

literature suggests that leadership should be perceived
within situational context.

There is also developing data

that, rather than label certain behaviors as effective or
ineffective, variations in perceptions be considered a
matter of degree and not as dichotomous characteristics.
However, there is a core of administrative functions
and responsibilities that is emergent in the empirical
data.

It appears that administrators at all levels are

109 Ibid. , p. 7 2.

I
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expected to be able to articulate in three major areas:
(1) decisions and strategies which are related to the image
of the institution, (2) decisions and procedures which
relate to allocation of resources, and (3) methods and
procedures which maintain viability of the organization.

the work of the administrator is greatly complicated by a
power network which exists in the institution.

It is

clear that effective administrators are sensitive to
different individuals and groups with whom they work and
the values held by the constituency impact on the role of
the administrator.

Faculty in higher education, as a

professional group, present a particular challenge to
administrators because they are less amenable to rules of
governance than rank and file members in other types of
social structures.
The literature cites numerous ways of viewing the
dynamic aspects of the administrator's role in higher
education.

Although there has been considerable research

done on the role of the department chairperson in the
administrative hierarchy, the findings tend to be esoteric
and the usefulness of such findings continues to have
limited implication for defining the explicit role of the
administrator.
Since the chairperson position serves as tpe entry
position for a career in administration, there is need to

- -------------
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improve methods for analyzing the chairperson's role and
performance effectiveness.

Continuing research is needed

to clarify the process of leadership, using a variety of
criteria from both intraorganizational and extraorganizational points of view.
Conceptual and Methodologic Issues in
Adininis:trator Eval ua:t ion
This section of the review of literature is divided
into two dimensions of administrator evaluation.

The first

component deals with values, beliefs, and attitudes about
evaluation, especially in reference to evaluation of the
administrator, and the second component deals with the
development of procedures which satisfy both the evaluatee
and the evaluator.
Administrator evaluation is a contradiction in
principle.

Entrusted with specific duties and responsi-

bilities, the administrator is in charge of efficient
operation of the educational enterprise.

Therefore, the way

in which the administrator functions is generally considered
a nonpublic matter. 11
Consequently, evaluation of the

°

administrator implies an invasion of the administrator's
knowledge and intent, both of which are "official

110 Hans H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (trans. and eds.),
Froin Max Weber:· Essa s ·in SocioTo
(New York: Oxford
University Press, 195 , pp. 196-22 .

~
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secrets." 111
Weber defined "bureaucratic secrecy" as a legitimate
form of protection of officers to keep the "poorly informed"
from making "errors in calculation" which could then be
used by special interest groups to challenge the authority

cratic secrecy" is necessary to keep "information from
competitors and potentially hostile political groups." 113
Existence of this "bureaucratic secrecy" was
acknowledged by several researchers. 114 For example,
Siever, Loomis, and Neidt designed their study to "avoid
the major problem of faculty resistance to instruments that
force them to reveal feelings about their own chairman." 115
Subsequently, they developed a rating scale that requested
faculty respondents to rank characteristics that were
considered "most important for an effective chairman to
reflect," thus avoiding any judgment of a specific

111 Ibid., pp. 233-4.

112

I
Ibid., pp. 234-5.

113 Robert K. Merton, "Bureaucratic Structure and
Personality, II in Studies in Leader"ship·:· . Lea"der"ship" and
Democratic Action, ed. Alvin VI. Gouldner (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1950), p. 69.
114 s·~ever, Loom~s,
.
and Neidt, op. cit., pp. 405-10;
Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., p. 293; Dressel, Johnson, and
Marcus, op. cit., p. 11.
llS

s·~ever,

Loom~s,
.
an d Ne~'d t, op.

't
c~

., p. 405 .

I
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administrator.
Hoyt and Spangler also stated that two of the four
universities in their study of departmental administrator
effectiveness had to be "mandated by university policy" to
participate. 116 Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus detected
"resistance" when they conducted their study of academic
units. 117 Administrators and faculty implied that research
on their operation was an affront to their professional
integrity.

The problems encountered by these researchers

suggest that universities and the people within tend to
guard their beliefs regarding academic freedom and autonomy
as "official secrecy."

Since faculty in higher education

consider themselves as officers rather than rank and file
members, they tend to respond in a collegial sense with
administrators.
The literature supported that formalizing administrator
evaluation has definite advantages in control, process, and
use of data. 118 Although Strohm stated formalizing the
procedure will free evaluation from "distorting influences,"

116 Hoyt and Spang 1 er, op. c1"t . , p. 6 .
117 Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus, op. cit., p. 11.
118 Paul Strohm, "Toward an AAUP Policy on Evaluation
of Administrators,"· Academe, 66 (1980), 407; Robert E.
Lahti, "Managerial Performance Appraisal," iri New Directions
for Hi her Educati·on: . Develo in . and Evaltiatiri . Administrative Leadership (San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, 1978 , pp. 1-2.
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. . 1 d ata to support
th ere . are no empl.rl.ca

t

h'l.s contentl.on.
.
119

In fact, there are three recurring issues in the literature
as to why administrators should not be evaluated.

The first

is program diversity and the problem of poorly defined lines
of authority.

The second is leadership diversity, and the

setting.

The third is the lack of adequate techniques to
.
.
1 20
con d uct an equl.'t a bl e an d o b'Jectl.ve
eva 1 uatl.on.
However, Farmer stated "diversity is a fact of life" in

higher education administration, and it is not sufficient
. 1 ua t 'l.On o f a dm'l.nl.strators.
.
121
. t o a b an d on t h e eva
b asl.s

Hoyt gave three criteria for evaluating administrators:
credibility, validity, and fairness. 122 However, within
each of these areas are unresolved generic questions.

I

In

considering the criterion of credibility, while there is
agreement that all affected groups should be involved in

119 Strohm, op. cit., p. 407.

°

12 Charles H. Farmer, "Why Evaluate Administrators?"
Administrator Evaluation: Concepts, Methods, Gases in
Higher Education, ed. John A. Shtogren and ~\f. James Potter
(Richmond, Virginia: Higher Education Leadership and
Management Society, Inc., 1979), pp. 7-8.
121 Ibid., p. 8.
122 Donald P. Hoyt, "Evaluating Administrators," in
New Directions for Higher Education: · Des·ig'ning Ac·ademic
Progr:am: Reviews, ed. Richard F. Wilson (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1982), pp. 91-3.
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the input, Hoyt stated "not all advice need be accepted in
formulating the profile of the administrator. 123 However,
how this should be done is not clarified.
The question of validity requires determining specific
and major activities which are within the administrator's

level of academic administration, all administrative
functions can be categorized into four areas:
.

~mage

b u~"ld.~ng, d ec~s~on-ma
. .
k.~ng,

planning,
124
.
an d eva1uat~on.

Rasmussen developed a similar classification and he
identified these as evaluator, gadfly, mediator, and
conservator activities. 125 As an evaluator, the administrator is responsible for assessing and allocating
resources.

As a gadfly, the administrator stimulates

change and attempts to reduce parochialism.

As a mediator,

the administrator is responsible for reducing conflict
between various factions in the institution, and as a
conservator, the administrator is responsible for maintaining
the primary thrust of the institution.
However, Farmer stated that since there are distinctive
qualities in each administrative position, it is necessary

123 Ibid., pp. 91-2.

124

Ibid., p. 93.

125 Glen R. Rasmussen, "Evaluating the Academic Dean,"
in New Directions for Highe~r Educ·a·tio'n: Developing and
Evaluatin Administrative Lea·de·rshi , ed. Charles F. Fisher
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978 , p. 26.

I
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to have a position-specific instrument to evaluate the
performance of the administrator.

He based his argument on

the rationale that each academic unit is different and
universities differ widely from one another. 126
The issue of fairness in evaluation is not adequately

.variables, such as gender, there was inconsistency between
the findings and the theoretical orientation.

For example,

Andruskiw and Howes' study showed gender is not a factor in
the evaluation of women administrators. 127 Milner, King,
and Pizzini also drew a similar conclusion.

However, both

studies had small sample size which limited the generalizability of the findings.

But both studies had extensive

literature review that supported gender negativism and
mythology as factors in administrator evaluation.
Although Hall, Mitsunaga, and deTornyay were concerned
primarily with the socialization patterns of deans of
nursing, one of the findings indicated a situational
variable that had not been addressed in previous

126 Olga Andruskiw and Nancy J. Howes, "Dispelling a
Myth: That Stereotypic Attitudes Influence Evaluations of
Women as Administrators in Higher Education," Jotirna:l of
Higher Education, 51 (1980), 475-96.
127 Keith E. Milner, Harry A. King, and Edward L.
Pizzini, "Relationship Between Sex and Leadership Behavior
of Department Heads in Physical Education,"" Rese·arch in
Higher Education, 10 (1980), 113-21.
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research.

128

Unlike administrators in other disciplines,

nearly two thirds of the deans indicated being in administration is due to deliberate planning and choice.
Approximately 65 percent of the deans indicated careful
planning is important in developing a career in administration.

The deans

recommended~future

adm~n~strators

consider a pattern of progression in top-ranked schools,
although some deans endorsed achieving high visibility in
129
less-known schools.
With this type of planning of
future administrators, it is conceivable that current
administrators in nursing may be more vulnerable than
administrators in other disciplines.

For example, overt

measures of production, such as publication and speeches,
may become competing factors and influence faculty
perceptions of effective administrator performance.
The knowledge regarding performance criteria is slow
in developing.

Anderson recommended performance criteria

be developed under three categories:

leadership, managerial

skills, and patterns of response to administrative

128 Beverly A. Hall, Betty K. Mitsunaga, and Rheba
deTornyay, "Deans of Nursing: Changing Socialization
Patterns," Nursing OutlO'ok, 29 (1981), 92-5.
• 129 Ibid., pp. 94-5.
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demands.

130

In addition, personal qualities, such as

personality, values, and presence, should be incorporated
to assess the effects of the administrator's socialization
process.

However, in the final analysis, the application

of the criteria requires sophistication on the part of the
+---~~~~~~
~
131
.1. d. c-e-.1. •
The question of who should evaluate the administrator
is an on-going debate.

Mayhew stated faculty are unable to

make valid decisions about administrative effectiveness
because nothing in the faculty's experience allows for
.
.
. .
13 2
apprec1at1on
o f t h e comp 1ex work done b y a dm1n1strators.

Obvious 1 y , ef f ec-ti-ve-e-v-aluation_can-occ.ur_onl-y_if_e~aluat_or s
are knowledgeable about what they are observing and judging.
Mayhew stated administrators have the right to be protected
from potential faculty abuse of the procedure.
Mcinnes recommended that since the administrator is
accountable only to the institution, performance

130 G. Lester Anderson, "The Ad Hoc Committee Model
for Administrator Evaluation," in AdniiriistratOi Evaluation:
Concepts, Methods, Gases iri Higher Education, ed. Charles
H. Farmer (Richmond, Virginia: Higher Education Leadership
Management Society, Inc., 1979), p. 71.
131 Ibid., p. 75.
132 Lewis B. Mayhew, "Thoughts on a Statement of
Rights for College Administrators," ·Jo:ur'n:a:l ·of Higher
Education, 42 (1971), 387.
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effectiveness is best judged by his designated supervisor.133

He stated the essence of fair evaluation is

evaluation by another administrator.
However, the American-Association of University
Professors (AAUP) Committee T stated faculty have "legitimate interest and concern in the periodic evaluation of
. a dm~n~strators.
. .
11134 AAUP contends that since
aca d em~c
faculty and administration share authority in governance,
the internal operation of the institution is the responsibility and concern of the entire academic community.
Although administrators deal with a wide constituency,
the major contact is with the faculty.
The pressure to include faculty in the evaluation
procedure comes from several sources.

A major argument is

if faculty can be evaluated by students, then administrators can be evaluated by faculty. 135 However, Farmer

133 William G. Mcinnes, "A Statement of Rights for
College Administrators," Jo·urnal of Higher Educ·ation, 42
(1971)' 382-3.
134 "Faculty Participation in Selection, Evaluation,
and Retention of Administrators,". Ac·ade'me, 67 (1981), 81-2.
-
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stated the student-to-faculty relation is not the same as
faculty-to-administrator, and faculty evaluation of
administrators is more complex and sensitive.
Therefore, Farmer recommended a three-dimensional
model for appraising administrator effectives:

formative,

should be done to help the administrator improve his
competency, summative evaluation for promotional and
retention purposes, and institutional evaluation to determine congruency of the administrator's effectiveness with
institutional goals.
A 1976 survey of approximately 400 colleges and
universities revealed six types of administrator evaluation
procedures:

unstructured documentation, structured

documentation, unstructured narration, structured narration,
.
.
137
ratLng
sea 1 es an d management b y ob.JectLves.

I ntervLew
.

data and letters of recommendation are examples of
unstructured documentation.

In the structured documenta-

tion, the evaluator and evaluatee agree on the set of
categories which will be used as basis for evaluation.

136 Ibid. , p. 44.
137 Robert E. Lahti, "Managerial Performance and
Appraisal," in: New Di'rec:t'ions· for Highe·r Educ·a:ti6n:
Developing and Evaluating Administrative Leadership, ed.
Charles F. Fisher (San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, 1978),
pp. 3-4.

The
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evaluator then assumes primary responsibility in documenting the categories.

Unstructured narration is directed

by the evaluator, while in the structured narration the
evaluator responds to a series of questions related to
performance.

in administration and the procedure provides anonymity to
the rater.

However, the procedure has also been criticized

for susceptibility to bias.

Rating scales are found to be

influenced by appearance of the instrument, the rater's
friendship with the ratee, halo effects, overestimation of
performance effectiveness, and errors of central tendency
and leniency. 138 Farmer noted that when administrators at
the University of Tulsa first received their ratings by
faculty, the initial reaction was a "combination of
perplexity and self-satisfaction." 139 Hoyt and Spangler
also observed the tendency of faculty to overrate

I

138 Charles H. Farmer, "How Can Administrators Be
Evaluated?" in Administrator Evaluation: Gonce ts, Methods,
Cases in Higher Education, ed. Charles H. Farmer Richmond,
Virginia: Higher Education Leadership and Hanagement
Society, 1979), p. 18.
139 Charles H. Farmer, "University of Tulsa: Overrated
Rating Scales," in Administrator Evaluation: Concepts,
Methods, Cases in Hi her Education, ed. Charles H. Farmer
Richmon , Virginia: Higher Education Leadership and
Management Society, 1979), pp. 106-25.
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administrators. 140
Although management by objectives (MBO) has existed
for more than two decades, performance reviews have been
plagued by difficulties in translating mission statements
to measurable objectives. 141 \vinstead stated a major
observable and valid criteria of performance. 142

Since

measurement is necessary for control purposes, inclusion of
time, outcome, performer, action, accomplishment level, and
method of measurement must be evident in each objective.
Lahti identified twelve deficiencies common in
existing evaluation systems:

(1) subjective judgments of

performance; (2) inadequate information about the subtleties
of managerial performance; (3) lack of criteria to evaluate
performance; (4) inadequate first-hand information about the
performance; (5) resistance to use of rating scales because
of instrument deficiency; (6) unwillingness to confront the
reality of evaluation; (7) criteria for judging the

140 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., p. 300.
141 Philip C. Winstead, "MBO and Administrator Evaluation," in: Adm:inistra:t·or Evaluation: Gonc:e· ts·, Methods,
Gases in Higher E ucat·~on, e . Char es H. Farmer R~c ond,
Virginia: Higher Education Leadership and Management
Society, 1979), p. 91.
142 Ibid. , p. 95.
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performance is not clear to the evaluatee; (8) unskilled
evaluators; (9) unfair grading due to excessive focus on
effect rather than on the behavior; (10) lack of a development program to assist individuals to grow from the
experience; (11) unrealistic expectation that the
ll---------p-~f-G-m-a-nGe---a-p-p-~-i--s-a--l____]".;;r-i-1~1--s-e~l-·~le a-1-1~13-e~f-e~m-a-n-e-e-p-I:-e-b-1-e-m-s:~;-----~

and (12) overemphasis on the rater than on the ratee. 143
Anderson cautioned that while the ideal can be
entertained, evaluators need to be aware of the human
conditions and limitations that affect performance.

Since

the variables are subtle and complex; an evaluation does
not simply produce a "score, ratio, quotient, or other
.. f ~e
. d , s~mp
. 1 ~st~c
. . measure. 144 Rasmussen state d t h at
quant~
II

what is frequently attributed to deficiences in the system
is actually deficiency in the raters. 145 When evaluation
is left in the hands of unskilled raters, the tendency is
to focus on the negative aspects and this leads to actual
interference with professional development of the
. .
146
a dm~n~strator.

143 Lahti, op. cit., pp. 2-3.
144 Anderson, op. cit., p. 84.
145 Rasmussen, op. cit., pp. 25 ... 33.
146 Lahti, op. cit., pp. 3-4.
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The question of credibility, validity, and fairness is
a vexing issue.

For example, Peter Dimandopoulos, who was

president of Sonoma State University, California, was
reassigned by the California State University System
Chancellor's Office, following an investigation by the
+--~~~~--=merican

Association of IInivers_ity_l'_r_o_fessors_fAAUP).
~

-~~--

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Earlier in the year, Dimandopoulos had sent twenty-four
layoff notices to tenured faculty.

The decision was based

on decline in student enrollment, as well as factors which
related to the particular developmental period of the
University.

Notwithstanding, the University was placed on
a list of censured schools by AAUP. 147
Millet stated the crux of the problem in evaluation

of administrators is the attitude of faculty tmvard
.
.
.
1 aut h or~ty
.
~nst~tut~ona
an d power. 148 F or examp 1 e, t h ere
is a philosophical difference in how faculty and administration view the allocation of resources.

Faculty, in

general, see the distribution in terms of their sanctity,
while administrators are concerned with the survival of
.
.
.
149
t h e ~nst~tut~on.

147 William Grant, "Sonoma State Chief Forced Out,"
San Franc·isco Chronicle, July 21, 1983, pp. 1 and 16.
148 Hillett, The Academic Gomtnuhity, op. cit., p. 226.
149 Baldridge and others, op. cit., pp. 9-22; Earl V.
Pullias, "College and University Administration: Ten More
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Millet stated the conflict lies in the specialization
of interest of faculty and the hierarchical system of
administration and management. 15
Faculty expect the

°

institution to serve their needs, while administration is
under constant pressure from multiple sources to be served

Baldridge and others contend that administrative styles
are determined by the model of governance in the university.
They observed that what is considered effective administrative performance is related to history, tradition, and
.
.
.
151 For examp l e,
d eve 1opmenta 1 stage o f t h e ~nst~tut~on.
when the prevailing form of governance is that of a
collegium, faculty expect administrators to be "leaders
among peers," while in more bureaucratic organizations,
administrators are expected to be "heroes."

"Hero"

administrators are placed on the pedestal and portray a
powerful figure in influencing the university.
Beyer suggested that any change process can adversely
.
. .
.
152
a dm~n~strator
e ff ect~veness.
a ff ect h ow f acu1 ty perce~ve
Principles,"· Intellect, 101 (1973), 428; Algo D. Henderson,
"Control in Higher Education: Trends and Issues," ·J·ourhal
of Higher Educatl.on, 40 (1969), 5.
150 Millett, :fb:e: 'Acad:emTc Go'rnffiunity, op. cit., p. 229.
151 Baldridge and others, op. cit., p. 208.
152 Judith E. Beyer, "Interpersonal Communication as
Perceived by Nurse Educators in Collegial Interactions,"
Nursing Research, 30 (1981), 111-17.
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For example, during periods of curriculum change, faculty
morale, especially among experienced educators, tends to
fluctuate.

Although causal association was not made, Beyer

implied that any event that disrupts normal relations can
lead to changes in perception of the administrator.

or low morale when implementing the procedure.

Beyer

stated that faculty perceptions of satisfaction-dissatisfaction can be projected into administrator evaluation.
Torres observed that women administrators in higher
education are frequently viewed as deviants by faculty and
other administrators because they do not fit the stereot

.

yp~c

descr~p
. t'~on o f ot h er women ~n
.

t

he

.

.

un~vers~ty.

153

She

stated that the male assigned role of university administrators contributes to the vulnerability of women
administrators.

Consequently, women administrators tend to
154 She
behave as oppressors as well as the oppressed.
concluded the absence of criteria to judge women deans
leads to problems in validating self-assessment of worth.
Saunders found that while there are institutional
documents on the duties and responsibilities of the
administrator, there is wide variation in the specificity

153 Torres, op. cit., p. 11.
154 Ibid. , p. 14.
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of the descriptions. 155

The findings were consistent with

Brann's in that the administrator had duties and responsibilities which were "far too unrealistic and unmanageable."156

Although Saunder's sample size was limited, a

"laundry list" of thirty-six duties was found in one
~--------~in~~~tu~i~n;-,----------------------------------------------------------~

Karol and Ginsburg compared job descriptions to
proverbs in that "one good principle contradicts
another." 157 They noted 'the "oft-repeated planning,
decision-making, implementing decisions, coordinating,
controlling, and cormnunicating" were in conflict with the
concept of the collegium.

Therefore, administrators who

attempt to introduce a high order of efficiency through
systems approach are likely to find themselves in
adversary relations with faculty.
Consequently, the issue of whether the evaluation
procedure should be based on the individual position or on
core skills remains unresolved.

At the University of

Tulsa. a single rating scale was designed to evaluate all

155 Nancy A. Saunders, "The Role of the Sociology
Department Chairperson in Three Selected Texas
Universities," Diss. Univers·ity of Texas at Austin, 1977,
p. 68.
156 Brann, op. cit., pp. 7-10.
157 Karol and Ginsburg, op. cit .• pp. 93-4.
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. . t rators. 158
a dm~n~s

The rating scale consisted of forty

items in four areas:

leadership, relationships with faculty,

supervision and evaluation of personnel, and personal
qualities.
(r

=

Although there was high internal consistency

.8, as determined by the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20),

Hhile the rating scale was "convenient and politically
sound means for collecting the views of a large number of
individuals," the mean scores and comments were difficult
to interpret. 159 Farmer noted that what should have been
done was to focus on the unique aspects of the individual
administrators rather than on the cormnon administrative
characteristics.

The need for distinct rating scales was

evident because the administrator role differed widely
.
. 160
rom un~t
to un~t.
f

Hengstler and others used literature review and
related questionnaires to develop a system for evaluating
administrators at the departmental level. 161 Two instruments were developed:

the Departmental Evaluation Survey

158 Farmer, "University of Tulsa:
Scales," op .. cit., pp. 108-9.
159 Ibid., p. 111.

Overrated Rating

160 Ibid., p. 117.

161 Dennis D. Herigstler and others, "Faculty Ratings
as a Ueasure of Departmental and Administrator Quality,"
Rese'a:rch Tn: Higher Educ:a:tlon, 14 (1981), 259-73.
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(DES) and the Administrator Evaluation Survey (AES).

The

instrument development was guided by the principle that
there is a core set of items relating to administration of
the department and an optional set to be selected by the
individual departments from an item catalog.

The item

of the department, research, curriculum and instruction,
service activities, and departmental facilities and
resources.

The response scale had a five-point range,

from excellent to poor.
Factor analysis of the DES indicated that faculty
rated their department along three dimensions:

faculty

member's satisfaction with the academic environment,
satisfaction with the department's governance and operating
procedures, and accomplishments and ability of students in
the department. 162 However, factor analysis of the AES
suggested that faculty evaluate chairpersons only in one
dimension, that is, overall performance of the chairperson.
Hengstler and others concluded the unidimensionality of the
AES is due to two factors:

I

a generosity factor and a halo
-

effect.

Since faculty have vested interest in the

department, there is a tendency to give high ratings to the

i1

=

administrator.

However, the researchers also recognized the

162 Ibid. , p . 271 .

"
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possibility that the AES items may be nonspecific and too
general to measure the specific attributes of the
chairperson.
The DECA system (Departmental Evaluation of Chairperson Activities) has avoided the good-bad syndrome, which

activity-oriented definition of performance effectiveness
of the chairperson. 163 The DECA system consists of two
instruments:

Faculty Reactions to Chairperson Activities
and the Chairperson Information Form. 164 Development of
the instruments was based on the rationale that relative
importance of a departmental objective can be identified,
and faculty preferences are relevant factors in determining
performance effectiveness of the chairperson. 165
Farmer rated the DECA system as "better than most
existing opinionnaires for summative evaluation." 166 The
strengths of the DECA system are identified as (1) the items

I

163 Farmer, "Rating Scales for.Evaluating Administrators," op. cit., pp. 33-4.
164 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., pp. 293-4; Donald P.
Hoyt, Interpr·eting the· DECA Report (Manhattan, Kansas:
Kansas State University, Center for Faculty Evaluation and
Developmen·t in Higher Education, 1977), pp. 2-7.

t

165 Farmer, "Rating Scales for Evaluating Administraors, II op. c~"'t . , pp. 3'5
·- 6 .
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are specific to a particular administrative position,
(2) the role definition of the position permits application
in a wide variety of academic units and institutions,
(3) takes into account individual differences among
chairpersons, and (4) the data feedback provides the

This section of the literature review has provided
insights into the problems of evaluations in general, and
specifically in relation to evaluation of academic
administrators.

Clearly, there are many unresolved

philosophic differences, as well as problematic areas, in
designing and implementing administrator evaluation
procedures.
The literature review also suggests that the entry
level in the administrative hierarchy is more amenable to
research than of levels found in the central office.

\ihen

compared to other administrative positions, there are
considerable data on the department chairperson.

However,

there is a paucity of research·, even at the departmental
level.

The literature review implied the need for

continuing research, especially in the area of actual
performance, as an indicator of administrative effectiveness.
Faculty evaluation of administrators is growing
phenomena in higher education.

The concept of administrator

evaluation by faculty is supported by the persistent

-

I
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perception of the university as a community of scholars in
which mutual interests imply mutual evaluation.

Although

the literature does not clarify the role of the faculty in
administrator evaluation, it is clear that faculty appraisal
should not be the only source of input.

Performance

multiple factors.

Summary
The review of the literature indicates evaluation of
the administrator's performance-effectiveness is influenced
by traditions and beliefs in governance in higher education,
and perceived role of the administrator in_a complex social
organization.

Although the university has the characteris-

tics of a bureaucracy, the internal relations between
administration and faculty are not the same as those of
management and worker in industry, business, or other
enterprises.

Therefore, administrator work in higher

education is becoming an increasingly specialized and complex
profession.
However, most administrators still come into the
position without further preparation in administration.
There is no agreement in the literature as to whether
preparation in becoming a scholar actually provides the
basic skills to become an effective administrator.

But,

clearly, the movement toward decentralization and greater

I

I

------. L
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accountability for institutional commitments requires
administrators with high-level management skills.
As a relatively new phenomena in higher education
administration, formal evaluation of administrators
presents numerous challenges.

Although several researchers

literature suggests that actual evaluation of administrators need to be position-specific.

However, there are

on-going problems in relation to identification and
selection of valid norms and modes for evaluation.
Administrator evaluation is predicted to be a major
issue of this decade.

In part due to the student movement

of the 1960s, and just as student evaluation of faculty
performance has become almost a universal practice on all
campuses, faculty evaluation of administrators is
predicted to become a major aspect of administrator
evaluation in institution of higher education.
Administrator evaluation, especially at the department
level, is critical for two reasons:

first, the chair-

person's position is the entry level for university
administrators, and second, the quality of the department
is critical to achieving institutional accountability.
Although various criteria and information have been
recommended for use in the evaluation of· the department
chairperson, faculty perceptions of administrator
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effectiveness is the single most significant aspect of
performance evaluation.

Rating forms in current use are

still in their formative stage, and there is need to
establish reliability and validity of such instruments in
a variety of settings.

-

I
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Chapter 3
Methodology and Procedures

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
performance effectiveness of administrators in selected
NLN-accredited baccalaureate

rams· in nursing.

The

perceptions held by faculty were compared with the selfperceptions of administrators as basis for the performance
evaluation.

In this chapter, the methodology and procedures

used to collect the data are discussed under the headings
of (1) description of the population, (2) selection of the
sample, (3) instruments for data collection, (4) procedures
for data collection, and (5) statistical treatment of the
data.
Description of the Population
The population was the NLN-accredited programs that
were listed in the Baccalaureate Education in Nursing:
to a Professional Career ih Nursing, 1983-84. 1 This
pub~ication

Key

is prepared annually by the Council of

Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs and provides
--

1 Council of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs,

National League for Nursing, Bacca1aU:re·ate Education in
Nursing:: Key to a Professional Ga:re·er- ·tn: Nu:r-sing·,· 1983--84
(New York: National League for Nurs~ng, 1983), pp. 5-43.
88
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information to prospective students that the programs have
been accredited by the national professional agency in
nursing education. 2
NLN-accredited baccalaureate programs are administered
by the educational unit in nursing and are founded within

Each of the programs is also approved by the individual
state's board of nursing.

NLN-accreditation implies the

program has met the "national standards of excellence that
exceed the legal standards set by the state boards in each
of the fifty states." 3
There were 406 NLN-accredited baccalaureate programs
in 1983-84. 4 In addition, 114 of the educational units
offered_NLN-accredited master's degree programs in nursing. 5
Twenty-six of these units also offered the doctoral degree
in nursing. 6 However, the NLN does not accredit doctoral

2 Ibid.

3 Ibid. , p . 2.

4 Ibid. , pp. 5-43.

6 Council of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree
National League for Nursing,· Doc.to'raT Pro rams in:
1982-83 (New York: National League or Nurs~ng,
pp. 1-6.

-
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degree programs in nursing at the present time.
According to the· Gr:i·t·erTa foi" the Appraisal of
Baccalaureate and Highe'r Degr·ee Pro·grams in Nursing, the
administrator of the academic unit in nursing is expected
to hold an earned doctoral degree and have experience in
eachLng and admLnLstratLon Ln baccalaureate and-nLgher
degree programs in nursing. 7 The minimum qualification of
faculty in these academic units is a master's degree;
however, the majority of faculty who teach in the graduate
courses are expected to have an earned doctorate in nursing
or related field. 8
The organizational diversity of the academic units in
nursing is reflected in the structure as well as in the
position titles held by the administrators. 9 The academic
units were listed as school, department, division, college,
or program.

The position titles were designated as

assistant dean, associate dean, dean, chairperson, head,
chairperson/director, director, or coordinator.

8

Ibid., p. 6.

9 Council of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs,
National League for Nursing; B·ac·calaureate· Education,
op. cit., pp. 5-43.
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Seiection: o:f 'the Sample
This study was limited to programs which were headed
by administrators with 'the position title of chairperson
or chairperson/director.

There were 149 such programs

listed in the Baccalaureate· Educ:ation: 'in· Nursing:

~----~a-~L~~~~.~~~a~eer-l~itir~~r~it3~4. 10

Key to

Ex~luiT~d~-------

from this study were programs which were headed by
administrators with the position title of assistant dean,
associate dean, dean, head, director, or coordinator.
Homogeneity in position title was considered a prerequisite
for the use of the causal-comparative method for data
.

ana 1 ys~s.

11

Accessibility of the
Population
A survey of the population was conducted to determine
the accessibility of faculty and administrators for the
study.

A letter was sent on February 1, 1984, to the 149

programs which were headed by administrators with the
position title of chairperson or chairperson/director (see

II

Appendix B, Survey Letter to Programs).
--

""'
lO Ibid.

11 Walter R. Borg and Meredith D. Gall, Educational
Rese:arch: An: Tntrodtic:tton (New York: Longman, 1983),
pp. 539-39.

~
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Given the sensitive nature of the study, great care
was used in drafting the letter.

Value-laden terms such as

"effectiveness" and "evaluation" were intentionally avoided.
The letter was presented to a panel consisting of one
former chairperson, a current chairperson, and two full-time
l-------~:E--a-ea-1-t--:;'l____t-e-a--s--s-e-s-s-E-he 1-e-t--t-e--?s-----p-G-t-e-n-t--i-a-l-t;-e-e-e-p-t-i-v-i-t~r_b-¥------

administrators and faculty in the population.

Multiple

revisions were made and re-submitted to the panel for
.
react1on
an d comments. 12
A self-addressed and stamped postcard was attached to
the letter to facilitate response (see Appendix C, Survey
of Population Response Postcard).

The postcard and letter

were enclosed in an envelope which was stamped "urgent"
in red ink to attract the attention of the administrator of
the program.

A due date of three weeks from the mailing

date was given to allow for possible variations in faculty
meeting schedules.
A sample size of 25 percent, or thirty-seven programs,
was accepted as adequate basis for making defensible
generalizations of the findings.

The sample size was
determined through review of the literature. 13 Previous

12

Ibid., pp. 439-40.

13 PaulL. Dressel, F. Craig Johnson, and Phillip M.
Marcus,· The Confid:ence: Crisi:s: An Anal sis of University
Departments (San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, 1970 , p.
-

----
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studies suggested faculty and administrators in colleges
and universities are reluctant to participate in research
which examines their operations.

Therefore, sample size

in this type of study tends to be purposive and small.
Two weeks after the due date, eleven of the programs

and contacted by telephone to determine whether nonreturn
of the response card meant nonparticipation or the
decision to participate was still pending.
procedure served two purposes:

The followup

first, it served as a

·

reminder to the administrators that thelr participation was
critical to the study and, second, it provided data as to
whether the faculty from the nonresponding programs could
be used to compare differences in perceptions with faculty
from the sample.
All of the eleven administrators indicated that their
programs had not intended to participate in the study.
Consequently, that aspect of the study which was intended to
compare the perceptions of performance effectiveness held by
faculty in the sample and the nonparticipating programs was
deleted from the research design.

The initial plan included

a random selection of fifty faculty from nonparticipating

Donald P. Hoyt and Ronald K. Spangler, "The Measurement of
Administrative Effectiveness of the Academic Department
Head," Resear·ch in Higher Education, 10 (1979), 293.
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programs as a comparative group.

The selection of the

faculty was to be made from the faculty roster printed in
the institution's catalog or bulletin.

Administrators were

not considered in the comparative procedure, based on the
assumption that nonparticipation of a program would more
,____~~~~~-1 i-ke-1-y~re-s~u-l-t-:from-adm~:i:n-±-s-tl. a-t-:i:ve-ra~t-he~r-t-h-an-a~:facul-t-y'--~~~~~-

decision.

However, several of the administrators indicated

reluctance to participate was a faculty rather than an
administrative decision.

The reasons for nonparticipation

were: (1) questionnaires from doctoral students tended to
be poorly constructed, (2) frequently the time indicated
for completion of the instrument was underestimated by the
investigator, (3) the department was engaged in a selfstudy for re-accreditation by the NLN, and (4) the purpose
of the study was inconsistent with the interest of the
faculty and administrator.
Manageability of the Sample
Size of the Faculty
Since the Baccalaureate Education in Nursing:

Key to a

Professional Career in Nursing, 1983-84, does not list the
number of faculty in the program, the Director of Council
Affairs of the Council of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree
Programs, NLN, was contacted for a listing of faculty size

-

-
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by programs. 14

However, since the NLN did not maintain

data on faculty size of the population, Hoyt and Spangler's
15
study was used to estimate potential size for this study.
Using the average of thirteen ratings per department in
their study, it was estimated that the faculty size for

pants, based on

t~e

149 programs.

Therefore, the following

sampling techniques were developed:
1.

For a sample size of 49 percent or less of the

population, all full-time faculty reported by the administrator on the response postcard would be included in the
study.

However, in programs with fifty or more full-time

faculty, the selection process would be every other.
faculty, starting with the first person, on the academic
unit's alphabetical roster.
2.

For a sample size in excess of 50 percent of the

population, a simple stratified sampling technique would be
used. 16 That is, programs with twenty or f6ver full-time

14 Council of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs,
National League for Nursing, BaccaTau:r·eate Education,
op. cit., pp. 5-43; telephone contact with Dorothy J.
MacLennan, Director of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree
Programs, NLN, 18 January 1984.
15 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., p. 294.
16 Paul D. Leedy, Pr·a:c·tic:aT Resear·ch: Planning and
Design (New York: MacMillan, 1974), p. 102.
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faculty would be treated as intact groups; however, programs
with twenty-one or more, but forty-nine or fewer full-time
faculty, would involve ·a selection process of every other
faculty, starting with the first person, on the academic
unit's alphabetical roster.

In programs with fifty-one

every third faculty, starting with the first person, on the
academic unit's alphabetical roster.
Criteria for Selection
of Participants
A purposive sample of administrator and faculty within
the academic unit in nursing was used in this study.
Participation was voluntary and limited to programs that
had responded to the survey of

accessibil~ty

of the

population.
A total of 119 programs responded to the accessibility
survey.

Of these, seventy programs indicated willingness

to participate in the study.

However, three of the programs

were subsequently deleted from the sample because one of
the administrators reported that the position title had
been changed to a deanship, and two of the programs indicated the administrator was on a leave of absence and the
position was being temporarily occupied by a faculty member.
Programs with interim administrators, following the
resignation of the administrator, were retained in the
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sample because such appointments may extend over time and
at least until the search process had been completed.
A total of forty-nine programs declined to participate
in the study.

Included in this group were the three

programs which indicated participation would be contingent
*------~o_n~p_erll_s_ing~t.he____r_e_g_e_a:x:Ch~p_r_o_p_o_g_al_____in__a_dxa_nc_e_.__H_o_we~v~er~,, _______

because the research proposal addressed the nature of
performance evaluation of the administrator by faculty, to
maintain the integrity of the study, these programs were
placed with the nonparticipating programs.
Since the telephone survey of nonresponsive programs
revealed that nonreturn of the postcard was an indication of
unwillingness to participate in the study, the thirty
nonresponsive programs and forty-nine programs that had
indicated by postcard of nonparticipation gave a total of
eighty-two or approximately 55 percent of the population
that declined to participate in the study.
Therefore, the potential sample size consisted of
sixty-seven programs, or approximately ·45 percent of the
population.

The sample had a potential of sixty-seven

administrator participants and 813 faculty participants.
Consequently, the DECA forms were mailed to the sixty-seven
programs.

The return rate for the administrator group was

94 percent (N=63) and 70.1 percent for the faculty group
(N=570).

The usable data were 89.6 percent (N=60) for the

~~----,----
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for the administrator group and 58.8 percent (N=478) for the
faculty group.

Programs. that did not represent administrator

and faculty responses were deleted from the data analyses.
Instrumen.t·s Eor Data Collection
The modified DECA system was used for data collection.
~----~~e_DECA_JDapartmental

Evaluation of Chairman Activities)
was developed by Hoyt and consists of two rating scales. 17
The first is the Faculty Reactions to Chairperson Activities
Form and the second is the Chairperson Information Form.
These forms were designed to be used together.

The DECA-

Faculty Reactions to Chairperson Activities Form enables
the faculty to evaluate the chairperson's performance and the
DECA-Chairperson Information Form provides the chairperson
with a self-assessment tool to evaluate performance.
Hoyt used three assumptions in the development of the
DECA. 18 First, it is possible to assess simultaneously the
importance of selected administrative activities, and the
level of performance.

Second, department chairpersons and

faculty have a major claim in determining the priorities and

17 Donald P. Hoyt, DECA: Interpretive Guide
(Manhattan, Kansas: Center for Faculty Evaluation and
Development, Kansas State University, 1977), p. 2.
18 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., p. 292; Charles H.
Farmer, "Rating Scales for Evaluating Administrators," in
Administrator Evaluati.on: · Goncepts·, Methods, Gases in
Higher Education, eds. John A. Shtogren and W. James Potter
(Richmond, Virginia: Higher Education Leadership Management
Society, Inc., 1979), p. 35.
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goals of the department.

Third, faculty ratings provide a

valid source of information regarding the degree to which
the goals of the department are being achieved.

Therefore,

the DECA provides a means to evaluate the quality of the
chairperson's role in influencing departmental
+------------a~~~mp{-i~hment~~·~.-------------------------------------------------------

DECA-Faculty Reactions to
Chairperson Activfties
The DECA-Faculty Reactions to Chairperson Activities
consists of five parts:

Tmportance of selected adminis-

trator activities of the chairperson, Performance of the
selected activities by the chairperson during the
immediate twelve months, Administrative Methods used by the
chairperson, Situational Barriers that may have potential
influence on the performance of the chairperson, and
Narrative Comments regarding the chairperson's administrative style and performance effectiveness. 19
There are seventy coded items:

items 1 to 15 relate to

Importance, items 16 to 30 relate to Performance, items 31
to 60 relate to Administrative Methods, and items 61 to 70
relate to Situational Barrie·rs.

The fifteen normative

functions used for judging Tmportance and Performance were
derived by Hoyt through review of the literature and

19 Hoyt, op.

.

c~t.,

p. 2 .
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empirical testing.

20

The behaviors for the Administrative

Methods were based on previous research that related each
of the behaviors to some aspect of administrative
performance. 21
Two types of ratings are performed on each of the

Performance (items 16 to 30).

Importan·ce is judged by

using the following scale:
1 - not important
2 - only so-so
3 - fairly important

4 - quite important
5 - essential

The scale used for judging Performance is as follows:
1 - poor

2 - only so-so
3 - in between
4 - good
5 - outstanding

Hoyt used a three-factor rotation to define the role of
the administrator.

The three factors accounted for 74.2

percent of the variance:

60.7 percent of the variance was

in item content related to Personnel Management, 7.0 percent
in Departmental Planning and Development, and 6.5 percent
in Building the Department's Reputation. 22

20 Hoyt and Spangler, op. c1•t ., pp. 292 - 93 .
21 Ibid.

22 Ibid., p. 301.
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The types of responsibilities and normative functions
are sunnnarized as follows: 23
A.

Pex:sonnel Management
1. Guides the development of sound procedures for
assessing faculty performance.
2. Recognizes and rewards faculty in accordance
with their contributions to the department's
programs.
P;L-E:""-a-ng-e-s~e-:E-:E-e-e-t-i-ve-a-n-d-e-Et-tt-i-t-a-b-±-e-a-l-1e-e-a-1;-:b-ent-----

of faculty responsibilities such as committee
assignments, teaching loads, etc.
9. Maintains faculty morale by reducing, resolving,
or preventing conflicts.
10. Fosters development of each faculty member's
special talents and interests.
11. Understands and communicates expectations of
the campus administration to the faculty.
B.
artmental Plannin and Develo ment
Gu~ es deve opment o
sound organizational
plan to accomplish departmental program.
5. Takes lead in recruitment of promising
faculty.
6. Fosters good teaching in the department.
8. Guides curriculum development.
15. Encourages an appropriate balance among
academic specializations within the
department.
C. Building the Department's Reputation
7. Stimulates research and scholarly activity
in the department.
12. Effectively communicates the department's
needs (personnel, space, monetary) to the dean.
13. Facilitates obtaining grants and contracts
from extramural sources.
14. Improves the department's image and reputation
in the total campus community.
The relationship between the normative functions and
Performance was established by r.:J.Ultiple regression analyses
and demonstrated four administrative methods:

(1) demo-

cratic practices, (2) structuring, (3) interpers·onal

23 Hoyt, op. cit., p. 2.
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sensitivity, and (4) vigor.
follows: 24

The findings are summarized as

Democratic
Norm:ative Func'tion · Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Faculty evaluation
Faculty reward
Guides planning
Allocating faculty
responsibilities
Faculty recruitment
Fosters good teaching
Research/scholarly
Curriculum development
Morale
Faculty development
Communicating expect.
Communicates needs
Outside funds
Department image
Balances specialties

Inter.personal
Struc- Sensi:..
tur·ing · tivity
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

Vigor

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

The adminis.trative methods were defined as follows:
1.

2.

3.

Democratic Practice refers to tendencies to seek
out and act upon faculty ideas, to keep faculty
informed on matters of interest and concern to
them, and to demonstrate respect for faculty
members in day-to-day contacts.
Structuring refers to administrative behaviors
which clarify roles, relationships, procedures and
expectations. There is little ambiguity in
departments where the chairperson/head is high on
this trait.
Interpersonal Sensitivity refers to the tendency to
be concerned with faculty members as persons.
Those high on this trait are generally perceived
as warm a~d considerate people.

24 Ibid., p. 4.
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4.

Vi~or refers to proclivity for decisiveness, a
wi lingness to consider alternatives, and a low
need to defend departmental traditions.

Items 31 to 60 are similar to items from the Leader
Behavior Description Questionnaire--Form XII (LBDQ). 25
The DECA places considerable emphasis on Leader Behaviors

items which relate to integration, consideration, role
assumption, superior orientation, and production emphasis.
The rating scales used for the Leader Behaviors are as
follows:
1 - hardly ever (not at all descriptive)
2
less than half the time
3
about half the time
4 - more than half the time
5 - almost always (very descriptive)
Items 61 to 70 relate to Situationa'l Barriers.

Items

61 to 64 are related to the needs-disposition of the rater
while items 65 to 70 relate to situational and institutional
factors that may affect performance effectiveness.

Although

these factors are not under the control of the administrator,

25 Andrew W. Halpin, Manual for the· Leader B'ehavior
Description Questi.O'nn:aire (Columbus, Ohio: Bureau of
Business Research, College of Commerce and Administration,
Ohio State University, 1957), p. 1; Ralph M. Stogdill,
Manual for· the Leader B'ehavi·or· Des·cr·ip'tion Questionnaire-. Form XII: An Expe·rimen.:t·at ReVis·ion (Columbus, Ohio: Bureau
of Business Research, College of Commerce and Administration,
The Ohio State University, 1963), pp. 2-3; Hoyt, op. cit.,
p. 8.
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such barriers can affect ratings of performance
.
. 26
e ff ect1.veness.
In addition, the DECA provides for open-ended responses
about departmental priorities, policies and procedures, and
any additional comment about the chairperson's performance.
~~~~~~Thi---S-p-o~t-i-Gln-G-f-t-h-e-D-EG-£AJ._i-s---g-i-ve-n-t-e-t-he-e-ha-i-~f'-e-:F-s-e-n:~.~~~~~~~~

Faculty are advised to type the comments if anonymity is
desired. 27
DECA-Chairperson
Information Form
This form consists of two parts:

first, identifying

information about the chairperson and the institution, and
the second, the Performance of the normative functions.
The ratings on each of the items is the same as the scale
used in DECA-Faculty Reactions to Chairperson's Activities.
The identifying information includes name of the
chairperson, the department, institution, number of years of
service as chairperson, terms of the appointment, and the
number of faculty who were asked to respond to the DECAFaculty Reactions to Chairperson's Activities.

It also

requests information on whether the faculty are housed in a
single or multiple building arrangement, and the number of
faculty meetings held during the last twelve months.

26 Hoyt, op. cit., p. 5.

27 Ibid., p. 2.
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DECA-Chairperson Information Form views performance
effectiveness as the res·ult of several interactive and
descriptive factors rather than "good" or "bad" performance.
Therefore, the·chairperson's self-ratings of Performance
are compared with faculty in terms of understanding and

Reliability and Validity
· ·of the· Tn:s trurnen t
Tests of reliability and validity on the DECA system
were performed in terms of Importance and Performance of the
normative functions and Administrative Methods.

One hundred

three departments from four state universities were used in
the testing. 29 A total of 1,333 faculty and 103 department
chairpersons rated the fifteen normative functions of the
chairperson in reference to Importance and Performance.
Participation in the testing was voluntary for two institutions and mandated by university policy in the other two
.
.t
.
30 The percentage of faculty ratings per
~nst~ ut~ons.
department ranged from 54 to 100 percent and averaged
~ 31
about 82 percent.

28 Ibid. , p. 6.
29 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., p. 300.
30 Ibid., p. 291.

31 Ibid., p. 293.

--~-,
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The chairperson rated Importance of each of the
normative functi.ons ·on a 5-point scale.
two ratings:

The faculty made

Ii:nport:an:c·e,· and ·pe:r:fo:ri:na:n:ce.

Iinportance was

rated using the same scale as the chairperson.

The

Performance ratings were also made on a 5-point scale.
_,___~~~~---'Ch-a-i-r.p-e-];-S-Q-R-a-nd-f-a-e-u-1-PJ~'E-a-E-e-r-s-we-r-e-r-e-EJ.-ae-s-"E-e-El-~e-b-a-s-e-~h-ei r~'"--~~~-

judgments on the performance during the previous twelvemonth period. 32
Two tests of reliability were done. 33

The first was

established by taking faculty in each of the departments
with at least ten faculty and randomly dividing them into
two groups of approximately equal size.

The range in

ratings of the two groups was correlated and adjusted by the
Spearman-Brown prophecy formula to obtain an estimate of
reliability when thirteen raters were used.

(The average

number of faculty ratings per department was thirteen.)"
The second estimate of reliability was made by
computing the intraclass correlation coefficient from the
matrix of faculty ratings grouped by departments.

In

general·, the Performance reliabilities were higher than the
Importance reliabilities.
34
Table 1.

32 Ibid., p. 294.
34 Ibid.

The findings are summarized on

33 Ibid.

~~

~~----·--~------~------
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Table 1
Reliabilities of Faculty Ratings of Department Head
Functions (N = 103 Departments)

Importance
Department Head
Functions
1. Guides faculty
evaluation procedures
2. Rewards faculty
appropriately
3. Guides organization
and planning
4. Allocates faculty
responsibilities
5. Faculty recruitment
6. Fos~ers good teaching
7. Stimulates research and
scholarly activity
8. Guides curriculum
development
9. Maintains faculty morale
10. Fosters faculty
development
11. Communicates university
expectations
12. Communicates department's
needs
·
13. Facilitates extramural
funding
14. Improves department's
image
15. Encourages balance among
specializations

Performance

Split- Intra- Split- IntraHalfa Class Halfa Class

.42

.44

.65

.60

.39

.so

.64

.51

.53

.57

.81

.71

.64
.69
.72

.65
.56
.54

.60
.85
.79

.55
.70
.66

.60

.59

.85

.71

.85
.74

.75
.57

.83
.89

.72
.81

.48

.47

.78

.57

.75

.60

.72

.61

.15

.28

.91

.75

.75

.53

.81

.79

.70

.57

.91

.81

.67

.60

.66

.49

aAdjusted by the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula.
Source: Donald P. Hoyt and Ronald K. Spangler, "The
Measurement of Administrative Effectiveness of the Academic
Department Head," Research in Higher Education, 10 (1979),

295.

---------

-------~------~----
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Items with standard errors of measurement below .26
were considered stable.

Only ratings of functions 1 and 2

had standard errors that exceeded . 26 in: Tnip6r·tance.
However, Per·formance ratings on functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 13,
and 15. had standard errors of .26 or greater.

Hoyt and

II-----------'Sp.ang_Le-r_cQD_c~uded_that__t:he___r_e_liahilLt¥----£o_r_t_h_e___I~-;::m~n;;;:o~r;;;!t:;;;a~n;!;;c~e~--------:

was "satisfactory" and the Performance was at least
"marginally achieved." 35
Validity was established by three tests.

The first

test was concerned with faculty and chairperson's ratings
of Importance.

Comparison between departments that

offered doctoral studies and those that did either
minimally or had no doctoral programs showed difference in
emphases in the Importance of the normative functions.

For

example, when functions related to research and scholarly
activity and extramural funding were related to program
offering, doctoral departments showed greater emphasis on
these functions.

On the other hand, nondoctoral departments

showed greater emphasis on functions which related to good
teaching and curriculum development than did departments
which offered doctoral studies.
The second test of validity was on ratings of
Importance.

The findings suggested that the ratings in

35 Ibid., p. 296.

•

36

Ibid.

- - - - - -------·--~.~~.---~-----·--

--·--···--
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research and instructional functions differed significantly
i.n departments with high ·doctoral productivity and low
doctoral productivity.

Functions 6 (Fostering Good

Teaching) and 8 (Guiding Curriculum Development) were
classified as instructional functions.

Functions 7

Grants/Contracts) were considered research functions.
Chairperson's ratings of the functions showed significant
differences on functions 7, 8, and 13.

Faculty ratings

showed significant differences in functions 6, 7, 8, and

13.37
The third test of validity correlated chairperson
ratings of Importance with average faculty ratings of
Performance. 38 A total of 225 correlations were made of
the fifteen normative functions, paired on Importance and
Performance.

Except for ratings 11 and 12 (Communicates

University Expectations and Communicates Department's Needs),
a positive relationship was established.

Hoyt and Spangler

hypothesized that this unexpected outcome was the result of
the restricted range of ratings rather than the importance
.
39 The summary of correlations is shown
o f t h e f unct~ons.
in Table 2. 40

37 Ibid. , p . 2 9 8 .

38 Ibid., pp. 298-9.

39 Ibid., p. 300.

40

Ibid., p. 299.

Table 2
Summary of Correlations Between Department Head Rating of Import~nce and
Average Faculty Rating of Performance on 15 Administrative Funcltions

Com~arison

with
critical r

Department Head Functions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Guides faculty evaluation
Rewards faculty appropriately
Guides planning
Allocates faculty duties
Recruits faculty
Fosters good teaching
Stimulates research/scholarly
activity
Guides curriculum development
Maintains faculty morale
Fosters faculty development
Communicates university
expectations
Communicates department's needs
Facilitates grants/contracts
Improves department image
Encourages balance

Critical r
(Diagonal)

.08
.06
.20*
.16>'<

.18
.26*
.32*
. 32>'<
.32*
• 22>'<

.00
-.06
.26
.12
.14

Average of
Other r's
.02
.03
.05
-.02
.09
.06

.00
.04
.00
.05
.07

.04
.04
.04
.07

I
Higlher

~

g
!~
0
h
~~

li2

lg
l3
i3

Lower
11
9

13
14
11
14

14
14
14
13
2
1

14
11

11

I

>'<

p

< .05

L

Source: Donald P. Hoyt and Ronald K. Spangler, "The Measurement
Admiiotrative Effectiveness of the Academic Department Head;" Research in HigheJr Education,
10 (1979), 299.

1-'
1-'
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A three-factor rotation was performed on the average
faculty rating of P'e:r:formahce· to conceptualize the
administrative role of the chairperson.

The Importance

ratings were not used in the analyses because the ratings
by faculty had a low standard deviation. 41 The summary of

· Modification of
the DECA
Written permission was obtained from Hoyt, author of
the DECA, to modify the survey forms. 42 Permission to
modify and print the DECA was also obtained from the
Center for Faculty Evaluation and Development, which holds
the copyright to the DECA (see Appendix A, Letter from
Donald Hoyt). 43
The following changes were made in the DECA-Faculty
Reactions to Chairperson Activities:
1.

The rating scale was reduced from 5 to 4 points.

In the testing of the DECA, Hoyt and Spangler observed that
44 Th
.
respon dents d ~"d not use t h e f u 11 5 -po~nt
range.
e

41 Ibid., p. 298.
42 Letter from Donald P. Hoyt, Director, Office of
Educational Resources, Kansas State University, Manhattan,
Kansas, 6 February 1984.
43 Ibid.
44 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., p. 300.

--------------·--~------.---~-------.........,._.--
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Table 3
Factor Loadings for Average Faculty Performance
Ratings (N = 103 Departments)
(Varimax Rotation)
Rotated
Factor Loadings
for Factor:
Department Head Functions
2.
9.
4.
10.
1.

11.
8.
3.
6.
15.
5.
13.
12.
14.
7.

Rewards faculty appropriately
Maintains faculty morale
Allocates faculty responsibilities
Fosters faculty development
Guides faculty evaluation
procedures
Communicates university expectations
Guides curriculum development
Guides organization and planning
Fosters good teaching
Encourages balance among
specializations
Faculty recruitment
Facilitates extramural funding
Communicates department's needs
Improves department's image
Stimulates research/scholarly
activity

Ia

II a

III a

.82
.67
.64
.63

.21
.37
.47
.37

.32
.31
.15
.36

.63
.46
.23
.39
.43

.28
.43
.74
.73
.67

.37
.38
.36
.37
.27

.42
.16
.22
.38
.47

.66
.60
.14
.38
.44

.06
.48
.74
.66
.60

.44

.31

.55

Factor

Eigenvalue

%of Variance Accounted For

I
II
III

1. 05

9.11

60.7
7.0
6.5

.98

'17+':2

ai = Personnel Management; II = Planning and Development;
III= Department's Reputation.
Source: Donald P. Hoyt and Ronald K. Spangler, "The
Measurement of Administrative Effectiveness of the Academic
Department Head," Research in Higher Education, 10 (1979),301.

I
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chairpersons averaged 3. 9 on the· 'Performance ratings.
standard deviation of

Pe:r~formanc·e·

The

ratings by faculty was

less than 0,65 for eleven of the fifteen normative
functions.

The 4-point scale was expected to reduce the

error of central tendency as well as leniency by
respondents who tend to select the midpoint in the rating._______
scale. 45
2.

The term "senior" was deleted from item 70.

Although the review of literature suggested that senior
faculty were more inclined to be aggressive in their
relationship with administrators, the reference could
elicit a negative response in such individuals.

Borg and

Gall recommended that questions which are psychologically
threatening to the respondent should be avoided if there
is any possible effect on the return rate or on the
. . lf . 46
response ~tse
3.

The narrative poftion was deleted because the

qualitative nature of the responses would increase the time
required to respond to the survey form and the length in
.
47
time could affect the response rate.
4.

The form was professionally printed on 17 x 11,

20-weight, green paper (see Appendix D, DECA-Faculty

45 Borg and Gall, op. cit., p. 483.
46 Ibid., pp. 420-21.

47 Ibid., p. 422.

----·-·-----------,------~-
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Reactions to Chairperson Activities).

It was folded in

half and the questionnaire appeared on the inner pages.
The cover page request·ed data on the faculty respondent in
terms of total years experience as a nurse educator, any
prior experience as an administrator of a nursing program,
total years at the insti.tution, tenure status, age,
academic rank, and highest degree earned.

The due date for

the return of the DECA was also placed on the cover sheet.
The following changes were made in the DECA-Chairperson
Information Form:
1.

Ratings of Import·ance was added although Hoyt and

Spangler's study showed a low reliability index.

Inclusion

of these ratings provided data for analysis of relationship
between faculty and chairperson's perception of Importance.
2.

Ratings of Administrative Methods and Situational

Barriers were also included to permit further analysis of
relationships between these scores and performance
effectiveness.
3.

The rating scale was reduced from 5 to 4 points to

force the respondent to make a choice, and also to reduce
48
the error of central tendency and leniency.
4.

The form was professionally printed on 17 x 11,

20-weight, yellow paper (see· Appendix E, Modified DECA-

48 Hoyt and Spangler, op. cit., p. 300.

---~-----"

~

-----
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Chairperson Information Form).

It was folded in half and

the questionnaire appeared on the two inner pages.

The

cover page requested biographical and institutional
information of the administrator respondent in terms of
total years experience as a nurse educator, total years
ex erience as an administrator of a nursing program,,___.t.._.o.._.t..._.a..._.l...________
number of years at the institution, tenure status, academic
rank, age, highest degree earned, total number of years of
service as chairperson of the academic unit, terms of the
appointment, approximate percentage of tenured faculty in
the department, and total number of full-time faculty.
Instructions for the return of the DECA and due date were
also included.
Procedures for Data Collection
The following procedures and schedule were used for
the data collection:
1.

A feasibility study was conducted approximately

eight weeks prior to the actual data collection.

The study

consisted· of a survey of NLN-accredited baccalaureate
programs in nursing that were headed by administrators with
the position title of chairperson or chairperson/director
to determine willingness to participate in the study.

The

minimum sample size was established as 25 percent of the
population, or thirty-seven programs.

116

2.

The modified DE'CA-Faculty Reac'ti'oris ·to 'Chairpers·on

Activities and the modified DE'CA-Chair!>"e·rson Inform:a·tion Form
were pilot tested for clarity and actual time for completion
of the respective forms.

The ad hoc panel for the DECA-

Faculty Reactions· t6 Cha·i·rper·s·on: Act'iv'it.ies consisted of
three full-time faculty from two non-nursing academic units
in a state university.

The ad hoc panel for the DECA-

Chairperson Tnforniati·on. Form consisted of three chairpersons
of non-nursing academic units in a state university.

The

only suggestion made by either panel was to change the age
of the respondent from a nominal datum to range in years.
The rationale given was that since the sample consists of
·predominately women respondents, the request for specific
age may be inadvisable.

The range in time for completion

of the forms by each group was ten to twenty minutes with a
mean of fifteen minutes.
3.

The modified DECA-Faculty Reactions to Chairperson

Activities and the modified DECA-Chairperson 'Information Form
were mailed to participating programs during the first week
in April.

This particular period was selected to avoid the

end of the academic year activities which may in turn
influence the response rate.
4.

The DECA forms were mailed as a package to the

administrator (or the administrator's designee) of each
program.

The number of the faculty forms corresponded to

~-----~------.-~-~--~----------~--~----
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the number indicated by the administrator on the survey
response postcard.

Instructions ·for distribution of the

forms were printed on an orange-colored sheet to alert the
administrator or the administrator's designee (see
Appendix F, Instructions for Distribution of DECA).

A

cover letter was attached to each DECA to remind the
respondent of the prior commitment made to participate in
the study and of the due date for the return of the form
(see Appendix G, Cover Letter to Administrator, and
Appendix H, Cover Letter to Faculty).

A self-addressed and

stamped envelope was also attached to each DECA to
facilitate anonymous and confidential response.

However,

each DECA was coded with an identifying number, known only
to the investigator, to monitor the return of the forms from
each of the participating programs.
5.

Programs that showed less than 50 percent return

of the DECA-Faculty Reactions to Chairperson Activities or
that had nonresponding chairpersons were contacted by
telephone in mid-May.

Telephone contact was also made with

the administrator or the administrator's designee of
programs that failed to respond to the data collection.
Only data received prior to June 1 were included in the
analyses.
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The data were analyzed using the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) at the Center for Information
Processing, California State University, Fresno, California.
For the purpose of this study, SPSS: Subprograms Breakdown

Coefficients) were used to analyze the data from DECAFaculty Reactions to Chairperson's Activities and DECAChairpe:rson Information Form. 49
Subprogram Breakdown was used to examine the means,
standard deviation, and one-way analysis of variance of the
independent variables.

The independent variables were the

statistics derived from the demographic data of the
respondent groups.

I

The dependent variable was the

Performance Effectiveness of the administrator based on the
subscales in the DECA.

The subscales were as follows:

Performance-Personnel Management
Performance-Departmental Planning and Development
Performance-Building Departmental Reputation
Importance-Personnel Management
Importance-Departmental Planning
Importance-Building Departmental Reputation
Administrative Style-Democratic Practice
Administrative Style-Interpersonal Sensitivity
Administrative Style-Vigor

49 Norman· H. Nie and others, SPSS:

for the Social Sciences (St. Louis:
pp. 249-75 and 277-88.

s·tatistical Package
McGraw-Hill, 1975),

I

~
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Institutional Milieu-Needs-Disposition of the Rater
Institutional Milieu-Institutional Barriers
Faculty aggregate across administrators was used to
compare the two groups.

Student's t-test was used to

determine statistical significance between means.

Results

were analyzed at the .05 level of significance.
Subprogram Pearson Gorr was used to compute Pearson
product-moment correlations to determine the extent to which
faculty and administrator perceptions were related or tended
to vary together. 50 The coefficient is expressed as Pearson
r and the nondirectional test of significance was used.

The

alpha level was at the .05 level of significance, with
degree of freedom of 58.
The following is a summary of the data sources from the
DEGA:
Hypothesis 1.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty perceptions and administrator's selfperception of Performance Effectiveness of selected administrative activities.
The source of data was items 16 to 30.
subgrouped into three categories:

The items were

Personnel Management

(16, 17, 19, 24, 25, and 26), · ne·pa·rtmenta:l Planning and
DevelOpment (18, 20, 21, 23, and 30), and B·uilding
Department's Reputation (22, 27, 28, and 29).

50 Ibid., pp. 280-81.

~-----------

~
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Hypothesis 2. · The·r·e: Ts· ·a: si'gtiificant· reTatioriship
between facultY arid 'admin·is·tr:a:t·or· p:e·rc·e'p't.io'ns· of
Performance Effectiveri'e:s·s· ·and 'Imp'O:rtance· of the· administrative activity.
The source of data was items 1 to 15.

The items were

(1, 2, 4, 9, 10, and 11) ,- ne·pa'rtment.a1 Planning and
Development (3, 5, 6, 8, and 15) , and Building Department's
Reputati~

(7, 12, 13, and 14).

Hypothesis 3.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty and administrator perceptions of
Performance Effectiveness and Administrative Styles.
The source of data was items 31 to 60.
subgrouped into four administrative methods:

The items were
Democratic

Practice (40, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 53, 54, 57, and
58), Structuring (31, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, and 38),
Interpersonal Sensitivity (39, 41, 42, 48, 55, 56, and 60),
and Vigor (32, 51, 52, and 59).
Items 33, 41, 43, 44, 45, 51, 52, and 54 are considered
effective if the rating is low (1 or 2).

These item ratings

were reversed in the computer analysis.
Hypothesis 4.

There· is a· significant relationship

between faculty arid ·administ:rat·or percep·tions of
Performance Effectivene·ss: ·and Tnstit'utional Milieu.
·The source of data was items 61 to 70.

Items 61 to 64

relate to Needs-D.isposition of the Rater and 65 to 70

I
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relate to Institutiona;l Ra:rr:iers·.

·summary
The descriptive survey method was used in the collection
of data .for this study.

This method was represented in the

four distinguishing features of this study.

First, the

study was a responsive evaluation of faculty perceptions
of performance effectiveness of administrators in selected
NLN-accredited baccalaureate programs.

Second, the sample

was purposive and based on a survey of accessibility of the
population to the study.

Third, although there were

safeguards in the data collection procedure, nonetheless,
the voluntary nature of the participants suggested
susceptibility to bias.

Fourth, the data pertained to

opinions expressed by faculty and administrators in response
to the modified DECA-Faculty Reactions to Chairperson
Activities and Chairperson Information Form.

··----·---

CHAPTER 4
Analysis of the Data

The purpose of this study was to evaluate performance
effectiveness of administrators by faculty in selected
NLN-accredited baccalaureate programs in nursing.

The study

was designed to compare perceptions of Performa'nce
Effectiveness held by the faculty and administrators in
relation to (1) the administrator's Performance of selected
administrative activities, (2) the Importance of the
selected administrative activities, (3) Administrative
Styles of the administrator, and (4) Institutional Milieu.
Administrators in this study were defined as
individuals who hold the position of chairperson or chairperson/director of an academic unit in nursing.

Faculty

were limited to full-time, tenured or nontenured, teaching
personnel in the academic unit.
The modified DECA (Departmental Evaluation of Chairperson Activities) was used to collect the data.

Adminis~

trators used the Chairperson Information Form and the faculty
completed the Faculty Reactions· to Chairperson Activities.
This chapter is divided into two major sections.
first section presents the analysis of the sample.
second section presents the results of the study.
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· Analysis of the Sample
Faculty and administrators from sixty-seven programs
agreed to participate in the study.

However, administrators

from five of the programs retracted the agreement upon
receipt of the DECA forms.

participate in the study.

Faculty forms were received

In one program, the administrator

responded but no faculty forms were received.

Therefore,

sixty programs met the criteria for selection in the study
sample.
Of the 813 faculty forms mailed to 67 programs, 611
(75.2 percent) were returned.

Of the sixty-seven adminis-

trator forms that were mailed, sixty-one (91.0 percent)
were returned.

Usable data consisted of 478 (78.2 percent)

of the faculty forms and 60 (98.4 percent) of the
administrator forms from sixty programs.
was 40 percent of the population.

The sample size

The faculty return rate

by programs ranged from 25 to 100 percent, with a mean of
71.1 percent.
The participating programs were located in twentyseven different states; however, Pennsylvania and
California represented 32.2 percent of the sample size.
Thirty-four of the programs (56.7 percent) were located in
state colleges and universities, and the remaining twentysix programs (43.3 percent) were in private institutions.

II
"'
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Although 16 of the 114 NLN-accredited master's programs
are within programs headed by administrators with the
position title of chairperson or chairperson/director, the
sample included only three such programs.

No doctoral

programs were offered in any of these academic units.
There was no uniform characteristic in the organizational structure of academic units.

There were

forty~-~t~h~r~e=e~~~~~

departments, three colleges, one school, and thirteen
divisions.
Demographic Data
Demographic data of faculty, administrators, and
departments were analyzed.

Faculty data included total

years' experience as nurse educator, prior experience as
administrator of a nursing program, total years at the
particular institution, academic rank, highest degree
earned, tenure status, and age.

Administrator data

included total years' experience as nurse educator, total
years of experience as administrator of a nursing program,
total years as chairperson of department, terms of
appointment, total years at the particular institution,
academic rank, highest degree earned, tenure status, and
age.

Institutional data included department size

according to number of full-time faculty and percentage of
tenured faculty.
Table

t~,

shows the. demographic data of faculty and

administrator groups.

The.re were 478 faculty respondents

-

I
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Table 4
Demographic Data of Faculty and Administrator Respondents

Demographic Data

Faculty
Respondents

Administrator
Respondents

Nurse Educator

-ll----------E-:x-~e-r-i-en-e-e-E-i-n~y-e-a-r--s-1,------------------------

X
Range (O=first year)

15.1
0-36

17.7
5-42

Administrator Experience
(in peraent) 7"
Prior experience
No prior experience

12.1
85.8

88.3
11.7

15.5
0-32

8.5
.66-31

24.5
48.8
17.1
7.3

8.3
56.7
35.0

Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Doctorate

5.2
81.4
12.6

26.7
73.3

Tenure (in percent) *
Yes
No

38.5
58.6

70.0
30.0

21.6
39.8
25.7
12.1

1.7
45.0
35.0
18.3

Total Years at Institution
X

.

Range (O=first year)
Academic Rank (in percent)*
Instructor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Professor
Highest "Qegree Earned (in
percent)~-

.,,(

Age (in
35 or
36 to
46 to
56 or
i'c

percent)
less
45
55
more

Percent total may be less than 100 due to no data or
unusable data.
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and 60 administrator respondents.
In terms of experience as nurse educator, the faculty
group ranged from zero (in the first year of teaching) to
thirty-six years, while the administrator group ranged from
five to forty-two years.

The mean for the faculty group

was lower

compar~d

15.1 years) as

with the

anminiE_trai_Qr~----------

group (17.7 years).
Only 12.1 percent of the faculty reported having prior
experience.

Although the question was posed somewhat

differently for the administrator group, the data indicated
that only 11.7 percent of the administrators came to the
position without prior experience in educational administration.

Administrator experience ranged from first year

or experience to twenty-eight years.
The faculty group had a higher mean in terms of total
years at a particular institution than the administrator
group.

The mean for the faculty was 15.5 years and the
-

mean for the administrator group was 8.5 years.

There was

minimal difference in terms of total years between the two
groups.

The faculty group ranged from first year to

thirty-two years and the administrator group was from
first year to thirty-one years.
Administrators held higher academic ranks than
faculty.

There were 24.5 per.cerit faculty who were

instructors and none in the ·administrator group.

There were

I
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48.8 percent assistant professors in the faculty group and
8.3 percent in the administrator group.

The faculty group

had 17.1 percent associate professors as compared with
56.7 percent in the administrator group.

The rank of

professor consisted of 7.3 percent faculty and 35.0 percent

professor) are combined, there were only 24.4 percent of
the faculty in this category as compared to the 91.7
percent in the administrator group.
More administrators (73.3 percent) had the doctoral
degree than the faculty (12.6 percent), but when placed
in the context of the NLN criteria for appraisal of
baccalaureate programs, there were 26.7 percent of the
administrators who did not meet the criterion for appointment of the administrator, as compared to the faculty (the
5.2 percent who were prepared at the baccalaureate level)
who did not meet the criterion for appointment of faculty.
The majority of the faculty (81.4 percent) were prepared
at the master's degree level and this is consistent with the
NLN criterion.
Seventy percent of the administrators were tenured.
In comparison, only 38.5 percent of the faculty were
tenured.
More than half of the faculty (61.4 percent) were
forty-five years of age or less, as compared to 46.7 percent
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of the administrators.

Eighty percent of the administra-

tors were thirty-six to fifty-five years of age as compared
to 65.5 percent for faculty in the same age group.
Administrators who are forty-six years or over made up 53.3
percent of the sample, as compared to 37.8 percent of the
r-~~~~~fa~u±~J~.------------------------------------------------------------~

Departmental size ranged from three to fifty-six
full-time faculty.

The average departmental size was 13.1

full-time faculty.

There were twenty-six (43.3 percent)

small departments (ten or less full-time faculty), twentyfive (41.9 percent) medium departments (eleven to twenty
full-time faculty), and nine (15 percent) large departments

I

(twenty-one or over full-time faculty).
Six departments had more than 80 percent of the
faculty who are tenured.

Six departments had 60 to 79

percent of the faculty who are tenured, seventeen reported
40 to 59 percent, and twenty-eight of the departments had
less than 39 percent tenured faculty.

One administrator

reported that the department did not have a tenure policy,
yet two of the faculty responses from that department
indicated they had tenure.

As a group, there were 184

(38.5 percent) of the faculty who were tenured, and 280
(58.6 percent) who were nontenured.

Fourteen (2.9 percent)

of the faculty did not respond to this item.
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Results of the Study
Data for this study were compiled from 478 faculty
responses to DECA-Faculty Reactions to Chairperson
Activities, and 60 .administrator responses to DECAChairperson Information Form.

Aggregated faculty data

ll-------~aG--t;Q--S-S-a-Gl111-i-n-i-s-t-~-t-G~s-"tve-!:-e-u-s-e.-cl-'E-e-e-<?m-p-a-~e.-f-a-e-a-l-~y-~a-t-i-n-g-sc--------~

with administrator's self-ratings of Performance
Effectiveness.
The dependent variable was the administrator
performance ratings in the twelve DECA subscales.

The

three Performance subscales were Personnel Management (PMP),
Departmental Planning and Development (DPDP), and Building
Department's Reputation (DRP).

The three Importance

I

subscales were Personnel Management (PMI), Departmental
Planning and Development (DPDI), and Building Department's
Reputation (DRI).

The four Administrative Style subscales

were Democratic Practice (DP), Structuring (STR), Interpersonal Sensitivity (IS), and Vigor (VIG).

The two

Institutional Milieu subscales were Needs-Disposition of
the Rater (N) and Institutional Barriers (IB).

The four

major categories, twelve subscales, and specific items are
presented in Appendix I.
The independent variables were the faculty and
administrator variables.

Departmental size (according to

total number of full-time faculty) and the percentage of

-

I
I~
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tenured faculty were also used as independent variables.
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test
the significance of the faculty and administrator variables,
departmental size,- and percentage of tenured faculty in the
department on the administrator's P'erfO"rmahce Effectiveness.
*-------T~h"""e

signi_fic_an_c_e_o_f_the_diff_er.en.ce

in_me.ans_b_e.t~ween_tb e:______~

administrator and faculty groups was determined by computing
the Student's t-test.

Pearson product-moment correlations

were computed to determine the strength in relationship
between faculty ratings and administrator self-ratings of
Performance Effectiveness.

All results were analyzed at the

.05 level of significance.
Performance Effectiveness
Table 5 shows the mean ratings of administrator
Performance Effectiveness by faculty and administrator
groups.

The t-test of mean differences showed that four

of the twelve subscales were statistically significant.
Three of the mean differences (Department Planning and
Development Performance, Building Department's Reputation
Performance and Democratic Practice) were highly significant
at the .01 level.

The fourth mean difference (Personnel

Management Performance) was significant at the .05 level.
Table 6 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients for
faculty and administrator ratings of Performance

I
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Table 5
Means and Mean Differences in Faculty Perceptions and
Administrators' Self-Perceptions of Performance
Effectiveness

Fac!!ltya

Adminisb
trators

X

x

Performance
Personnel Management
Dept. Planning/Development
Depattmental Reputation

15 .. 14
13.16
10.29

17.42
15.38
15.00

3.24
·-;'(·/(
3.66
9. 44'/d(

Importance of Activities
Personnel Management
Dept. Planning/Development
Departmental Reputation

20.27
16.85
13.57

20.78
16.97
13.59

.963
.?.65
.596

Variables

t

·k

Administrative Styles
Democratic Practice
Structuring
Interpersonal Sensitivity
Vigor

37.33
20.41
20.38
11.85

39.41
20.53
20.64
11.95

3.8o'"
.124
.306
.024

Institutional Milieu
Needs-Disposition of Rater
Institutional Barriers

12.68
13.22

12.79
13.05

.258
.248

..

aN = 60 (aggregate across administrators)

"(·'~

I

~

-

-

.-

=
~

bN = 60

~

";'(

-

~

p < .01

=
-

·;'(--;'(

-

p < .001

-
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Table 6
Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Faculty Perceptions
and Administrators' Self-Perceptions of Administrator
Performance Effectivenessa
Variables

r

r----------~rfXrruranc~-~---------------------------------------------------------

Personnel Hanagement
Departmental Planning/Development
Building Departmental Reputation

.1034
-.0679
. 2747

Importance
Personnel Management
Departmental Planning/Development
Building Departmental Reputation

-.0624
-.0023
.1908

Administrative Styles
Democratic Practice
Structuring
Interpersonal Sensitivity
Vigor

.1681
-.0505
.1005
.0635

Institutional Milieu
Needs-Disposition of Rater
Institutional Barriers

.2792
•k
.6535

II

aN=60 (aggregate across administrators)
'";'(

p

< .01

--

""

.,~----

..

___

,

__
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Effectiveness for the twelve subscales.

The relationship

in the ratings for Institutional Barriers was highly
significant at the .01 level.

There was negative correla-

tion in four of the subscales:

Departmental Planning and

Development Performance, Personnel Management Importance,
Departmental Planning/Development___
Impor~_an_~~~an~L_---------~
Structuring.

However, the correlation coefficients were not

statistically significant.
Facultv Variables and
Ratings
Seven faculty variables were examined in terms of
faculty perceptions of administrator Performance Effectiveness.

The variables were total years' experience as a

nurse educator, prior experience as an educational
administrator, total years at the particular institution,
tenure status, age, academic rank, and the highest degree
earned.
Table 7 shows the mean ratings of faculty variables
(prior experience as an educational administrator, tenure

I

i

status, age, academic rank, and the highest degree earned)
and perceptions of administrator Performance Effectiveness
in the twelve subscales.

Although prior experience as an

--

."'

;;;;

educational administrator had no significant effect on the
ratings, the mean ratings for faculty with prior experience
were consistently lower in the Performance subscales, higher

<ftfl11~

1lli11 I I•

Tabie 7
Faculty Variables and t1ean Ratings of Faculty Perceptions of
Administrator Performance Effectiveness 8
Faculty Ratings
Faculty
Variables
Prior Exp. Adm.
Yes
No
Tenure Status
Yes
No
Age
< 35
36 - 45
46 - 55
56+
Rank
Inst.
Assist. Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Prof.
Degree
Bacc.
Master's
Doctorate

aN
-:~

·k-f~

1'

''I~

1.:1

!1

1

I

FDPDP

FDRP

FPHI

FDPDI

FDRI

FDP

FSTR

FIS

FVIG

FN

FIB

14.9
15.2

12.9
13.3

9.3
10.7

20.6
20.3

17.4
16.8

13.9
13.5

35.1
37.7

20.0
20.1

19.9
20.5

11.6
12.0

12.7
"12. 7

12.2
13.4

14.7
15.4

12.6
13.5*

10.0
10.5

20.3
20.2

16.8
16.8

13.6
13.6

35.6

20.3

38.4'~* 20.5

19.6
11.5
20.8* 112.1*

12.4
12.8

13.1
13.4

10.5
14.9
15.4
15.7

13.3
13.1
13.3
13.4

10.3
10.1
10.7
10.1

20.9
20.3
20.2
19.5

17.2
16.7
17.0
17.0

13.8
13.6
13.5
13.4

38.3
37.0
37.3
37.3

20.2
20.1
20.9
21.9

20.8
19.9
20.6
20.7

12.2
11.6
11.9
12.0

12.9
12.5
12.7
13.1

13.7
13.1
13.4
12.7

15.4
15.0
15.4
15.4

13.3
13.3
13.1
12.6

10.3
10.3
10.5
9.8

20.4
20.4
19.8
20.3

16.8
16.9
16.6
17.1

13.6
13.6
13.3
14.3

38.9
37.0
36.5
35.6

20.6
20.3
20.2
21.2

20.7
20.3
20.3
19.6

12.2

12.2
12.7
12.5
12.8

13.7
13.0
12.9
13.3

15.6
15.6
14.8

14.7
13.2
12.3

10.2
10.4
9.6

21.2
20.2
20.3

17.4
16.8
16.9

13.6
13.5
13.9

39.8
37.3
36.6

20.0
20.6
19.7

21.7
20.4
20.0

12.0
11.8

12.8
12.7
12.2

13.9
13.2
13.5

11.8

11.7
11.5

11.6

(F) refers to faculty, PM = Personnel Management, DPD = Dept. Planning/Dev~lopment, DR
Building Dept. Reputation, (P) refers to Performance, (I) refers to Import~nce, DP =
Democratic Practice, STR = Structuring, IS = Interpersonal Sensitivity.

~:

1 1

FPMP

~!flllllllf!11~· 1r:W!!~H

=

60 (aggregate across administrators)

p «• . 05

1-'

p < . 001

+'

i I
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1
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in the Im:por·tance sub scales, and lower in the· Adnii!ii.st·rative
· "Styles subscales than for faculty without prior administrative experience.

There was no difference in the mean

ratings for Needs-Disposition of the Rater, but faculty with
prior administrative experience perceived less Institutional

Tenure status of the faculty had a significant effect on
perceptions of administrator Performance Effectiveness in
Departmental Planning and Development Performance,
Democratic Practice, and Structuring, and marginally on
Vigor.

The mean ratings by nontenured faculty were

consistently higher than tenured faculty in these subscales.
The ANOVA results for Performance are presented in
Appendix J.

The ANOVA.results for· Administrative Styles

are presented in Appendix L.
Age of the faculty was not statistically significant.
However, in general, the lower the age of the faculty, the
lower the ratings of Performance and higher the ratings in
Importance.
sho·~;qed

Comparison of ratings in Administrative Styles

~

II

that faculty who are thirty-five years or less rated

the administrator high on Democratic Practice, Interpersonal Sensitivity, and Vigor, but low on Structuring.
Faculty who are in the age group of thirty-six to forty-five
rated the administrator lowest in Democratic Practice,
Structuring, Interpersonal Sensitivity, and Vigor.

Faculty

-

""
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who are forty-six and over had the highest mean ratings in
Structuring.

In terms of Tris:t"ituti'oriaT Milieu, faculty who

are fifty-six and over had the highest mean rating in
Needs-Disposition of the Rater and lowest in Institutional
Barriers.

Faculty who are between the ages of thirty-six

~----~~~~~f~o~r~tyy~-~f~i~v~e~h~ad the_lo~$~ing_~e~~EL-~--------~

Disposition of Rater and those who are thirty-five or less
had the highest rating in Institutional Barriers.
Although assistant professors rated the administrator
lowest in Personnel Management Performance, professors gave
the lowest ratings

~n

Departmental Planning and Development

Performance and Building Department Reputation Performance.
The highest ratings for Importance were given by
instructors and assistant professors.

Professors rated the

administrators lowest in Democratic Practice, Interpersonal
Sensitivity, and Vigor.

Instructors had the lowest mean

rating in Needs-Disposition of Rater and highest mean
rating in Institutional Barriers.
In terms of highest degree held by faculty, those with
the doctoral degree rated the administrator lowest in
Performance and highest iri Trripo"rtance.

Doctorally-prepared

faculty also rated the administrator lowest in all
subscales for Adi:ni.nistrative· Styles.

Faculty with bacca-

laureate degrees rated the administrator highest on
Democratic Practice, Interpersonal Sensitivity, and Vigor.

II
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However, the highest mean ratip.g for Structuring was given
by faculty prepared at the mast·er' s degree level.

Faculty

prepared at the master's degree level had the lowest mean
ratings for Tn:sti.tuti.onal Milfeu.

Baccalaureate-prepared

faculty had the highest rating in Needs-Disposition of Rater

Table 8 shows the ANOVA results of faculty variable
total years at the particular institution and faculty
perception of administrator performance effectiveness.
Total years at the particular institution and faculty
ratings for Structuring was significant at the .OS level.
First-year faculty had the lowest mean ratings and faculty
who had been at the institution for twenty-five or more
years had the highest mean ratings.

In general, faculty who

served longer at the institution rated the administrator
lower in Performance and higher in Importance than faculty
who had less years at the institution.
Faculty in the first year of appointment rated the
administrator lowest in terms of Democratic Practice,
Structuring, and Interpersonal Sensitivity.

Faculty who

had been at the institution for twenty-five or more years
rated the administrator highest in Democratic Practice,
Structuring, and Interpersonal Sensitivity.

The highest

ratings for Vigor were made by faculty who had been at the
institution for twenty-two to twenty-five years.

There was

I

I

~-~-~---~----~~----
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Table 8

c

D

I

ANOVA Results of Faculty Variable Total Years at
Particular Institution and Faculty Ratings of
Administrator Performance Effectivenessa
Faculty Ratings

~

;..2

--

F
1----.---4-§

FDPDP (Dept. Planning/Development, Performance)

1. 34

FDRP (Building Dept. Reputation, Performance)

1. 23

FPMI (Personnel Management, Importance)

. 96

FDPDI (Dept. Planning/Development, Importance)

.77

FDRI (Building Dept. Reputation, Importance)

.62

FDP (Democratic Practice)

1. 35

~

I~
f

eo

FSTR (Structuring)

1. 56"""

~

FIS (Interpersonal Sensitivity)

1. 31

---

FVIG (Vigor)

.97

FN (Needs-Disposition of Rater)

1.41

FIB (Institutional Barriers)

1.15

Note:

Total years at particular institution ranged from
0 (first year) to thirty-two years.
aN = 60 (aggregate across administrators)
"''c

p <. . 05

II
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no consistency in ratings of Tris'titutional Milieu, although
first-year faculty had somewhat higher ratings in NeedsDisposition of Rater and Institutional Barriers than faculty
who were at the institution for more than twenty years.
Table 9 shows faculty experience as nurse educator was

Performance Effectiveness in Structuring.

The lowest mean

ratings were by faculty who had six or less years of
experience and highest in faculty who had twenty-five or
more years of experience.

In terms of Performance, faculty

with twenty-five or more years rated the administrator
higher on Personnel Management, Departmental Planning and
Development, and Building Department Reputation than faculty
with six or less years of experience.

Ratings of Depart-

mental Planning and Development Performance, Building
Department's Reputation Performance, Personnel Management
Importance, Departmental Planning and Development
Importance, and Building Department's Reputation Importance
had F-ratio of less than 1.0.
Administrator Variables
and Faculty Ratings
The eleven administrator variables were tenure status,
academic rank, age, highest degree held, years of service as
chairperson of the department, terms of the appointment as
chairperson, the total number of tenured faculty in the

I

i
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Table 9
ANOVA Results of Faculty Variable Total Years' Experience
As Nurse Educator and Ratings of Faculty Reactions
to Chairperson Activitiesa
Faculty Ratings

F
L__ll_6
..&.. • v v

~DPDP

(Dept. Planning/Development, Performance)

.88

FDRP (Building Dept. Reputation, Performance)

.99

FPMI (Personnel Management, Importance)

.47

FDPDI (Dept. Planning/Development, Importance)

.67

FDRI (Building Dept. Reputation, Importance)

.67

FDP (Democratic Practice)

1. 09

~

I"
~

li

"

FSTR (Structuring)

1. 59"~"'

~

FIS (Interpersonal Sensitivity)

1. 27

-

FVIG (Vigor)

1. 08

FN (Needs-Disposition of Rater)

1. 26

FIB (Institutional Barriers)

1. 22

Range in total years' experience as nurse educator =
0 (first year of teaching) to thirty-six years.

Note:

aN = 60 (aggregate across administrators)
"'/(

p

< .05

II
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department, departmental size in terms of number of fulltime faculty, experience as nurse educator, administrative
experience, and total years at the particular institution.
Table 10 shows the administrator variables of tenure,
academic rank, age, degree, years as chairperson, terms of

department on faculty ratings of administrator Performance
Effectiveness.

Table 11 shows administrator variables of

experience as nurse educator, administrative experience,
and total years at the particular institution on faculty
ratings of administrator Performance Effectiveness.
Administrators with tenure had higher mean ratings in
Performance of Personnel Management and Departmental
Planning and Development.

There was no difference in

ratings between tenured and nontenured administrators on
Building Department's Reputation.

However, the Importance

ratings were lower for nontenured than tenured administrators.

Tenured administrators had higher ratings in three

of the four subscales in Administrative Styles (Democratic
Practice, Structuring, and Vigor).

In terms of Tnstitu-

tional Milieu, tenured administrators rated lower in NeedsDisposition of the Rater and higher on Institutional
Barriers.
Administrators who held the rank of professor had mean
ratings that were higher in· ·Perforirian:ce· and Imp·ortance than

.---------------------------~--~~"~-~---~~--------

--------
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Table 10

'---

Administrator Variables and Mean Ratings of Faculty Perceptions
of Administrator Performance Effectivenessa
Faculty Ratings
Administrator
Variab~es

Tenured
Yes
No
Rank
Ass't. Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Professor
Age
35
35 - 45
46 - 55
56+

Degree
Master's
Doctorate
Yrs. Chr. Dept.
First
1 - 2
3 6+

Terms of App' t.
Interim
Dean/Pres.
Pleas.
Dean/Pres.
Term
Fac. Term
Tenured Faculty
80 percent+
60- 79 percent
40- 59 percent
39 percent
Note:

FPMP

FDPDP

FDRP

FPMI

FDPDI

FDRI

FDP

FSTR

FIS

FVIG

FN

FIB

15.4
15.1

13.5
13.0

10.5
10.5

20.4
20.2

17.0
17.0

13.6
13.5

37.3
37.4

20.7
20.1

20.6
20.6

12.0
11.9

12.7
12.9

13.3
12.5

14.8

10.0
10.4
10.7

20.2
20.3
20.4

17.1
16.9
17.2

13.5
13.4
13.8

37.9
37.7
36.8

20.4
20.1
21.2

18.5
21.1
20.4

11.1

15.4

11.8
13.3
13.7

12.1
12.0

12.6
12.8
12.8

12.4
12.9
13.4

14.0
14.8
16.6
14.5

13.5
12.7
14.0
13.5

11.5
10.2
10.9
10.1

21.0
20.0
20.7
20.3

17.0
16.6
17.2
17.5

14.5
13.4
13.6
13.9

41.8
37.1
39.0
34.9

19.0
20.0
21.6
20 .l

18.3
20.2
21.8
19.6

13.8
11.8
12.5
11.0

13.8
12.5
13.2
12.6

18.5
13.2
12.3
13.8

14.9
15.9

12.7
13.6

9.7
10.8

20.1
20.4

16.7
17.1

13.4
13.7

37.2
27.5

19.4
21.0*

20.3
20.8

11.7
12.0

12.3
13.0

13.5
12.9

15.1
15.6
15.9
14.8

12.3
13.4
14.0
13.2

9.6
11.3
10.8
10.3

20.7
19.8
20.2

17.3
16.4

20.5

17.4

13.8
13.8
13.3
13.7

37.1
38.7
38.2
35.9

20.1
19.8
21.0
20.5

19.8
20.8
21.5
20.1

11.6
12.2
12.4
11.5

12.6
13.7
12.9
12.3

13.6
12.7
13.6
12.7

15.5

11.9

10.2

20.7

16.7

13.8

38.7

21.6

19.7

12.5

13.1

14.8

16.2

13.1

11.1

19.8

16.6

1j.2

39.0

21.0

20.7

12.3

13.2-

12.1

14.3
15.7

14.1
12.6

9.9
11.0

20.2
20.5

17.3
16.9

13.8
14.1

35.4
37.9

19.8
21.5

19.5
21.1

11.3
12.7

12.2
13.2

13.7
12.3

15.0
14.0
12.5·
15.5

13.7
10.9
10.1
13.7

10.3
20.2
20.5
10.7

21.0

16.0
13.6
13.5
17.4

13.3
38.4
36.5
13.7

35.2
22.0
20.1
38.0

20.4
20.8
20.3
20.6

20.0
12.5
11.6
20.8

11.8
12.5
12.3
12.1

12.7
12.7
12.3
13.1

13.1
12.7
14.2
12.5

15.5

16.5
16.9
19.9

16.7

Yrs. Chr. Dept. • Number of :rears of service as chairperson of particular academic unit.
Terms of App't., Dean/Pres. Pleas. • appointed and serve at pleasure of dean or president.
Terms of App't., Dean/Pres. Term. • appointed by dean or president and serve for a specific
term.
Terms of App't., Fac. Term • elected by faculty and serve for a specific term.
aN

a

60 (aggregate by administrators)

*p < . 05
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Table 11
ANOVA Results of Administrator Variables of Total Years'
Experience As Nurse Educator,. Total Years 1 Experience
As Administrator of a Nursing Program, and Total
Years at Institution and Faculty Ratings of
Administrator Performance Effectivenessa

....J_

Administrator Variables
Faculty Ratings

EducEx
F

Performance
Personnel Management
Dept. Plan./Developrnent
Build Dept. Reputation
Importance
Personnel Management
Dept. Plan./Development
Build Dept. Reputation
Administrative Styles
Democratic Practice
Structuring
Interpersonal Sensitivity
Vigor
Institutional Milieu
Needs-Disposition of Rater
Institutional Barriers

2. 30')'(
1.62
2. 60')'(

AdmEx
F

Yrs.
Inst.
F

1.12
1.12
1.08

.99
.90
1. 03

.67
.66
.98

.98
1.48
1.17

2.63')'(
1. 53
2. 06')'(
2. 89')'(

.98
.83
1. 50
1. 33

1.17
1. 03
1. 03
.64

2.42•k
1. 09

.96
.58

1. 34
.76

1. 70
1.16
1.56

EducEx = Total years' experience as nurse educator,
range = 5-42 years.
AdmEx = Total years'- experience as administrator of
nursing program, range .66-28 years.
Yrs. Inst. = Total years at particular institution,
range = . 66--31 years .

Note:

aN = 60 (aggregate across administrators)
. ,r,.

"p

<

.05

I

i
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did administrators who were either assistant or associate
profes.sors.

Administrators with ·academic rank of assistant

professor had the highest ratings on Democratic Practice and
Structuring and lowest on Interpersonal Sensitivity and
Vigor.

The overall rating for Administrative Styles was

and lowest for those who were professors.

However,

administrators with the rank of assistant professor had
lower ratings in the Institutional Milieu subscales.
Administrators who had doctoral degrees had higher
ratings in Performance and Importance than those who were
master's prepared.

In terms of Administrative Styles,

administrators with doctoral degrees had higher ratings in
Structuring, Interpersonal Sensitivity, and Vigor but lower
in Democratic Practice than those who were master's degree
prepared.

Administrators who had the master's degree had

lower ratings in Needs-Disposition of the Rater and higher
ratings in Institutional Barriers.

Overall, the rating for

doctorally prepared administrators was slightly higher in
Institutional Milieu than those who held the master's degree.
When length of service as administrator was examined,
in general, chairpersons who were serving their first year
in the position rated lower in Perfo·rm:ance and higher in
Importance.

Overall, administrators

~vho

were in the one to

two years of service had the highest ratings in

II
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Administrative Styles.

Administrators who were serving the

first year had the highest rating in terms of Democratic
Practice.

Administrators who were in the position for

longer than six or more years rated highest in Structuring.
Administrators in the third to the fifth year had the

Vigor.

Highest ratings in Institutional Milieu were

accorded administrators who had been in the position for
three to five years.
Interim chairpersons had the lowest overall
Performance ratings, and chairpersons who were elected by
their faculty had the highest Importance rating.

Chair-

persons who were appointed by the dean or president and
served at the pleasure of the appointing administrator
had the highest rating in terms of Personnel Management
Performance.

However, chairpersons who were appointed by

the dean or president and served for a specific term had
the highest ratings in Departmental Planning and Development
Performance and Building Department's Reputation.

Chair-

persons who were elected by the faculty had the highest
ratings in: Performance.

The highest overall Adminis'trative

Styles ratings were held by administrators who were elected
by their faculty; however, administrators who were appointed

by the dean or president and served at the pleasure of the
appointing administrator had the highest rating in
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Democratic Practice.

Administrators who were elected by the

faculty had the highest ratings of Structuring, Interpersonal
Sensitivity, and Vigor.
The overall P'erfo·rmahce ratings were lowest for
administrators of departments that had 80 percent or more

showed that departments with 39 percent or less tenured
faculty rated the administrator highest in Personnel
Management, and departments with 40 to 59 percent of
tenured faculty rated the administrator highest on Building
Departmental Reputation.

The lowest rating in Departmental

Planning and Development was the 40 to 59 percent group.
Departments with 80 percent or over tenured faculty
rated the administrator highest in overall Administrative
Styles.

However, departments with 39 or less percent

tenured faculty had highest administrator ratings in
Democratic Practice, Interpersonal Sensitivity, and Vigor.
The highest ratings in two of the subscales under
Importance were observed in departments with 80 percent or
over tenured faculty.

They rated the administrator highest

in terms of Personnel Management and Departmental Planning
and Development.

However, the 60 to 79 percent tenured

faculty group rated Building Department's Reputation
highest of the four groups.

Under· Tristibit.ional Milieu,

the 39 or less percent tenured faculty group had higher

II
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ratings of Needs-·Disposition of Rater and lower ratings of
Institutional Barriers.
The administrator's experience as a nurse educator
resulted in statistically significant variances on faculty
perceptions of the administrator's Performance Effectiveness

Reputation Performance, Democratic Practice, Interpersonal
Sensitivity, Vigor, and Needs-Disposition of the Rater.
The variables of administrative experience and total years
at the particular institution had minimal effect on faculty
ratings.
Table 12 shows the faculty ratings of administrator
Performance Effectiveness by department size.

When

departmental size was classified as small, medium, and large,
administrators of small departments had higher ratings of
Performance than did the mediumor large departments.
Performance ratings in Personnel Management were highest for
administrators of small departments, while administrators of
medium departments had the highest ratings in Departmental
Planning and Development.

Administrators of large depart-

ments had the lowest ratings in terms of Building Department's Reputation.
The overall rating in Admini-s·trat·ive Styles was highest
for administrators of small departments.

Although the mean

ratings showed minimal variation in Structuring,

II
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Table 12
Mean Scores for Departmental Size and Ratings gf
Faculty Reactions to Chairperson Activities
· Department Size
Faculty Ratings
Performance
Personnel Management
Dept. Planning/Development
Building Dept. Reputation
Importance
Personnel Management
Dept. Planning/Development
Building Dept. Reputation
Administrative Styles
Democratic Practice
Structuring
Interpersonal Sensitivity
Vigor
Institutional Milieu
Needs-Disposition of Rater
Institutional Barriers
Note:

Small

Medium

Large

17.5
12.5
11.8

15.6
12.9
10.2

14.2
12.3
8.8

20.9
17.1
13.7

20.1
16.8
13.4

20.0
16.8
13.8

39.1
21.2
11.7
12.1

37.2
20.5
12.1
12.1

35.5
19.5
11.3
11.3

13.6
11.1

14.1
13.1

11.9
14.2

Department Size: small = 10 or less full-time
faculty, medium= 11 to 20 full-time faculty, and
large = 21 or over full-time faculty.
aN = 60 (aggregate across administrators)
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Interpersonal Sensitivity, and Vigor, administrators of
small departments had the highest ratings for Democratic
Practice.

In terms ·of Institutional Milieu, administrators

of small departments had the lowest overall mean, and the
medium departments had the largest overall mean.

trators of large departments.

However,

The mean rating for

Institutional Barriers was highest in the large departments.
In sum, although the faculty, administrator, and
institutional variables were cited in the literature as
having variance on faculty perceptions of administrator
Performance Effectiveness, the data supported that
(1) tenure status of faculty was significant in terms of
Departmental Planning and Development Importance, Democratic
Practice, and Interpersonal Sensitivity and marginally on
Vigor; (2) faculty experience as nurse educator was
significant with Structuring, and (3) total years of the
faculty at the particular institution was significant with
Structuring.

In terms of administrator variables, while not

statistically significant, the data supported that
administrator experience as nurse educator resulted in
variance in faculty ratings of Personnel Management
Performance, Building Department's Reputation Performance,
Democratic Practice, Inte.rpersonal Sensitivity, Vigor, and
Needs~Disposition

of

th~

Rater.
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· "S'u.In'rriary·

Four hundred severity-eight ·faculty and sixty administrators from sixty NLN-accredited baccalaureate programs in
nursing participated in this study.

The programs were

located in twenty-seven different states.

Faculty responded to the DECA-Faculty Reactions to Chairperson Activities Information Form.

Effect of selected

demographic variables on faculty perceptions of administrator.Performance Effectiveness was determined by one-way
analysis of variance.
The Student's t-test for differences in means of the
administrator and faculty groups showed significance at the
.01 level for Personnel Management Performance.

Depart-

mental Planning and Development Performance, Building
Department's Reputation Performance, and Democratic Practice
were significant at the .001 level.
The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was
significant at the .01 level for Institutional Barriers.
There were four negative correlations:

Depa.rtmental

Planning and Development Performance, Personnel Management
Importance, Departmental Planning and Development Importance,
and Structuring.

The negative correlations were not

statistically significant.

I
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Three faculty variables were statistically significant:
tenure status, total years at theparticular institution,
and experience as nurse educator.

Tenure status and

Departmental Planning and Development Performance, Interpersonal Sensitivity, and Vigor were significant at the .05

cant at the .001 level.

Total years at the particular

institution and Structuring, and experience as nurse
educator and Structuring were significant at the .05 level.
Two administrator variables were statistically significant at the .05 level:
as nurse educator.

highest degree earned and experience

The faculty ratings that were affected

were highest degree earned and Structuring, and experience
as nurse educator and Personnel Management Performance,
Building Department's Reputation Performance, Democratic
Practice, Interpersonal Sensitivity, Vigor, and NeedsDisposition of the Rater.
The four hypotheses for this study were as follows:
Hypothesis 1.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty perceptions and the administrator's selfperceptions of Perfo'r'niance of selected administrative
activities.
Hypothesis 2.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty perceptions and the administrator's selfperceptions of Performance Effectiveness and Tmpo'rt'ance of

I
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selected administrative ·activities.
Hypothesis 3.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty perceptions and the administrator's selfperceptions of Performance Effectiveness and AdministratiVe
Styles.

between faculty perceptions and the administrator's selfperceptions of'Performance Effectiveness and Institutional
Milieu.
The data analyses were insufficient to support the
hypotheses.

However, the findings suggested there are

practical considerations in terms of identifying factors
that may contribute to dissonance between faculty expectations of the administrator's Performance Effectiveness and
the administrator's self-perception of Performance Effectiveness.

The implications of the data are discussed in

Chapter 5.

---------[_

CHAPTER 5
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

This chapter presents the summary, conclusions, and
recommendations arising from the study.

The sununary

includes a statement of the research problem, hypotheses,
a brief description of the procedures used in the study,
limitations of the study, major findings from the study,
and discussion of the data.

The salient outcomes and

generalizations from the study are reported under conclusions.

Two categories of recommendations are presented.

The first category relates to the research design, and the
second category is in relation to issues in administrator
evaluation which require further research ..
Summary
Problem
Increased public demand for institutional accountability makes evaluation an inevitable component of
administration in higher education.

However, formal

evaluation of the administrator is a relatively new
phenomenon.
This study was designed to compare congruity in
perceptions of P'erfo'rmance·· E:ffe·c:tiveness held by faculty
and administrators in .selected NLN-accredited baccalaureate
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programs in nursing.

The research questions focused on

congruity in perceptions related to administrator
Performance of selected administrative duties, Trripor·tance
of these activities, Adrriin:i:st:rati"v'e Styles used by the
administrator, and the Institutional Milieu.
Hypotheses
The research hypotheses formulated for this study
evolved from the questions on congruity in perceptions
regarding Performance Effectiveness held by faculty and
administrator.

The four hypotheses were as follows:

Hypothesis 1.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty perceptions and the administrator's selfperceptions of Performance of selected administrative
activities.
Hypothesis 2.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty perceptions and the administrator's selfperceptions of Performance Effectiveness and Importance of
selected administrative activities.
Hypothesis 3.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty perceptions and the administrator's selfperceptions of Performance Effectiveness and Administrative
Styles.
Hypothesis 4.

There is a significant relationship

between faculty perceptions of Performance Effectiveness
and Institutional Milieu·.·

I
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P'rocedures Used in
the Study
A feasibility study was conducted to determine accessibility of the population for the study.

The population

consisted of the 149 NLN-accredited baccalaureate programs
which are headed by administrators with the position title
of chairperson or chairperson/director.

The criterion for

selection was that both administrator and faculty within
the academic unit had to agree to participate in the study.
Sixty-seven programs agreed to participate.
The modified DECA system was used for data collection.
Administrators responded to DECA-Chairperson Information
Form and faculty responded to the DECA-Faculty Reactions
to Chairperson Activities.
Sixty-seven administrator DECA forms and 813 faculty
DECA forms were mailed to the 67 programs.

The return rate

was 91.0 percent for the administrators and 75.2 percent
for the faculty.

Usable data consisted of 478 faculty

responses and 60 administrator responses from 60 programs.
Therefore, the sample consisted of 40 percent of programs
in the population.

These programs were located in twenty-

seven different states.
Limitations of the Study
Several features of this study limit the generalizability of the findings to the population.

This study was

L
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based on a sample of NLN-accredited baccalaureate programs
that are headed by administrators with the position title of
chairperson and chairperson/director.

The restriction of

administrator participation to this group also limited the
types of academic units that could be represented in the

diversity in the academic units represented, the sample
did not reflect the proportionate number of programs which
also offered the master's program in nursing.

While the

master's program was not the focus of this study, at the
same time it must also be assumed that the academic units
in this study offered the baccalaureate program only, thus
affecting the number of doctorally-prepared faculty that
might otherwise be represented in the sample.
Since the sample consisted of administrators and
faculty from programs that volunteered to participate in
the study, it can also be assumed that there was some
sampling bias.

The generalizability of the findings to the

population must be cautioned in view of the fact that
administrators and faculty from the nonparticipating
programs may be different from the sample.
Major Findings
A faculty prototype was developed from the analysis of
faculty variables.

The typical faculty was between the

•r··--------,----------~----------------~--------
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ages of thirty-six to forty-five years, prepared at the
master's degree level. with five or less years of
experience as a nurse educator, nontenured, holding the
rank of an assistant professor, and at the particular
institution for about five years.

The faculty had no prior

The administrator prototype was between the ages of
thirty-six to forty-five, prepared at the doctoral degree
level, with eighteen years' experience as a nurse educator,
tenured, holding the rank of an associate professor, and
at the particular institution for eight and one-half years.
The administrator had a total of seven and eight-tenths
years of experience as an educational administrator but in
the current position for two and seven-tenths years.

The

administrator was appointed by the president or dean, and
the term was determined by the appointing administrator
or for a specified period.
-

The typical department in this study had 13.1 fulltime faculty.

Less than 39 percent of the faculty in the

·department had tenure status.
The means were consistently higher for the administrator
self-ratings than the faculty ratings of Performance
Effectiveness.

There was highly significant mean difference

in four of the twelve subscale ratings.

These were

Personnel Management Performance, Departmental Planning and

I
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Development l?erformance, Building Department's Reputation
Performance, and Democratic Practice.
The Pearson correlation coefficients for faculty
perceptions and administrator self-perceptions of
Performance Effectiveness of the adminis.trator showed

Institutional Barriers.

Although not statistically signifi-

cant, there was negative correlation in four of the
subscales:

Departmental Planning and Development

Performance, Personnel Management Importance, Departmental
Planning and Development Importance, and Democratic
Practice.
Of the seven faculty variables examined (prior
experience as educational administrator, tenure status,
age, academic rank, highest degree earned, total years at
particular institution, and years of experience as nurse
educator), three of the variables (tenure status, total
years at particular institution, and years of experience as
nurse educator) were statistically significant in terms of
Performance Effectiveness.

Specifically, tenure status was

significant in faculty ratings of administrator Performance
Effectiveness in terms of Departmental Planning and
Development Performance, Democratic Practice, Interpersonal
Sensitivity, and Vigor.

Total years at the particular

institution and years of experience as nurse educator
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affected ratings on

Structuri~g.

Faculty with established

careers gave lower ratings in Performance Effectiveness than
faculty in more tenuous positions.
Eleven additional variables were related to faculty
ratings.

Nine of the variables were administrator-specific

years of S"ervice as department chairperson, terms of
appointment, experience as a nurse educator, tota1. years'
experience as an administrator, and total years at the
particular institution).
institution-specific:

Two of the variables were

departmental size by number of

full-time faculty and number of tenured faculty.

The

statistically significant variables were highest degree
earned and experience as nurse educator.

Specifically,

highest degree earned by the administrator affected faculty
ratings in Structuring, and experience as nurse educator
affected faculty ratings of Personnel Management
Performance, Building Department's Reputation Performance,
Democratic Practice, Interpersonal Sensitivity, Vigor, and
Needs-Disposition of the Rater.
vJhile other faculty and administrator variables were
not statistically significant, the mean ratings suggest
practical concerns.

Since evaluation of performance is

based on personal perceptions, the data indicate there are
subtle influences on the ratings.
p
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Discussion of the Finditigs
The di.scuss·ion is divided into three major areas of
concern in administrator evaluation by faculty:

issues in

governance, role expectations, and problems in performance
evaluation.

The results are discussed in terms of

pretations of data are made in the context of the literature
reviewed and limitations of this study.
Issues in governance.

The data suggested that faculty

perceptions of administrator Performance Effectiveness in
governance of the department are influenced by multiple and
subtle factors.

Perceptions of power and authority in

decision-making appear to be related to personalistic
variables such as motivation and goals in terms of needsatisfaction.

In addition, faculty, by tradition, tend to

define rights and responsibilities in terms of recognized
amenities such as academic rank, tenure, experience, and
academic degree.
The data ori Administrative Styles support the sociological view that modes of operation are determined by
characteristics of individuals (faculty and administrators)
and also by the needs of the incumbents in the situation.
The diversity in ratings of the subscales indicates that
any leadership behavior may be viewed as effective or
ineffective depending on a number of variables.

For
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example, the negative: correlation in Structuring suggests
that governance decisions are abstruse and transactional
limits are perceived differently by faculty and
administrator.
lilhen faculty variables are analyzed in terms of

prior administrative experience, those who are tenured,
forty-six or older in age, with higher academic ranks
(associate professor or professor), prepared at the doctoral
degree level, who are experienced nurse educators, and had
been at the particular institution for some years,
generally tend to rate the administrator lower in
Administrative Styles.

These findings are consistent with

I

the literature review that the ascribed status of the faculty
reduces the uncertainties generally encountered by faculty
in a tenuous status.

Therefore, administrative styles

that impinge on the faculty's sense of autonomy are likely
to be perceived as Performance Ineffectiveness.
What may be considered stifling and rigid administrative style by the faculty may be the administrator's method

-

I

to clarify boundary transaction and respond in a decisive

-

manner to decision-making.

.~

e

However, faculty, especially

those with established careers, rarely see themselves in a
subordinate-superior relation with the administrator;
consequently, faculty tend to view such administrative

.•
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behaviors as interfere.rice with ·rights of participatory
governance.

The statist:.ically significant mean difference

in Democratic Practice and the negative correlation
coefficient on Structuring indicate there is diversity in
how consultative procedure is viewed by faculty and

Closely related with the· Administrative Sty1e is the
organizational climate in the department, and regardless
of size, the unit is a complex social organization.

A

comparison of mean ratings across department size shows
that although administrators of small departments (ten or
fewer full-time faculty) had higher ratings in Administrative
Style subscales, faculty's needs-disposition was not as high
as medium departments (eleven to twenty full-time faculty),
even though the Institutional Barriers were less.
Consistent with the literature reviewed, the data
suggested that governance is a complex process.

The issue

is political in nature and there are many interrelated and
interlocking determinants which influence perceptions of
administrator Performance Effectiveness.
Role expectations.

Administrator roles, particularly

those in higher education, are subject to many sources of
stress and types of conflict.

Although there is

considerable literature on departmental management, the
role of the department chairperson is fraught with

I
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disagreement and there is no taxonomy of role behavior which
fits the diverse structures of academic departments.
Unlike deans, vice presidents of academic affairs, and
presidents, who clearly relate to the administrator role,
department chairpersons, on the other hand, are frequently
J------------Lr-t!_fe-r~rP__rl~to_i_n___the c.on:te~laJ: io_ns

with f acul t .

In addition, chairpersons continue to fulfill simultaneously
the role of the faculty; consequently, their administrative
role is alterable and transient.
The complexity .of the role of the chairperson is
clearly supported by this study.

When administrator

self-role evaluation of performance was compared with
faculty perceptions of the administrator's Performance
Effectiveness, there was considerable variance in the
perceptions of performance and Importance.

The literature

suggested that interrole conflict is due to differences in
expectations and lack of understanding of the organizational
-

role behavior.

The significant difference in mean ratings

suggests that the way in which Performance Effectiveness
is perceived may be related to divergence in goals
administrator and faculty.

o~

the

The literature suggested that

administrators tend to interpret administrative activities
in light of institutional needs and goals, while faculty
define the activities in terms of instructional needs and
goals.

Although these needs and goals are interrelated,

II
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the priority given to any administrative activity would be
consistent with the orientation held by the administrator
and the faculty.
The negative correlation coefficients for Departmental
Planning and Development Performance, Personnel Management

Importance indicate there is considerable divergence in how
administrative activities and responsibilities are viewed
by faculty and administrators.

Personnel Management

Importance deals with administrative responsibilities in
maintaining the quality of instruction through management
of faculty.

The literature suggested that, traditionally,

faculty in higher education give high priority to their
sense of professionalism and autonomy and any suggestion
of control on their behavior is regarded as an affront to
their status.

The data, therefore, suggest that bureau-

cratic orientation of administrators and the faculty
beliefs of professionalism are a source of conflict role
expectations.
Departmental Planning and Development Importance deals
with administrative activities that manage the instructional
program.

The data indicate that there is considerable

dissonance in how faculty and administrator view decisionmaking in this domain.

Since faculty in higher education

are characterized by their expert knowledge in the
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discipline, the findings are consistent with the faculty's
expectations in

self~governance

in instructional decisions.

The basic conflict is related to vested power and authority
of faculty to determine instructional decisions and the
entrusted power and authority of the administrator ·to place
-t-~~~~-----.;·=-1-l·nre::r--Ih"nncs<>-..,_trucr-'.:t::nmrl--de-c±si-ons---i-rr-l:JVB-ra1-1---tnsti-tuti-orra1---eon~,-.tL.~.~~~-

However, self-perceptions of power and authority are
inextricably interlocked with how faculty and administrator
are socialized in the situation.

When the faculty variables

were analyzed in terms of ratings of Importance, the data
revealed that the more tenuous the position of the faculty,
the higher the mean ratings of Performance than the mean
ratings by faculty who were more established in the system.
The administrator variables showed that faculty had higher
mean ratings in Importance for the administrator who had
tenure, with the academic rank of associate professor or
higher, who was forty-six years or older, who had been
chairperson in the particular department for three or more
years, and was elected to the position by the faculty than
those without these characteristics.

The data were

consistent with previous research on role expectations of
the administrator in higher education.

The effect of

administrator variables on faculty expectations indicates
that exerci.se of administrative duties is related to the
extent to which the administrator characteristics are
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consistent with the expected prestige and influence of the
administ·rator.
Tenured faculty had higher mean ratings of Importance,
suggesting that they had greater investment in the department
than those who were nontenured.

This finding was consistent

of the power and authority of the administrator to perform
the selected tasks in managing the unit, the administrator
is expected to be accountable for the responsibilities
consistent with the position.
Previous studies on administrators have been generally
conducted in medium to large departments.

However, the

findings in this study suggest that the work of the
administrator becomes less visible as the department
increases in size.

The higher mean ratings in the three

subscales indicate greater faculty expectations of the
administrative role.
The Performance ratings based on the twelve subscales
of the DECA suggest that there is considerable overlapping
as well as contradictions in perceptions of Performance
Effectiveness.

The data suggested the administrator in

nursing functions in a complex environment with multifaceted expectations from the faculty.
When compared to the faculty's ratings of Performance,
the administrator self-ratings were consistently higher in

I
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Personnel Management, Departmental Planning and Development,
and Building Department's Reputation.
perceptions suggests that there is

The difference in
conflict in Performance

Effectiveness as viewed by the faculty and administrator.
The statistical significance in Personnel Management
Perrormance Lndicates admLnLstrator

competency-rn--ac~~rti~:~·~~~~

that control and coordinate the faculty is subject to greater
controversy than activities that control and coordinate the
instructional program or in building the department's
reputation.

The data are consistent with reports in the

literature that faculty are not amenable to administrative
actions which mitigate against the faculty's concept of
collegiality and sense of autonomy.
Although faculty and adminis.trator group perceptions
in terms of Building Deparment's Reputation Performance
showed significant correlation, the negative correlation in
Departmental Planning and Development Performance indicates
considerable dissonance in perceptions of Performance
Effectiveness.

Since the department is the fundamental

organizational unit in institutions of higher education, the
faculty and administrator effort to further the reputation
of the department

wa~

an expected finding in the study.

However, the marked dissonance in Departmental Planning and
Development Performance is consistent with literature
findings that the role.of the administrator in higher

L
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education is complex and involves consideration of power
network within the academic unit.

For example, faculty with

prior experience in educational administration, those with
tenured status, of higher academic rank (associate
professor or professor), and those who were prepared at

tor lowest in Departmental Planning and Development
Performance.
The faculty prototype in this study suggests that
faculty in this sample have tenuous status in the institution; therefore, the future orientation implied in
Departmental Planning and Development tends to be vague if
not confusing.

These findings are consistent with the

literature on the relationship of status in the academic
hierarchy and perceptions of administrator Performance
Effectiveness which would enhance faculty survival in a
competitive occupational ladder.
The administrator variables which affect faculty
perceptions of the administrator Performance Effectiveness
of the selected activities also suggest that when the
administrator's status is tenuous, the faculty ratings of
Performance are concomitantly lower.

For example,

nontenured, assistant professors, prepared at the master's
degree level, serving the first year as the administrator
of the academic unit, and with an interim appointment for
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the position were consistently rated lower in: Perfo:rm:an:ce
than were administrators who were more established in their
administrative positions.
However, analysis of p·er·fo:rm:ance ratings ·alone did not
provide sufficient data to determine overall Performance

suggest the possibility that ·p·er·formahce might be construed
as the actual behavior of the administrator, while the
Importance might be related more closely to the ideal
administrator.

The findings in this study are consistent

with earlier studies in which Importance (ideal) is rated
higher than Performance (actual) in Performance
Effectiveness.
The data on Administrative Styles supported the
sociological view that modes of operation are determined by
characteristics of individuals (faculty and administrators)
and also by the needs of the incumbents in the situation.
While there was no significant difference in the mean
ratings of Structuring, Interpersonal Sensitivity, and Vigor,
the faculty perceptions and administrator self-perceptions
differed significantly in Democratic Practice.

The

diversity in ratings of the subscales indicated that any
leadership behavior may be viewed as effective or
ineffective depending on a number of variables.

For

example, the negative correlation in Structuring indicates

I
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that there is marked dissonance in perceptions of
Performance Effectiveness between faculty and administrator
groups.

What may be perceived by the administrator as

placing boundaries and limits may be perceived by faculty
as restrictive and stifling.
•ffi----a:--ru-1:-e , facui-ty---whu rated---th-e-crdrrd--rr'.cstrat-u.c-hi--g-h
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Needs-Disposition of the Rater had.inverse ratings for
Institutional Barriers.

However, the factors which

influence the Institutional Milieu appear to be external
to the administrator's Performance Effectiveness.

The

review of literature on governance suggested that these
external influences impinge on the institutional climate
and faculty expect the administrator to use organizational
power and authority to increase faculty satisfaction by
reducing excessive institutional constraints on faculty
work.
Evaluations.

While previous research tends to be

critical of rating scales for judging administrator
Performance Effectiveness, nonetheless, the DECA system
provides a valid means by which summative information about
the administrator can be obtained.

Although the DECA is not

amenable to classification of the overall ratings into
categories of effective or ineffective administrator, the
usefulness of the system is in the information it provides
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as to how well the administrator is functioning in terms of
faculty expectations.
The modified DECA system us·ed in this study reflected
both the advantages as well as disadvantages in using a
rating scale for evaluating administrator Performance
Ifectiveness.

Cons~stent w~tn-tne-riterature,

the DECA

system had content validity but continued to raise
questions of reliability.
The findings in this study indicated that administrator
Performance Effectiveness can be easily influenced by
extreme scores (ratings of 1 or 4).

The modified DECA used

a forced choice method, without an actual central value;
nevertheless, the faculty had the tendency to select the two
central ratings (2 or 3).

In addition, when individual DECA

forms were examined at random, there was internal inconsistency in the ratings of items.

For example, the literature

suggested that there was a positive correlation between selfperceptions in job satisfaction and the relationship with the
administrator.

However, in this sample, the items under

subscale Needs-Disposition of the Rater (61, 62, 63, ·and 64)
did not always have consistency in ratings.

Higher rating

(3 or 4) in item 61 (I enjoy my work in this department) did
not necessarily correspond with item 62 (I have a positive
relationship with the department chairperson), and were

~

I

I
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independent of the ratings of items 63 and 64 (I agree with
priorities and emphasis which have guided recent development
in the department and The department has improved during the
past year).
The administrator competencies required in each of the

considerable overlapping, as well as contradictions in
perceptions of Performance Effectiveness.

Therefore, the

DECA is not amenable to describing administrator
performance as effective or ineffective, except within the
particular situational context.

Hoyt has developed

comparative norms that can be used in relating a particular
administrator's performance, but the data from this study

i

indicate that the variability in faculty perceptions
require specific data on the faculty raters in order to
interpret the quantitative data.
However, the advantages of the DECA are (1) the content
validity of the items, (2) the items measure significant
aspects of administrator work, and (3) the ratings can be
completed in about fifteen minutes.

The instrument provides

a useful way of conceptualizing the administrator's role in
the specific department.
In sum, the quantitative data were insufficient to
support the hypotheses of (1) there is a significant
relationship between faculty perceptions and the

I
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administrator's self-perceptions of Performance Effectiveness
of selected administrative activities, (2) there is a
significant relationship in perceptions of Performance
Effectiveness and Importance of activity between the faculty
\

and administrator groups, and (3) there is a·significant

Administrative Styles between the faculty and administrator
groups.

The data supported the fourth hypothesis that there

is a significant relationship in perceptions of Performance
Effectiveness and Institutional Milieu between the faculty
and administrator groups.
Conclusions
There were several salient findings in this study.
The conclusions are as follows:
1.

Performance evaluation'of the administrator by

faculty is a complex, sensitive, and threatening procedure.
The procedures selected to assure adequate sample size for
this study suggested that faculty and administrators in
nursing are reluctant to participate in studies which
examine their internal relationships and operations.
Approximately 55 percent of the population declined to
participate in this

~tudy,

and of the 45 percent who agreed

to participate, only 40 percent met the criteria for
selection in the study.

Therefore, generalizability of the
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findings is limited to this study.
2.

Although motivation for participation was not

assessed in this study, there is some suggestion that
administrators who agreed to participate had self-assurance
of their competency as department chairpersons.

This

master's degree as the highest degree earned and their
educational qualification is less than the NLN criterion
for appointment of administrators .. In addition, 6.7 percent
of the administrators had interim appointments and 20
percent of the administrators were serving their first year
in the particular position.
3.

Faculty perceptions of administrator Performance

Effectiveness are functionally selective.

The diversity in

the ratings of administrator Performance Effectiveness
within a department, and among departments, suggests that
there are multiple and subtle influences which affect
perceptions of Performance Effectiveness.
4.

There is dissonance in perceptions of Performance

of administrative activities and responsibilities in
Personnel Management, Departmental Planning and Development,
and Building the Department's Reputation.

The findings

suggest that administrative decisions are not always
accepted nor perceived as effective by faculty.

The

differences in the actual role behavior of the administrator
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suggest that administrators need to be more explicit about
their work and faculty need to be more communicative about
the expectations held for the administrator.
5.

There is dissonance in perceptions of perceived

Importance of administrative activities and responsibilities
in Personnel

Managemen~Departmental--P1ann~ng

ment, and Building the Department's Reputation.

and DevelopThe

negative relationship between faculty ratings and administrator self-ratings in two of the subscales (Personnel
Management and Departmental Planning and Development)
suggests that there are interrole conflicts in terms of
the work of the administrator.
6.

There is .dissonance in perceptions of Administrative

Styles used by the administrator to accomplish the goals of
the department.

The negative correlation in Structuring

and significant mean difference in Democratic Practice
suggest that the boundaries and procedures used in
administering the department need clarification, and what
is considered effective leadership style appears to be
determined by personalistic factors and requirements of the
setting ra.ther than the characteristics of the administrator.
7.
Milieu.

There is dissonance in perceptions of Institutional
The data suggest that the normative concerns and

responsibilities of the administrator are not always
consistent with the faculty needs and perceptions, and the

I
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need of the administrator to perform functions to fulfill
institutional demands may be contrary to the personal goals
of the faculty.

In view of the tenuous state of the

prototype faculty in this study, the data suggest that
administrators need to be more flexible to meet the variety

8.

Judgments of Performance Effectiveness are based

on a complex interaction of factors.

Faculty character-

istics of tenure status, total years at the particular
institution, and total years' experience as a nurse
educato.r are significant variables in terms of selected
ratings, but the diversity in responses suggests that
ratings a're influenced by many subtle factors.

Three

administrator variables had significant effect on faculty
perceptions of selected ratings but the data suggest that
determinant of an effective administrator is a complex
interaction of administrator, faculty, and situational
variables.
9.

Dissonance in Performance Effectiveness is not the

same as a description of an effective or ineffective
administrator.

The data support previous research that

perceptual differences between faculty and administrator
are due to certain role expectations held by individuals
within the setting.

Therefore, perceptions of Performance

Effectiveness is a congruity with expectations held by

~-----

---~--
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incumbents within the system.

=

The variation in the faculty

ratings of the administrator indicates that the same
administrative behavior may be perceived as effective and
ineffective at the same time due to the different expectations held by individual faculty.
~-----------l-G~h-e----DE-Cl'1
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comparing Performance expectations between faculty and
administrator.

Congruity or dissonance in ratings can be

used as an index of the degree to which the administrator
meets the expectations of the faculty.

However, faculty

input should be used as but one source for comprehensive
evaluation of the administrator.

Although faculty serve

as the major constituency in the administrator's span of
control, it is important to consider that faculty and
administrator goals may be interdependent yet different in
terms of priority needs.
11.

The DECA is not amenable to developing an overall

Performance Effectiveness score.

The interrelationship

between and among subscale ratings is not sufficiently
definitive to categorize Performance Effectiveness.
However, at best, the DECA provides information to the
administrator on situational variables which influence
perceptions of Performance Effectiveness.

Knowledge of

these variables can serve as guide to the administrator in
determining what modes of operation and relationships work

I
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best in the given situation.
12.

Statistical significance of administrator evalua-

tion by faculty should be placed in perspective for practical
implications of the data.

The state of the art in

administrator evaluation, as well as the inherent weakness

Performance Effectiveness should be placed in the context in
which the evaluation occurred.

For example, the restricted

range used in the ratings may have contributed to the
negligible relationship in administrator and faculty
perceptions rather than actual differences in perceptions.
13.

The results of this study continue to raise the

issue of reliability when comparing administrators from
different academic units and from different institutions.
Although the study was limited to administrators with
similar position titles, the data suggest that each
academic unit is unique, and more precise criterion
measures need to be identified to make accurate comparisons.
Recommendations·for Further Study
Two types of recommendations evolved from this study.
The first set of recommendations is in relation to the
research design, and the second is in terms of areas in
administrator evaluation that require further study.
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Rese·a:rch De:si"gn
1.

This study should be ·replicated using a random

selection of NLN-accredited baccalaureate programs.

In

limiting the sample to programs which are headed by
administrators with position title of chairperson or
+---------~~hua~i~rpF~&an.Lrlire~~~

it-A_L&n-rgs~~Lcte~the prugr_ama_tJla~t__________

can be included in the study.

The analysis of faculty and

administrator prototypes suggests that this sample may not
be representative of the population.
2.

Although great effort was made to avoid the end

of the academic year influences on faculty and administrator
responses, the wide variation in the academic calendars
indicates that the first week in April is too late for a
survey of this nature.

Although there were only five

faculty comments criticizing the timing of the study, the
slow response rate from both faculty and administrators
necessitated extension of time noted for the return from
April 16, 1984, to May 30, 1984.

It is recommended that

mailing of the instruments be made no later than the first
week in March.
3.

The statistical techniques used in this study were

consistent with the intent of the study but the modified
DECA enables collection of numerous variables whose
effects on, or relationships with, other variables would
be of interest in administrator evaluation.

Therefore, it

~~~-----·
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is recommended that multivariate techniques be considered
to increase the power and efficiency of the data analysis.
4.

The lack of a scoring method for overall Perform-

ance Effectiveness made the comparisons of ratings somewhat
tentative.

It is recommended that a procedure be identified

Institutional Milieu are related to Performance.

This

recommended procedure will enable more precise basis for
comparing ratings within a department as well as between
departments.
5.

This study was limited to categorical comparison;

however, item analysis will be informative in terms of how
specific item ratings influenced the categorical means.

It

is recommended that item analysis be done to obtain
internal reliability of the items as well as obtain the
number of responses in each of the items.
6.

The conceptual framework used in this study was

eclectic; however, the data suggest that the theory of
cognitive dissonance has considerable relevance.

It is

recommended that this theory be applied in developing a
future study.

The theory of cognitive dissonance should

greatly strengthen the practical significance of the data.
7.

Although great care was used in this study to

provide anonymity to the respondents, and to treat the data
in confidence, nevertheless,

th~

lack of control of the
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setting in which the responses were completed would need to
be considered a factor.

It is recommended that paid

assistants be used to collect the data under specified
conditions and this procedure may increase the response
rate.

Approximately 35 percent of the faculty responses

three weeks past the due date.
Areas for Further Study
The findings from this study suggest further inquiry
into the reliability of the DECA.

The recommendations are

stated as questions for further study.
1.

What is the stability in faculty perceptions of

administrator Performance Effectiveness?

A one-group

pretest-posttest design is recommended to study the
problem.

DECA evaluation by faculty is conducted at two

points in time:

at the beginning of an academic year and

again at mid-point in the academic year.
2.

What is the relationship between faculty ratings

of the administrator's Performance Effectiveness and
observation of the administrator's actual work?

An

ethnographic study is recommended to obtain faculty's
viewpoint of the administrator's performance in the actual
setting.

The DECA ratings by faculty of the administrator's

performance is recommended as the basis for comparing the
observational data.
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3.

What is the relationship between the Administrative

Styles in the DECA (Democratic Practice, Structuring,
Interpersonal Sensitivity, and Vigor) and perceptions of
Importance and Performance in Personnel Hanagement,
Departmental Planning and Development, and Building
Department's Reputation?

It is recommendeo that a correla-

tion matrix be developed by factor analysis to determine
whether a profile can be developed to describe an effective
or ineffective administrator.
4.

What is the relationship between faculty ratings

of administrator Performance Effectiveness and interview
data?

It is recommended that a comparison be made of the

DECA ratings and interview data.

The findings should

provide insight into factors which influence interpretation
of the criterion measures specified in the DECA.
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Office of Educational Resources
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Fairchild Hall
Manhattan, Kansas 66506
913·532·5712

· February 6, 1984

Ms. Karen T. Nishio
1119 West Escalon
Fresno, California 93711
Dearr~s.

Nishio,

Strictly speaking, you do not need permission to use the modified
DECA form you are proposing. Individual items cannot be copyrighted; only instruments. Since you are not using a copyrighted
instrument, no perm1ssion to reproduce is required. Nonetheless,
you have my permission, as the author of DECA, to reproduce it in
the manner outlined in your letter of January 29. Furthermore, I
have consulted Dr. Judith Aubrecht, Director of the Center for
Faculty Evaluation and Developmen~ (the unit which holds the_copyright) and she agrees that you may use the DECA instrument in
modified form without concern for royalties or an accusation of
copyright violation.
Because of the changes you are making, our computer programs will
not yield useful results; all norms and interpretations are based
on 5-option formats. Therefore, you should plan on using the data
A copy of the manual
analysis facilities at Fresno or the U. of P.
you requested is enclosed.
Both Judy Aubrecht and I will be interested in your findin~s, and
hope you will share these with us. We wish you good luck in this
undertaking, I ·will be glad to assist in any way that we can.
Yours very truly,

-:·,. -·;, .,.. -~-. i /
~

. ---;;-

·;- /,

Donald P. Hoyt
Director
nn
cc:

Dr. Judith Aubrecht

Enclosure
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1119 West Escalon
Fresno, California 93711
January 30, 1984
Dear Nursing Program AdiDinistrator,
I am a doctoral student in the Department of Educational
Administration, School of Education, University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California. I wish to request your assistance in
assessing the accessibility of faculty and administrators for
a study which I plan to undertake in early April, 1984.
The purpose of my dkssertatkon ks to compare the faculcy
perceptions of the administrator's role in selected NLN
accredited baccalaureate and higher degree programs with those
of the administrator. The instrument for the data collection
is the DECA (Department Chairperson Assessment) Survey Form-Faculty Reactions to Chairperson Activities. This instrument
was developed by Donald Hoyt, Center for Faculty Evaluation
and Development in Higher Education, Kansas State University.
The study will be limited to full-time faculty and administrator within an educational unit. The data collection package
will be mailed to the administrator or a designee for distribution of the DECA to the faculty. The administrator also
responds to the same instrument. To insure anonymity and
confidentiality of the data, each respondent will return the
instrument in a self-addressed and stamped envelope.
The outcomes of the study address two timely concerns in educational administration: (1) identification of factors which
influence faculty perceptions of the administrator's role and
(2) self-development and professional growth of the
administrator.
I hope you and your faculty will participate in this study.
Some demographic data will be collected to enable correlation
of selected variables with the perceptions. The estimated
time commitment is fifteen minutes.
It would be very helpful if I could hear from you by February 21,
since my initial meeting with the dissertation committee is
planned for the end of the month. However, your faculty
meeting may not coincide with the deadline and, in that event,
I would appreciate hearing from you even after the date.
Enclosed is a postcard to expedite your response.
Thank you for considering this request.
study will be shared with you.
Cordially,

Karen T. Nishio

An abstract of the
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Agreement to Part'i.cipate :·
Yes, send data collecting package

ic

- - - number of full-time faculty

· .,(if package to be sent to other than
administrator, name and title of
designee

No, we are unable to participate at
this time
Please complete the following information:
Name of administrator

----------------------

Title
Institution

Address
Telephone number

I
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SURVEY FORM-FACULTY REACTIONS TO CHAIRPERSON ACTIVITIES*

CODE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• Please complete the following information about yourself:

Total years experience as nurse educator _ _ __
Do you have prior experience as administrator of a nursing program?
Total years at this institution---Age:

Tenured?

yes___

yes___

no _ __

no _ __

35 or less _ _ _ 36-45 _ _ _ 46-55 _ _ _ 56 or more _ __

Academic rank:
Instructor ____ Ass't. professor ____ Assoc. professor __.__ Professor _ _ _ other (please
specify)
Highest degree earned: bacc. _ _ _ master's - - - - doctorate _ __

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM IN THE ATTACHED SELF ADDRESSED AND
STAMPED ENVELOPE BY APRIL16, 1984

Please Turn Page

*This DECA-FACULTY REACTIONS TO CHAIRPERSON ACTIVITIES has been modified with permission from Donald P. Hoyt, Director, Of·
lice of Educational Resources and Judith Aubrecht, Director. Center for Faculty Evaluation and Development, Kansas State University,

Manhattan, Kansas.
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• The list below describes 15 responsibilities which some department chairpersons pursue. In column 1, circle
the number corresponding to your judgment of how important each of these should be for your chairperson
using the following code:
1 - Only So-So
2 - Fairly Important

P,--

3 - Quite Important
4 - Essential

• Use Column 2 to describe how effectively you feel your department chairperson fulfilled each responsibility
during the past 12 months. Omit any item if you feel you cannot make a valid judgement; otherwise circle the
number best corresponding to your estimate:
1 - Only So-So

2

3
4

Fa1rly Well

IMPORTANCE
COLUMN 1

Good
Outstanding

CHAIRPERSON RESPONSIBILITIES

PERFORMANCE
COLUMN 2

1.

2 3 4

Guides the development of sound procedures for assessing
faculty performance . .
. ........ .

16.

2 3 4

2.

2 3 4

Recognizes and rewards faculty in accordance with their contribution
to department's program
......... .

17.

2 3 4

3.

2 3 4

Guide development of sound organizational plan to accomplish
departmental program

18.

2 3 4

4.

2 3 4

Arranges effective and equitable allocation of faculty responsibilities
such as allocation committee assignments, teaching load, etc.

19.

5.

2 3 4

20.

2 3 4
2 3 4

6.

2 3 4

Takes lead in. recruitment of promising faculty
Fosters good teaching in the department

21.

2 3 4

7.

2 3 4

Stimulates research and scholarly activity ..

22.

2 3 4

8.

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

Guides curriculum development ....
Maintains faculty morale by reducing, resolving or preventing conflicts ..

23.

9.

24.

2 3 4

10.

2 3 4

Fosters development of each faculty member's special talents or interests.

25.

2 3 4

11.

2 3 4

Understands and communicates expectations of the campus
administration to faculty . . . . ....... .

26.

2 3 4

12.

2 3 4

13.

2 3 4

Effectively communicates the department's needs
(personnel, space, monetary) to the dean
Facilitates obtaining grants and contracts from extramural sources

14.

2 3 4

15.

2 3 4

Improves the department's image and reputation in the total
campus community
........ .
Encourages an appropriate balance among the programs offered
by the department . . .
. ....... .

27.

2 3 4

28.

2 3 4

29.

2 3 4

30.

2 3 4

• Indicate how frequently each of the following 30 statements is descriptive of your department chairperson by
circling the number corresponding to your judgment:

1 - Hardly Ever
2 - Less Than Half of the Time

3 - More Than Half of the Time
4 - Almost Always

The department chairperson:
31. Makes own attitudes clear to the faculty
32. Tries out new ideas with the faculty ...

2 3 4
2

3

4

33. Works without a plan
34. Maintains definite standards of performance ..

2

3

4

2

3

4

II
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35. Makes sure his/her part in the department is understood by all members_

2

3

4

36. Lets faculty members know what's expected of them

2

3

4

37. Sees to it that faculty members are working up to capacity.

2

3

4

38. Sees to it that the work of faculty members is coordinated

2

3

4

39. Does little things that make it pleasant to be a member of the faculty

2

3

4

40. Is easy to understand.

2

3

4

41. Keeps to him/herself . _.

2

3

4

42. Looks out for the personal welfare of individual faculty members .

2

3

4

43~Ref.uses.to.expW_D__i!ctions

2
2

3

4

45. Is slow to accept new ideas.

2

3

4

46. Treats all faculty members as his/her equal.

2

3

4

47. Is willing to make changes

2

3

4

48. Makes faculty members feel at ease when talking with them

2

3

49. Puts faculty suggestions into action .........

2

...........

44. Acts without consulting the faculty ..

..........

'

...........

4
4

3

2

3

4

2

3

4

53. Makes it clear that faculty suggestions for improving the department are welcome

2

3

4

54. Is responsive to one "clique" in the faculty but largely ignores those who are not
members of the clique
.. .... ....

2

3

4

. . . . . . . . ..

51. Postpones decisions unnecessarily
52. Is more a reactor than an initiator

..

4

55. In expectations of faculty members, makes allowance for their personal or
situational problems

2

4

56. Lets faculty members know when they've done a good job .

2

4

57. Explains· the basis for his/her decisions

...
...

58. Gains input from faculty on important matters

~

d -

4

2

50. Gets faculty approval on important matters before going ahead

$.-

2

3

4

2

3

4

59. Acts as though visible department accomplishments were vital to him/her .

2

60. Acts as though high faculty morale was vital to him/her

2

3

61. I enjoy my work in this department ... . . . . . . . . .

2

3

4

62. I have a positive relationship with the department chairperson

2

3

4

~

~

b

;,..

E

4
4

• Questions 61 to 70 ask about yourself or the department in general. Use the following code:
1 - Definitely False
2 - More False than True

3 - More True than False
4 - Definitely True

63. I agree with the priorities and emphases which have guided recent development
in the department ...

II

2

3

4

2

3

4

65. Enrollment/retrenchment problems in the department

2

3

4

66. Inadequate facilities for the department ..

2
2

3

4

67. Bureaucratic requirements and regulations

3

4

68. Inadequate financial resources to support department program

2

3

4

-~

2
2

3

4

""'

3

4

64. The department has-improved during this past year ..

.........

During the last 12 months, the department chaiperson's effectiveness has been seriously impaired by:

69. A relatively low priority given to the department by the chairperson's immediate
..........
superior or by the institution itself .
70. Obstructionism/negativism from one or more members of the faculty

~
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~-------C_H_A_I_R_P_ER_S_O N_I_N_F_O_R_M_A_T_I_O_N~F_O_R_M
__

__* ______

CODE _________________

• Please complete the following information about yourself and the academic unit:
Total years experience as a nurse educator---Total years experience as administrator of nursing program---Total years at this institution ____ Tenured?
Academic rank:
Age:

yes----

no _ ___

Ass't. professor ____ Assoc. professor ____ Professor _ ___

35 or less _ _ _ 36-45 _ _ _ 46-55 _ _ _ 56 or more _ ___

Highest degree earned:

master's ____ doctorate _ _ __

How many years have you served as chairperson of this academic unit?
First year ____ 1 to 2 years ____ 3 to 5 years ____ 6 or more years _ ___
What are the terms of your appointment? (check one only)
interim ____ appointed and serve at pleasure of dean or president _ _ _
. appointed by dean or president
and serve for a specific term ____ elected by faculty and serve for a specific term _ _ _ other (please
specify)
Approximate number of tenured faculty in this department?
more than 80% _ _ _ 60 to 79% ____ 40 to 59% ____ less than 39% _ __
Total number of full time faculty _ __

II

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM IN THE ATTACHED SELF ADDRESSED AND
STAMPED ENVELOPE BY APRIL 16, 1984

Please Turn Page

•This DECA-CHAIRPERSON INFORMATION FORM has been modified with perraission from Donald P. Hoyt, Director of Educational Resources
and judith Aubrecht, Director. Center for Faculty Evaluation and Development, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas.
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• The list below describes responsibilities which some department chairpersons pursue. In column 1, circle the
number corresponding to your judgment of how important each of these· is using the following code:
1 - Only So-So
2 - Fairly Important

3 - Quite Important
4 - Essential

• Use Column 2 to describe your performance level during the past 12 months, using the following estimates:

1 - Only So-So
2- Fairly Well

IMPORTANCE
COLUMN 1

3 - Good
4 - Outstanding

PERFORMANCE
COLUMN 2

CHAIRPERSON RESPONSIBILITIES

1.

2 3 4

Guides the development of sound procedures for assessing
faculty performance .

16.

2 3 4

2.

2 3 4

Recognizes and rewards faculty in accordance with their contribution
to department's program .. ......... '

17.

2 3 4

3.

2 3 4

Guides development of sound organizational plan to accomplish
departmental program

18.

3 4

4.

2 3 4

Arranges effective and equitable allocation of faculty responsibilities
such as allocation committee assignments, teaching load, etc.

19.

2 3 4

5.

2 3 4

Takes lead in recruitment of promising faculty

20.

2 3 4

6.

2 3 4

Fosters good teaching in the department

2 3 4

~

7.

2 3 4

Stimulates research and scholarly activity .....

21'
22.

2 3 4

E

8.

2 3 4

Guides curriculum develcpment .

23.

2 3 4

il"

9.

2 3 4

Maintains faculty morale by reducing, resolving or preventing conflicts.

24.

2 3 4

I!"

10.

2 3 4

Fosters development of each faculty member's special talents or interests.

25.

2 3 4

11.

2 3 4

Understands and communicates expectations of the campus
administration to faculty .. . . . . . . . . . . ............

26.

2 3 4

12.

2 3 4

Effectively communicates the 9epartment's needs
(personnel, space, monetary) to the dean ..

27.

2 3 4

13.

2 3 4

Facilitates obtaining grants and contracts from extramural sources

28.

2

14.

2 3 4

Improves the department's image and reputation in the total
........ ' ...
campus community

29.

2 3 4

15.

2 3 4

Provides an appropriate balance among the programs offered
. ' .........
by the department .

30.

2 3 4

I
-

3 - More Than Half of the Time
4 - Almost Always

..........

31. Make my attitudes clear to the faculty
32. Try out new ideas with the faculty ......
33. Work without a plan
34. Maintain definite standards of performance.

......

'

..

~

4

• Indicate how frequently each of the following 30 statements is descriptive of your behavior; circle the number
corresponding to your self-assessment:
1 - Hardly Ever
2 - Less Than Half of the Time

~

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4
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35. Make sure my part in the department is unde~stood by all members

2

3

36. Let faculty members know what's expected of them

2

3 4

37. See to it that faculty members are working up to capacity

2

3

38. See to it that work of faculty members is coordinated

2 3 4

4

4

39. Do little things that make it pleasant to be a member of the faculty ..

2

3

40. Is easy to understand ............ .

2

3

4

41. Keep to myself .

2

3

4

42. Look out for the personal welfare of individual faculty members.

2

3

4

43. Refuse to explain my action

2

3

4

..

..

4

..•.

~------------.4-4~ttwitho-at---cons1r1tin-gLh-e-tacuh'r---.~.~.~.~.~~.~.~.~.~.~~.--------~.~.~.~.~.~ ~.----~.,--.~.:r-4'--------~

45. Slow to accept new ideas

2

3

4

2

3

4

47. Is willing to make changes

2

3

4

48. Make faculty members feel at ease when talking with me .

2

3

4

49. Put faculty suggestions into action . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

3

4

50. Obtain faculty approval on important matters before going ahead .

2

3

4

51. Postpone decision-making unnecessarily .................. .

2

3

4

46. Treat all faculty members as my equal

..........

52. More a reactor than an initiator .

2

3

4

53. Welcome faculty suggestions for improving department

2

3

4

54. Respond to demands and needs of one "clique" in the faculty ........... .

2 3 4

55. Make allowances for personal or situational problems of the faculty

2

3

56. Let faculty members know when they've done a good job.

2

3

4

57. Explain basis for my decision making

2

3

4

58. Seek faculty input on important matters .

2

3

4

59. Take pride in visible department accomplishments ........... .

2 3 4

60. Do everything possible to maintain high faculty morale .

2

4

3

4

• Questions 61 to 70 ask about yourself or the department in general. Use the following code:
1 - Definitely False
2 -More False than True

3 - More True than False
4 - Definitely True

61. I enjoy my work as department chairperson in this department

2

3

4

62. I have a positive relationship with the faculty.

2

3

4

63. I am satisfied with the priorities and emphases which have guided recent
development in the department ...........

2

3

4

64. Under my leadership, the department has improved during this past year .

2

3

4

..........

During the last 12 months indicate how each of the following may have affected perceptions
of your performance as chairperson

.........

~

3 •4

68. Inadequate financial resources to support department programs

2
2
2
2

69. A relatively low priority given to the department by immediate superior or
by the institution itself
...........
70. Obstructionism/negativism from one or more members of the faculty

65. Enrollment/retrenchment problems in the department
66. Inadequate facilities for the department. ....
67. BurE;aucratic requirements and regulations ........

.............

II

3

4

3

4

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

=
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April 1, 1984
Dear Nursing Program Administrator
or Administrator's Designee,
Many thanks for accepting the additional responsibility
for distributing the DECA. I am most grateful for your
generous assistance with the data collection procedure.
t-------------------------------------------------------------~~tncere~y~.-----------------------------------

Karen T. Nishio
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DISTRIBUTION OF DECA
1.

Enclosed are _____ copies of DECA, Faculty Reactions to
Chairperson Activities.

This number. corresponds with

the number of full-time faculty which was indicated on
the return postcard from your program.

Since the

material is time-dated, please distribute the forms
within three days of receipt of the data collecting
package.

Only full-time faculty should receive the

DECA.
2.

Enclosed also is one copy of the DECA, Chairperson
Information Form for the nursing program administrator.

3.

A letter of explanation is attached to each form.

A

self-addressed and stamped envelope is also attached to
facilitate the return of the forms to me.
4.

The deadline for return of the DECA is April 16.
Anything you can do to re-enforce the importance of
meeting this deadline by respondents is greatly
appreciated.

II
~
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1119 West Escalon
Fresno, California 93711
April 1, 1984
Dear Nursing Program Administrator,
In February, I sent a letter to survey the availability of
faculty and administrator from your program to participate
in a study I am conducting for my dissertation. And, I
~------'w-i-s-h~~e~~h-a-nk------J~eu-f-e-r-y-e-ur-w-i-1-l-i-n.-g-ne-s-s-t-e-~e-s-pG-nd-t-o-t-he~-----

DECA (Department Chairperson Assessment), which is the data
collecting instrument.
The purpose of the study, as you may recall, is to compare
the faculty perceptions of· the administrator's role in
selected NLN accredited baccalaureate and higher degree
programs with the self-perceptions of the administrator.
Faculty will be completing the Faculty Reactions to
Chairperson Activities and the administrator will be
completing the Chairperson Information Form.
I realize that the end of the academic year means many
deadlines for you and I appreciate the time you must set
aside to respond to the DECA. The pilot testing of the
DECA showed that the average time for completing the form
was approximately 15 minutes. I hope you will be able to
return the completed DECA in the attached self-addressed
and stamped envelope by April 16.
Please be assured that the data will be treated in confidence. The code which you see on the form is to enable
grouping of data only.
Again, I wish to express my appreciation for your cooperation and support of this study. An abstact of the study
will be shared with you, hopefully about December.
I look forward to hearing from you by April 16.
Cordially,

Karen T. Nishio
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1119 West Escalon
Fresno, California 93711
April 1, 1984
Dear Faculty Member,
In February, I sent a letter to survey the availability of
faculty and administrator from your program to participate
in a study I am conducting for my dissertation. And, I wish

~~---------"ta------t-h-a-n-k-y"'-e-u-f-s-r-y-au-r-w-i~l-l-i-rrg-n-e-s-s-t-e-r-e-s-p-sn-cl-~e-t-R-e-:9-EGAc-------

(Department Chairperson Assessment), which is the data
collecting instrument.
The purpose of the study, as you may recall, is to compare
the faculty perceptions of the administrator's role in
selected NLN accredited baccalaureate and higher degree
programs with the self-perceptions of the administrator.
Faculty will be completing the Faculty Reactions to
Chairperson Activities and the administrator will be
completing the Chairperson Information Form.
I realize that the end of the academic year requirements
make this an especially busy time for you. However, the
pilot testing of the DECA showed that the average time for
completing the form was approximately 15 minutes. I hope
you will be able to return the completed DECA in the
attached self-addressed and stamped envelope by April 16.
Please be assured that the data will be treated in confidence. The code which you see on the form is to enable
grouping of data only.,
Again, I wish to express my appreciation for your cooperation
and support of this study. An abstract of the study will be
shared with you, hopefully about December.
I look forward to hearing from you by April 16.
Cordially,

Karen T. Nishio

_,
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PERFORMANCE
Personnel Managemen.:t ·(PMP.)·
16. Guides the development of sound procedures for
assessing faculty perfo·rmance
17. Recognizes· and rewards ·faculty in accordance
with their contribution to department's program
19. Arranges effective and equitable allocation of
faculty responsibilities, such as allocation of
committee assignments, teaching load, etc.
24. Maintains faculty morale by reducing, resolving
+---~~~~~~~~~~---,-r--y:c-eve-nting-------conf-'1-±-cts·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

25.

Fosters development of each faculty member's
special talents or interests
26. Understands and communicates expectations of
the campus administration to faculty
De artmental Plannin and Develo ment (DPPP)
GuL es eve opment o soun organizational plan
to accomplish departmental program
20. Takes lead in recruitment of promising faculty
21. Fosters good teaching in the department
23. Guides curriculum development
30. Encourages an appropriate balance among the
programs offered by the department
Building Department's Reputati·on '(DRP)
22. Stimulates research and scholarly activity
27. Effectively communicates the department's needs
(personnel, space, monetary) to the dean
28. Facilitates obtaining grants and contracts from
extramural sources
29. Improves the department's image and reputation
in the total campus community
IMPORTANCE
Personnel Management (PM!)
1. Guides the development of sound procedures for
assessing faculty performance
2. Recognizes and rewards faculty in accordance
with their contribution to department's program
4. Arranges effective and equitable allocation of
faculty responsibilities such as allocation of
committee ass'ignments, teaching load, etc.
9. Maintains faculty morale by reducing, resolving
or preventing conflicts
10. Fosters development of each faculty member's
spedial talents or interests
11. Understands and communicates expedtations of the
campus administ·ration to faculty
De a:r:ttrierita1 ·p1'ann:in.: : ·an.d: Develo' men.t '(DPDI)·
·3. Gui es deve opmerit ·o sound organizational plan
to accomplish 'departmental program

-----------~--.---
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5.
6.
8.
15.

Takes lead in recruitment of promising faculty
Fosters good teaching in the department
Guides curriculU.m development
Encourages. an appropriate balance among the
programs offered by the ·department
Bui1din . De :artmeri;t.' ·s· Re: uta:tio·n: .(DRI)
7. St~mu ates research an sc o arly activity
12. Effectively communicates the department's needs
(personnel, space, monetary) to the dean
13. Facilitates obtaining grants and contracts
ll--------------cJ14-.-1mp~'I'9"V"S-s-1;he-depa-.r--tment-'-s-image-and_r-eput.atio!1,.____ _ _ _ __

in the total campus community
ADMINISTRATIVE STYLES
Democratic Practi·ce (DP)
40. Easy to understand
43. Refuses to explain actions (recoded for analysis)
44. Acts without consulting the faculty (recoded for
analysis)
45. Is slow to accept new ideas (recoded for analysis)
46. Treats all faculty members as his/her equal
47. Is willing to make changes
49. Puts faculty suggestions into action
50. Gets faculty approval on important matters before
going ahead
53. Makes it ·clear that faculty suggestions for
improving the department are welcome·
54. Is responsive to one "clique" in the faculty but
largely ignores those who are not members of the
clique (recoded for analysis)
57. Explains the basis for his/her decisions
58. Gains input from faculty on important matters
Structuring (STR)
31. Hakes own attitudes clear to the faculty
33. Works without a plan (recoded for analysis)
34. Maintains definite standards of performance
35. Makes sure his/her part in the department is
understood by all members
36. Lets faculty members know what's expected of them
37. Sees to it that faculty members are working up to
capacity
38. Sees to it that the work of faculty members is
coordinated
Interpersonat Serisi.tivi·ty ·(IS)·
39. Does little things that make it pleasant to be a
member of the faculty
41. Keeps to him/herself (recoded for analysis)
42. Looks out for the personal welfare of individual
faculty members
·
48. Makes faculty members feel at ease when talking
with them

----~~----------~:-------,~~---.----··---

~~~-~--
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55.

In expecta.tions of faculty members, makes
allowance for their personal or situational
problems
56. Lets faculty members kriow wheri they've done a good
job
60. Acts as though high faculty morale was. vital to
him/her
·
·
Vigor .(VTG)
32. Tries out new ideas with the faculty
51. Postpones decisions unnecessarily (receded for
~-----------,ana~~y~~S~'---------------------------

52.

Is more a reactor than an initiator (receded for
analysis)
59. Acts as though visible department accomplishments
are vital to him/her
INSTITUTIONAL MILIEU
Needs-Di.sposition o·f the Rate·r (N)
61. I enjoy my work in this department
62. I have a positive relationship with the department
chairperson
63. I agree with the priorities and emphases which
have guided recent development in the department
64. The department has improved during this past year
Institutional Barriers (TB)
.
65. Enrollment/retrenchment problems in the
department
66. Inadequate facilities for the department
67. Bureaucratic requirements and regulations
68. Inadequate financial resources to support
department program
69. A relatively low priority given to the department
by the chairperson's immediate superior or by the
institution itself
70. Obstructionism/negativism from one or more members
of the faculty

-

I

-
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Appendix J
ANOVA Results for Faculty Variables and Perceptions
of Administrative "Effectiveness: Performance
Sources of Variation
Faculty
Variables

FDRP

FDPDP

FPHP
Sig.

F

Sig.

F

Sig.

1.0687

.3685

.8788

.6636

1.2316

.2015

.8174

.4422

.2418

.0902

.8993

.4095

Years at Inst.

1. 4466

~0736

1. 3394

.1246

1.2316

.2015

Tenure Status

1. 2457

.2887

3.2234

. 0407'"" 1. 8292

.1617

-

Age

1.4870

.2049

1.6464

.1614

1.1009

.3555

i

Rank

.2594

.9039

.3486

.8450

.4836

.7478

Degree

.3542

.7861

2.1847

.0890

.8006

.4940

F
Educator Exp.
Adm. Exp.

~

-·

Key:

Educator Exp. =total years' experience as nurse
educator.
Adm. Exp. =prior experience as administrator of a
nursing program.
Yrs. at Inst. = total years as faculty at the given
institution.
FPlW = Faculty Perceptions of Personnel Management:
Performance.
FDPDP = Faculty Perceptions of Departmental Planning
and Development: Performance.
FDRP = Faculty Perceptions of Building Departmental
Reputation: Performance.
~·(

p ( .OS

-
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APPENDIX K
ANOVA RESULTS FOR FACULTY VARIABLES AND
PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE OF ADMINISTRATIVE
ACTIVITIES
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Appendix K
ANOVA Results for Faculty Variables and Perceived
Importance ·of Administ·rative Activities
Sources of Variation
Faculty
Variables

FPMI

FDRI

FDPDI

F

Sig.

F

Sig.

F

Sig.

Educator Exp.

.4650

.9956

.6689

.9210

.6712

.9193

Adm. Exp.

.1990

.8197

1.1252

.3254

.7523

.4718

Years at Inst.

.9601

.5225

.7734

.7824

.6249

.9265

Tenured Status

.6716

.5114

1.3766

.2534

.0497

.9515

2.1984

.0682

1.1705

.3220

.8427

.4986

Rank

.4996

.7360

.3209

.8640

.8505

.4937

Degree

.6351

.5927

.3758

.7705

.2973

.8273

Age

·Key:

FPMI = Faculty Perceptions of Personnel Management:
Importance.
FDPDI = Faculty Perceptions of Departmental Planning
and Development: Importance.
FDRI = Faculty Perceptions of Building Departmental
Reputation: Importance.

II
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APPENDIX L
ANOVA RESULTS FOR FACULTY VARIABLES AND
PERCEPTIONS OF ADMINISTRATIVE STYLES
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Appendix L
ANOVA Results for Faculty Variables and Perceptions of Administrative Styles
I

Sources of Variation
FDP

Faculty Variables

FSTR

FIS

F

Sig.

F

Sig.

Educator Exp.

1.0895

.3400

1. 5941

. 0215";"'

Administrator Exp.

2.6679

.0704

.9813

Years at Inst.

1.3507

.1181

1. 5620

Tenure Status

7.1224

. 0009id~

.6929

Rank
Degree

Age

Key:

.3756

FVIG

F
1. 2730

Sig.

F

Sig.

.1467

1.0827

.3492

.6525

.52121

.9160

.4008

. 0398";"'

1.3055

.14571

.9741

.5026

.2393

.7873

4.8292

. 0084~·~

3.1313

.5971

.9477

.4361

.7547

. 55521

.8984

.4647

2.3312

.0551

.4152

.7977

.9162

.4542

.6549

.6236

1. 3475

.2583

.7560

.5193

.8032

.4925

.4278

.7332

. 04457~

FDP = Faculty Perceptions of Democratic Practice.
FSTR = Faculty Perceptions of Structuring.
FIS = Faculty Perceptions of Interpersonal Sensitivity.

*P <. . OS
~',-Jc

p < .001

N
N
()'\

APPENDIX M
ANOVA RESULTS FOR FACULTY VARIABLES AND NEEDSDISPOSITION OF RATER AND PERCEIVED
INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS
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Appendix lf
ANOVA Results for Faculty Variables and Needs-Disposition
of Rater and Perceived Institutional Barriers
Sources of Variance
Institutional

NeedsIl±-sp-os±-ti-on

B-arri-e-rs

F

Sig.

F

Sig.

1. 261.4

.1557

1.2221

.1892

.9615

.3831

2.7795

.0631

Years at Inst.

1. 4089

.0890

1.1541

.2754

Tenure Status

2.2098

.1109

.9647

.3818

Age

1.0336

.3893

.7006

.5918

Rank

.5454

. 7025

.5891

.6707

Degree

.9511

.4157

.3548

.7857

Educator Exp.
Administrator Exp.

